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This descriptive s[udy examined [he decision making processes of student nurses as
t'hey formulut"{ q plan of care for a simulated pæieñfusìng Èhe "min[ãiouãi verbalprotocol me[hodology, and described rhe students' percepdõor of rpr.ifËioiluro.., ootheir clinical decision making. The influence of tôcus oÍ control orientation upon thedecìsion making processes used, and perceived influences on clinìcal ¿ec¡ion making,was.investigated' The sample consisted of 19 femal. tr.ood yro" ¿ipioru oï"riog
studen[s. Datawere collected-by means of asemi-sutu.¿u"r¿'inærviev, t¡e 

-

administr'ation of the Rotter Internal External Locus of Contrut Scale, 
"od " 

researcher
developed simulated patient situæion. Six.decision ruti"g etements ani righr decision
gaking processes were iden[ified. The subjecrs use¿ iinìiä" ¡;iri";;otiig-p.o..o",
ig the task of planning care. Internal subiects noorcrer,ìnÞracted eadier and morethoroughly vith the daø, engaged in moré-cognitive processing pr¡or ¡o mutins
decisions, and demonstra.1fl a trigler use of thî more ãõgniuivel"y .oÀpir*-¿r.irio"
Taking processes, than did the elternal-subjects. Inærñat an¿ éxærn'at *Uìr.t"
demonstrated evidence of serial processing óf inforrnæion, a tendency to reign ailpieces of dataequally, to generaæ some plänning Aecisions fron unválùat€d-'
hypolheses, and to se[ p_ribrities fmm tnäir tnoüt"¿e. luo of contex[ free rules rharguide nursing action. Contrary to the systematic u"ðræp*i* *p;;;.h;iihe nursingprocess, subjec[s began to ioterpreLdar¡-prior to complete dar¿ ioliecti;:;;; did notverbalize establishedjyfine diagnoses or expec ed oïtcomes pr¡or to ;kñ;planniag decisions. Subiects vere aso found'¡o verUaliee-ræionale for nuÀìäg actionin^avague and non-specific manûer. All subjects pãr."iuu¿ ri*ifu" ."t"g6i* rfinfluences upon their clinical decisiol nakiág p.ã."roì, bul external rüti.it" placed
a.much gT*r omphasis on the inhibitory efleôt of undesirabir pr"*""liii-
characteristics and teacþing techrliques oi ¿he æacneithan did tire ùtsdá subjecrs.
The findings of this study suggesu implicæions foi ;"*ü e¿ucæionìo inuà..* ordeveloping ioternalization. straregigifgr s[udents in basñ*nursing educæiìn pmgrams,
and ùeaching strategies to improvã logic and *.*odg rkill;ilñ,ñJËäiå^uiguiry
aod i'lcompleÈe information, vhich are common in nirsing. The provision of learningexperiences vhich encourage strdents to verbaliee scientiFic rari,inafe in * à..uruæ
and concise manner are also recommended.
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Effective clinical decision making skill in nursing is critical to the future of

professional nursing practice. The nursing profession, in concertvilh other

professions and disciplines, is becoming increasingly avare of the effect of the

knowledge explosion on the educalion and practice of iæ members, It is no longer

possible Ùo att¿in or mainùain a body of factual informæion alone, which is sufficient to

undedie the professional practice of nursing.

It is crucial ùo the advancement of nursing that its practitioners be able to make

appropriate clinical decisions with a high degree of accuracy, and that teaching

strategies to effect such clinical decision making skilts be developed (Pardue, l9g7;

Prescott, Dennis, & Jacox, l9B7;Tanner, 1967; corcoran, l9g6b; westfall, Tanner, puteier

& Padrick, l9E6;Jenkins, 1985;Broderick & Ammenùorp, 1979). Clinical decision making

as defined in this str¡dy, refers to the cogniùive process(es) leading up ù0, and including,

the conceptualization of nursing problems (nursing diagnoses) and lhe formulation of

plans for nursing intervenlion (patient managenent). This definition of clinical

decision making enconpasses the terms "problem solving", "clinical judgment,',

"clinical reasuning process", "diagnostic reasoning" and "clinical inferenca" as seen in

the liærature.

Several nursing researchers have proposed that an understanding of the processes

of clinical decision making is prerequisite to the development of suit¿ble instructional

methods for teaching this skill. In a recent Delphi survey of I2I rrurse educagors in the

United States, Tanner & Lindenan UEtln report that the development of problem

solving skills vas identified as the second priority topic for research in nursing

educatíon. Despite these facts, there is a paucity of research in the nursing literature

on tåe processes of clinical decision making . Grier Ug76l studied decision making in

CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM
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the planning of care using decision theory ùo compare nurses' choices of nursing

action from a given list to a mathematical model. More recently, onty tvo major

research projects have been undertaken in this mosl important field. Westfall et al.

(19S6) and Tanner, Padrick, Westfall &Putzier (19S7) investigared the diagnostic

reasoning strategies of nurses and nursing s[udents in comparison t,o the model of

diagnostic reasoning developed by Elsùein and colleagues in ùheir work vith physicians

and medical studenùs. Corcoran (1986b, 1986c) studied the decision making processes of

hospice nurses, specifically, erploring the rela[ionships among task complexity and

nursiag expertise, and the planning processes of generating, evaluating, and choosing

alternative actions.

Both of these research studies compared strategies used by novices and experts as a

basis for the discussion of findings. Älthough researchers have espoused the viev that

knowledge of the decision making processes of experts is prerequisite to understanding

the novice, Tanner (l9S6b) cautions that"aportrayal of hov competent individuals

make clinical judgments does not automatically translate to a definition of the thinking

processes as s¡e should teach our students nor by vhat methods ve should teach

them"(p.4). In summary, although it is recognÞed that "[iln the arcaof processes of

clinical judgment, research is needed on virtually aII components from observation to

patíent management, ...the goal of describing the processes...Írs a prerequisite to

instructional design has not yet been achieved (Tanner, rgs7, pp.l5s, 159, 169). A

major purpose of this study was to describe the clinical decision making processes of

student ûurses as they plan nursiûg care.

A search of the literature to identify factors that correlate s¡íth decision making

skill was not fruitful. Considerable evidence existed. however, to suggest that factors

such as educational preparation, knowledge, and experience do influence the

effectiveness of making clinical decisions (Baumann & Bourbonn ais, Iggz:del Bueno,

19E3;Pardue,l9f37;Davis, 1972,197 ;Frederickson&Mayer,1977:Verhoníck,Nichols.



GIor, & McCarthy, 1%8; Aspinall, 1976). Baumann & Bourbonnais fi9EZ) investigated

other influences by asking critical care nurses to rank, in order of importance, the

influence of knowledge, experience, slress, role modelling, and values on their clinical

decision making. Knowledge and experience r¡ere perceived as the st6nges[

influences. An open-ended inductive approach to the identificaLion of factors

perceived by medical-surgical nurses tro influence clinical decision making vas

employed by Prescott et al. ( 19E7), and revealed two categories of influencing factors,

namely, organizalional and personal. Each category contained both facilitating and

inhibiting influences. To this researcher, it seemed reasonable to suspect that student

rlurses vould perceive different influences on their decision making processes than do

practising nursos' This study identifies factors which are perceived by student nurses

to influence Èheir decision making processes.

In the investigation of a phenomenon as complex as the clinical decision naking

processes of s[udenù nurses, an undersüanding of the data is enhanced by comparing

identified processes to an empirically based construct from the scientific literæure.

One such construct which s€rves this function is locus of control. Locus of control

refers to an individual's beliefs about the causal sÐurce of the ouùcomes of events in

life. When an even[ is perceived as the result of pers'onal characteristics, this is termed

a belief in internal control. When luck, chance, fate or powerful others, or some

combination of these, is perceived as the cause of evenls, this is termed a belief in

external contr-ol. Many sùudies have validatnd apositive relationship between internal

locus of contrul and academic achievement (Findley & Cooper, 1gS3). In addition,

"persÐns with an internal locus of con[rol appear ùo be more motivated and better able

t'o extract relevant infornation or situæional cues and use these data in effective

problem solvin6" (Arakelian, 1980, p. 29). Presumably, then, student nurses who have

an internal locus of control, moreso than students with an external locus of control,

should be more persistent, and able to process informalion more thoroughly and/or

3



efficiently in decision making tasks. The construc[ of locus of conlrol has been studied

extensively as an explanation for lhe decision making behavior of persons faced vith
personal health crises, Locus of control has no[, as yet, found wide acceptance in the

nursing liæra¿ure on ùhe processes of clinical decision making. Munley 6975) found

no significan[ relationship betveen locus of control and decision making in nursing

situations in senior baccalaureate nursing students. Kissinger and Munias ggsl)

hovever, did find an internal locus of control ùo be associated s'ith the decision making

behavior of student nurses as measured by their ability !o use the nursing process.

More recently Neaves (1989) demosstrated a significant relationship between internal

locus of control and independent decision making in senior nursing students in both a

diploma and a baccalaureate school of nursing. Since decision naking is knovn to be a

complex psychological process, aod locus of control has recently been shovn to

mediate cognitive process€s, an exploration of the influence of locus of control upon

clinical decision making processes was iustified.

Nursing education places high value on the goal of achieving a body of knovledge

that clearly describes the processes of clinical decision making. Some of the cognitive

processes used by nurses and nursing students in the diagnostic or hypothesis

generation phase of clinical decision making have been described in the nursing

liæræure. A description of the decision making processes used by student nurses in

the planning of nursing cars has not been vell researched. It has been the vriter,s

experience that student nurses have more difficulty with the processrs involved in

planning nursing care than they have with generæing hypotheses about the state of

the patient. Actuatly, this problem is neither new, nor, itappears, unique to student

ourses. In a s[udy of the ability of registered nurses to make specific clinical decisions

based on the vieving of video simulations, del Bueno ( 19E3 ) noted a consistent

difference in subjects betveen recognÞing a problem (hypothesis generalion) and

knowing what to do abouf it (planning of care). Corcoran (19S6b) empha-sÞed the neecl

4



for increasrd knowledge abouf decision making during planning a-s a basis for

straÞgies [o improve practice or educalion. It is apparenl, fherefore, that further

clarification of the processes of clinical decision making, and the identification of some

of the facilitating and inhibi[ing influences on decision making, would be extremely

useful Ùo nurse educators in devising educalional approaches to assist student nurses in

the development of their decision making skills concerning patienù management.

This study usÊs a qualitative melhod of inquiry vhich provides further descriptive

information about [he decision making processes of s[udenf nurses as Lhey plan

nursing care. It builds upon the vork of SheilaCorcoran fhrough the use of adifferent

sample' and a planning task that requires independent nursing clecisions. An

exploralion of selected relæionships among locus of control orientation, decision

making processes, and perceived influences on the clinical decision making of student

nurses pr-ovides additional descriptive information that has not previously been

collected.

The specifíc questions addressed in this study are:

l. What decision making processes do student nurses use vhen planning nursing

care?

2' Is there a relationship between locus of control and clinical decision mating

processes used by student ûurses in planning nursing care?

3. What factors do student nurses perceive to be facilitative to them in their clinical

decision making processes in planníng nursing care?

4. Is there a relationship between locus of control and factors which student nurses

perceive to be facilitative to them in clinical decision making?

). What factors do student nurses perceive to be inhibitive to them in their clinical

decision making processes in planning nursing care?

6. Is there a relationship between locus of control and factors s¡hich student flurses

perceiye to be inhibitive to them in clinical decision making?

5



Having identified the need for, and [he relevance of this research projec[ to the

nursing profession, a detailed statement of the theoreÈical framework vhich guided the

design of the s[udy is now provided. The review of relevan[ literature which follovs,

serves to orient the reader to research endeavours in nursing and related fields on the

cognitive processes of decision making and on the construct of locus of control.

The theoretical framevork of this study was derived from lhe perspeclives of two

psychological theories, social learning theory, and information processing theory.

The relevance of each theory to this sÈudy is presented next.

Social learning theory, developed by Julian B. Rotter in 1954, is a ùheory of

personality vhich was designed to predict the behavior of hunan beings in complex

environments. The principles of social learning theory, (also refeged to by Rotter,

L982a, as assumptions), may be found in Àppendix A. Social learning theory

emphasÞes behavior as an interaction betveen person and environnent in a given

place and t'ime. A person's social behavior, including choice behavior, is vieved as

learned and modifiable. Learning is a maturational process, highly influenced by

positive and negative life experiences. Although past experience is imporùant in

explaining present behavior, complete knowledge of previous erperience is

unattainable. In addition, behavior is believed ùo be goal-directed and influenced by

associations with previous goals. The four basic concopts of social learning theory are
:

behavior potenÈial, expeeùancy, reinforcement value, and the psychological situation.

All four of these factors ar€ present in clinical decision making tasks in nursing.

Locus of control is a psychological consùruct that arose frpm sucial learning theory

and vas used in this study to provide a theoretical basis from which the clinical

decision making processÊs of student nursÊs, and those factors perceived [o have an

influence on clinical decision making, were examined. One principle thæ underlies

Theoretical Framework
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.the 
construct of locus of control is particulady relevant tÐ this stud5,. It is the

principle that "the occumence of a behavior of a person is determined not only b), the

nature or imporùance of goals or reinforcemen[s, but also by the persÐn's anticipation

or expectancy thar these goals vill occur" (Rotter, l9EZa, p,l0). Locus of control,

therefore, may be defined as individuals' beliefs about whether or not a contingency

relæionship exists be[ween their behavior (actions) and Èheir reinforcemen!s

(outcomes). As a generalized expectancy in social learning theory, locus of control is a

relatively stable personality characteristic developed over time and acquired lhrough a

series of many slcial learning experiences. It is important to this study t,o note that

Rotter (l9s2b) identified internal-external control of reinforcemenù as one of the

generalÞed erpecûancies operative in problem solving situations.

To summarize, the focus of this study was the clinical decision making processes of

student nurses. The broad principles of social learning theory and its derivative

construct, locus of control, provided one basis from vhich the clinical decision making

behavior demonstrated in this study can be underst,ood.

While social learning theory describes the parameters of the environment in

vhich clinical decision making takes place, information processing theory describes

the manner in lrhich human boings, as information processing systems, interact vith
theinenvironmen[ to stlve problems and to make decisions. Thus, the perspectives of

social learning theory and information processing theory were combined ùo provide a

sound theoretical background for this study.

The'information processing theory of human problem solving was derived from the

field of cognilive psychology and specifically, from the vork of l{evell & Simon OÏTZ)

in arÈificial intelligence. Three components of information processing theory form

the framevork of problem solving behavior; the information processing sysÞm [the

problem solverJ, the task environment las described by the erperimenterj, and the

7



problem space Ithe prtblem solver's subjective view of the task environment] (Simon,

1978)' Problem solving behavior is aq interaction betveen these three componenüs.

A maior assumption of information processing theory is that there are limits to lhe

capacity of a human being ùo process information. Situations that require the

processing of large amounts of information place a tremendous demand on the problem

solver, called "cognitive strain". In order to reduce t-his strain and make optimal use of

nemory r€sources, people develop strategies for selective data gathering and analysis,

and simplification of problems. It has been found that information processing in

decision making is highly dependenù upon the demands of the task (payne, lgg2), and

the pmblem solver's success depends upon how the person represents the critical

features of Èhe t¿sk environmenÈ in [he problem spa.ce (Simon, lgTE). Research that

utilÞes information processing theory therefore, has focused on an exploration of ts¡o

aspects of decision making, first, hov hunans aÅapLtheir limited capacity t,o [he

complex demands of the environment, and second, the extent to which the processes

used by individuals ùo make decisions vary acrÐss tasks (Corcoran, 1986b). This study

examined the actual decision making processes used in a planning task in nursing.

The four propositions or "laws of qualitative slructure" for human problem solving

(Simon, 1978) are found in Appendix B. Although the origin of this theory in artificial

inteltigence implies a procedural, mathematical approach to pr-oblem solving and

decision making, a grÊat deal of flexibility is inherent in the beliefs posiæd abour the

characteris[ics of the human information pr-ocessing component. Information
I

processing theory is consistentvith the beliefs of social learning theory in viewing

the individual as adaptive to task requiremests and capable of modifying behavior

substantially over time Èhrough a learning process. Informæion processing theory

also proposes thæ different information processing strategies may produce

functionally equivalenl behaviors (Simon, 197s). In the ligh[ of the present state of
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knowledge about [he processes of clinical decision naking, this fact renders research

on alternalive stralegies even more relevant.

Social learning theory and information processing theory ar€ congruent in their

comprehensive view of the behavior of individuals and their recognition of the

complexi[y of factors influencing thar behavior. In this way, both lheoretical points of

viev allov for a flexible interpretation of the clinical decision making processes of

student nurses. Rotter's conceptof the psychological situæion is closely aligned vith
the idea of representation of a pr-oblem in the problem space, as described in

information processing theory. In bo[h theories, behavior is considered to be a

sampling vithin a specific time period, and it is recognized thæ any sample of behavior

will only provide par[ial informalion abou[ the cognitive processes of an individual.

Clinical decision making in nursing is an example of a complex inùeraction of an

individual vith his/her perceived environmen[. It is recognized that the behavior of

the student nuræ in clinical decision making is influenced by all of the experiences,

personal characberistics, and values thatare brought ùo the decision making situation,

as vell as the student's subiective interpretat^ion of that situation. It is equally

recognized that not all of these variables can be either con&rolled or described.

Howsver, the generalizod expectancy of locus of control can be neasured, and iûs

relstionship to decision making behaviors cao be doscribed. Locus of conLrol, atthough

fairly stablo, is amenable to change through sxposure t0 new experiences. The

differences in decision making ilrucessos found betl¡een the subjects with an internal

and erternal locus of control provide some direction for the development of teaching

s&rategies eo facilitate clinical decision ma&ing in Lhe planning of care.

In conclusion, social learning theory provides a broad philosophical basis for this

investigation, and supports the fundamenùal tenets of information processing [heory.

In turn, information processing theory describes aspecific approach to hunan
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problem s-olving behavior that is useful in describing the processes that student nurses

use in making clinical decisions in nursing situations.

Databases used in this study include Dissertation Abstracts Online, psychlit,

Psychalert, Medline, and Nursing and Allied Heatth (CINAHL). The major nursing

iournals Advances in Nursing Science, Western Journal of Nursing Research, Research

in Nursing and Health, Journal of Advanced Nursing, and Nursing Research vere

scanned by hand to ensure that important conlributions in nursing vere no[ omiued.

Moral/ethical decision making ia nursing, and teaching stralegies designed t,o improve

the problem solving and decision making skills of nursing students vere not addressed

in this study, and are therefore nol considered in the reviev of the literature.

From a preliminary analysis of the term "decision making" i[\¡as discovered that

several professions outside of nursing have demonstrated a keen interest in the

phenomenon, and have conlributed a considerabte body of empirically based findings

that provides both depth and breadth to an understanding, no[ only of the processes

involved in making decisions, butalso the facùors vhich influence decision naking

behavior. Because it is the prtfessional disciplines which appear to have contributed

most heavily tro the literature on decision making and locus of control, the following

professioos werÊ selected as important. sources of the relevant literattre for this study:

Medicine, Cognitive Psychology, Business AdminisÈration, Education, and Nursing. This

literature review addrews the two major concepts of interest in this study, namely,

decision making xlrocesses, and locus of conLrol. Within the concept of decision

making, research on the processes or strategies of decision making is outlined first,

folloved by a sunmary of research findings on the facùors influencing decision

making in each professionat field. These lwo broad catogories are further subdivided

as described at the beginning of each section. A summary of the research on the

Review of the Liæræure
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concep[ of locus of control follows the reviev of the literature on decision making

processes.

interest in clinical decision making in nursing began in I966 with a series of

landmark articles by Hammond and his associates. Since then, the study of clinical

decision making evolved from a statistical decision theory approach, to the study of

nursing diagnosis as concept attainment, to an information processing theory

perspective, to a phenomenological, inductive approach, and finally, to combinations

of these approaches. Á,lthough a relationship between clinical decisíon making in

nursing and the nursing process itself has been conjectured and even criticized, such

a relationship, if ít occurs, has not been formally tested.

The folloving literature review on clinical decision naking in nursing examines

the nursing process as a guide to decision making, decision making

processes/strategies that nurses and nursing students have been found to use, the role

of decision theory in nursing, and factors that have been found to influence decision

making in nursing

It

The nursing process is usua[y described in the nursíng literature as a problem

solving approach to data collection, nursing diagnosis, and the planning,

implementation and evaluatíon of patient care. Marked by íts official acceptance ín

1967 , itwas eagerly accepted by a profession in search of a means of describing the

scope of nursing function, in order to legitimÞe nursing practice in the

iaterdisciplinary health care team. Since then, the nursíng process has been

acclaimed as the decísion making tool of nursing practice. Every nursing school now

teaches it, but its effectiveness as a decísion making guide has not been vell



researched. Popular nursing litera¿ure abounds wilh articles on the use of lhe nursing

process in a variety of clinical and educational settings, but as Justus ( 19S6) points ouL,

there is liule research t¡ be found on teaching the nursing process, or its relationship

t'o the decision making process. Jusüus discovered fhat vir¿ually all I 19 Àssociate Degree

schools she surveyed in the United Staþs taught nursing process, prim.arily by means

of the lecture method, and evaluated it through wriuen care plans, with the expectation

of awritten rationale for actions proposed. This pattern can be found in mostdiploma,

community college, and even baccalaureate programs in the United States and Canada.

Not all students, however, experìence success in implementìng vhat they have learned

in the classroom abou[ nursing process t,o the clinical setting. Frederickson & Mayer

(1977) studied the problem solving behavior of baccalaureate degree and associate

degree nursing sfudents and discovered that both groups of studenùs used the sùeps of

problem solving defined as closely resembling lhe steps of nursing process, in random

order. In addiuion, lhey did not appear to consider each step consciously, bul

approached the situation mo¡'e in accord vith Èheir individual cognitive style. The step

least frequenlly used by all students was that of evaluation. In a study of the problem

solving ability of baccalaureate nursing students in relæion to the asæssment phase of

nursing process, Villafuert,e (1986) discovered ùhat students provided vith a structured

assressment guide identified a greater percenlage of relevant cues and generaled a

greatsr percentage of accurate nursing diagnoses in a simulated client care situation

than o[her students did, who were no[ provided vith the assessment guide. The author's

concern about the lov level of understanding among senior baccalaureale nursing

str¡dents of the assessment phase of the nursing process, prompÞd her to advocale a

more integrated approach t¡ the teaching of nursing process as a problem solving

process in the cumiculum.

The stimulus for this study, arose in fact, from the u¡riter's realieation of the

frustration experienced by student nurses as they attempted to grapple vith the
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apparently linear and cumbersome nature of the.nursing process, vhen using it as *
decision making tool for the design of nursing care plans. Accompanying fhe writer's

frus[ration in guiding the efforts of the students, vas the slovly groving conviction

thal the nursing prccess is by itself, inadequate as a model ùo enable students to develop

their thought patterns during the process of making clinical nursing decisions.

Criticism of the nursing process began to appear in the nursing literature in 19gû,

and has ranged from descriptive attempts ùo support i! as a decision making tool

(MccarÈhy, l98l ) t,o a questioning of its namov scope and the apparent

aulhoritarianism it accords to nurses (Henderson, lgSZ). Some au[hors (Gemity, 19g7;

Benner, l9E4;Donnelly, 19E7; Young, l9E7) perceive the nursing process as a linear

mode of thought that is "far t,oo limiting and rigid for use as [he sole framevork of

practice for ao evolving clinical profession" (McHugh, 1986, p.27), Four recent studies

(Tanner, l9E2; Westfall, Tanner, Putzier, & padrick, l9E6; puEier, padrick, Westfall, &

Tanner, 1985; Corcoran, 1986b) suggest that neither students nor practising nurses use

ihe linear sequence of thought described by the nursing process to analyze patienù

situations. As a leading researcher in the field of clinical decision making in nursing,

C.A. Tanner (1986a) succinctly notes, "there is accumularing evidence in the research

literature and criticism in the opinion literature that the undertying nursing process

nay not reflect the complexity of thinking needed for clinical f udgment" (p.9), and

Westfall et al. (19E6) add, "although the nursing process has been used as a framework

for instruction in clinical decision-making for nearly lwo decades, little is known

about the actual thinking processes used in making patient care decisions" (p.269).

Thus, it appears thæ the nursing process, alone, functìons less lhan adequately as a

model for the study of the though& processÊs involved in making clinical decisions in

nursing. Clearly, prÐcessesand strategies beyond those addressed in the nursing

process are operalional while student nurses make clinical decisions. The literature

which addresses such processes and s[rategies is considered next.
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Most. of the liærat¡re on clinical decision making in nursing has focused on the

cognit'ive processes that take place from the initial erposure to a patient situation, up

Ù0, and including lhe formulatioo of diagnostic hypotheses. A smaller number of

studies (Baumann & Bourbonnais, lgEZ;Corcoran, l9g3) have emphasized the

generating, choosing and evalualing of nursing interventions. Be cause most of the

nursing research relevant to this study vas conducted in [he framevork of

information processing theory, those studies Ílr€ considered first, folloved by an

examinalion of inducÈively based studies. Research based on decision theory is then

considered separately, followed by a consideration of the comelates of, and factors

influencing clinical decision making in nursin6.

The diagnostic reasoning strategies of practisiag nurs€s and senior and junior

baccalaureate nursing students are described in a series of three articles vhich detail

different aspecùs of one large researcb project (Tanner et al., lgEz; westfall et al., l9g6;

Puteier eùa1., 19S5). This comprehensive study was designed to exanine the thought

prucesses nurses use in deriving nursing diagnoses, because, until thæ time, few

studies had been conducted in this realm (Putzier et al., 1985). Iù vas thought that an

undersüanding of these processes would assist. ourse educators to teach the processes of

clinical decision making (Westfall etal., 19S6). The diagnostic reasuning strategies of

nurses (experts) and nursing studenùs (novices) r/ere compared !o the model of

diagnostic reasoning developed by Elsæin and associates in their study of physicians

and nedical str¡dents (Etsæin, Kagan, shulman, Jason, & Loupe, l97z;Elstein, shulman,

& Sprafka, 1978). The strategy mosLfrequently identified in atl studies of diagnostic

reasoning is early hypothesis generation. A,ll three grûups of nurses and nursing

students in this study were found ùo activate diagnos&ic hypotheses early in the

reasoning process and to use the strategies of hypothesis-driven and cue-based data

acquisition more frequently than other systematic approaches, such as a reviev of
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systems, or a random non-systematic approach (Tanner et al., 19E7), Formulae and

scoring procedures vere developed to describe five aspects of the inference acfivafion

process, i'e., comprehensiveness, efficiency, proficiency, complexity and earliness of

activation. Although registered nurses tended to score higher than nursing students

on all measur-es, only one measure demonstrated a statistically significant difference.

The more experienced nurses activated a larger number of more cognitively complex

hypotheses than did the studenùs (Westfall et al., 1986). In addition, registered nurses

activated a significantly greater number of accuraÞ diagnoses lhan students (Tanner

et al., 1987), Thus, nurses and nursing students vere fouod ùo activate hypotheses early

in the situation and ¡o use systemæic information gathering to rule in or rule out the

hypothesis, as do physicians and medical s[udents.

In one aspect of the study, responses o three pa[ient situations which differed in

task complexity vere analyzed. The number of hypotheses activaþd, earliness of

activation, and atcuracy of diagnosis vere found ùo be task-specific variables, whereas

data acquisition straþgies vere more generalizable acrÐss tasks, leadiog the authors to

tentatively suggest that dara acquisition strategies may be more relaled ¡o the sub jects'

characteristic approach t,o reasoning than to the cootent of the task (Tanner et

al.'19E7). Expertise (knowledge and experience) vas positively cogelated vith an

ability to generate more accurate, complex hypotheses, but no comelation vas found

betveen expertise and the number of hypotheses activated, nor comprehensiveness,

efficiency, proficiency, or earliness of hypothesis activation (Westfall et al., l9g6). In

a recen[ pilot study of lhe cogniLive pmcesses used by regisæred nurs€s in the practice

setting, Famell and Tamblyn ( 19E7) identified that an hypothesis and test approach

sinilar t0 that suggested by research on the clinical rea-soning of physicians, occurued

frequently in their data. Within this reasoning process, three alternative approaches

became evident: the intui[ive, thæ is, a knoving vithout the conscious use of

reasnning; the scientific, in which the underlying scientific facts and principles are
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ar[iculated; and the routine, based on experience or habit, in vhich a semi-auûomatic

response is evoked vithout much conscious thought.

The relationships among task complexity, nursing expert-ise, and the decision

making processes of generating, evaluating, and choosing alternæive nursing actions

in developing plans t,o control palients' pain were studied by Corcoran fl9E3, lgE6b,

1986c), vith a sample of novice and expert hospice nurses. The maior finding

regarding decision sùrategies was that all subiects made iotermediate decisions about

alternalives (evaluated alærnatives) as they vere generated, rather [han folloving lhe

generation of all alærnatives. This may be interpreted to represent a serial processing

of dat¿ that is consistent. vith information processing theory. There was a trend for the

overall approach ùo the planning process to vary as a function of case difficulty, i.e., an

oppor[unistic overall approach vas used in casas of greater complexity and a systematic

overall approach was used for the least difficult case. In addition, a significanL number

of subiects evaluated a portion, rather than all alternatives generated. Evaluation of all

the alærnæives wÍts negatively comelated vi¿h both the number of alternatives

generated. and the difficully of [he cas¡ for decision making.

Findings regarding the influence of nursing expertise (novice-expert differences)

on the decision making process are of particular interest, because the student nurses in

this study are in the novice category. Experts used broad iniùial approaches to

planning more often lhan did novices. No relatiooship existed, hovever, betveen

initial approaches and task complexity. Novices used opport¡nistic overall approaches

across all cases. In contrasl, experÈs used opportunistic overall approaches in [he more

complex cases, and systematic overall approaches in the least complex case, thus

varying their sùrategy according to task conplexity. There vas also no significant

relæionship between overall approaches and [he quality of final plans. ]tovices

developed better plans for lhe leas[ complex case than they did for the more complex
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casBs, and experts tended o develop better final plans than novices did in the most

difficult case.

Experts demonstrated greater k.nowledge of sources, types, and treatments of paín

than did ¡ovices. They generated significantly more drug alternatives in all cases than

did novices, described alternatives in greater det¿il, and stated intermediate decisions

in more definite terms, with more rationale than did novices. The overall quality of

the plans, hovever, did not differ significantly on the basis of nursing expertise. In

those plans that were considered incomplete or erroneous, the sources of difficutty for

novices vere lack of knowledge and oversimplification of the planning problem.

Immediately upon reading the case description, novices focused on a single problem

for decision making, and treated each problem as a separate piece of information.

Difficulties demonstrated by experts incruded dismissing a problem, or first

recognizing, and then forgetting about a problen. A possible reason suggested for this

forgetfulness was tåat the experts may have generated a number of alternative courses

of action that were beyond the limits of short term memory (corcoran, I9s3).

Muzio ( I9s5 ) conducted a detailed analysis of the verbal protocols of senior

baccalaureate nursing students in order to identify and describe their reasoning

processes vhile responding to a simulated clinical decision making situation. Muzia

identified six reasoning process elements, and eight reasoning strategy components.

From a factor analysis of the relationships betveen these reasoning process elements

and reasoning st'rategy components, four major reasoning strategies and three minor

strategies emerged. These reasoning strategies were named conplex decision-focused

reasoning, non-decision-focused internal structuring, internal support for decísions,

information search, protraction of decision making, decision-chaining and extrinsic

decision-support. In addition, four patterns of reasoning strategy utilization vere

derived. These patterns were identified as balanced reasoning, Iimited information
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search, li¡nited non-decision structuring, and a combination of linited non-decision

structuring and limited use of factual information in decisions (Mueio, l9S5).

Gordon ( 1980) studied master of science candidates in nursing in an attempt 0o

identify the information seeking strategies which nurses use t,o select or eliminate

hypotheses in the process of identifying surgical complicalions. Gordon's interest was

in the use of predictive hypothesis testing, that is, the testing of more than one

hypoÙhesis fhrough the use of nonvarying historical or cument characterisrics of [he

person or sifuation. Nurses vho decreased their use of prediclive hypothesis testing ia

lhe second half of the diagnostic task c¡ere moro accurate in their diagnoses than were

nurses vho continued predictive hypothesis tesfìng in the second half of the ta-sk. It
was concluded thæ unlimited informalion conditions r¡ere associated with greater

diagnostic inaccuracy. If this is [rue, it may indicate thæ a continuous search for

validæing informatioo may be a subconscious strategy t¡ avoid making a decision.

Broderick & Ammentorp (1979) studied novice associate degree nursing studenls

and experf associate degree nurses' initial orgao,lza,lion of information in solving a

simulated patient problem of unspecified pain. Fifty-nine relevanl data elements and

tvelve categories of information ï¡ere derived fr-om a pilot study. These categories

r¡ere accepted as accurate representations of the undedying information strucùures in

the minds of the subiecûs. In the experimental phase of the study, subiects' requests for

dal¿ about the client were analyzed for the number of daùa elements stught and the

relationship of these elements t,o the tvelve categories of information. Experts and

novices accessed categories of information in a similar order, but differed in the

frequency of use of information. Experts wsre found ùo ask more questions in total, and

for more information in all categories. They also asked for nore information that was

not available in the silua-tion. Thus it was suggested thar experts had more insight in[o

vhæ information might be applicable and what further information migh[ be

available. Experts placed greater emphasis than novices did on data about the
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immediate slatus of the client's physiotogical state. The vays experts emphasÞed

information and sampled many categories in the prublem solving process vould seem

to be coffoborated later by Corcoran's findings that experls used opportunistic overall

approaches in [he more complex patien[ situations when developing a drug

adninisÈration plan for patients in pain fl9S3).

Malthevs & Gaul (1979) examined the cognitive processes used by senior

baccalaureate nursing students and graduate nursing sùudents in deriving nursing

diagnoses from case studies. None of the subjects used all available cues in determining

the diagnoses, bu[ the use of discriminatiog cues by each group suggested tvo different

information processìng stralegies. Graduate students used negatively confirming

informalion (cues indicating a healthy state of the patien[) ¡o derive diagnoses,

vhereas undergraduate students used cues indicative of a health problem. Itvas
postulated thæ the difference in strategy related to the informational value of the cue

to the subiecl rather than the nunber of cues ut^ilieed. The variable of nursing

erperience vas not accounted for in this study, and therefore, no attempl was made to

coffelate experience with the information processing strategy used. In a more recent

study lhat compared the clinical iudgmen[ process of experienced registered nurses

vith thar of student nurses, Itano (1989) found [hat the student- nurses collocted fever

cues from an interview with a hospiølÞed patien[ than did the experienced nurses.

The order of use of cue type for novices and oxperts vas the same. Itano suggesùs that

what may differ botveen novices and oxperts is how lhe cue is usod in the judgment

making process, although this was not elaborated upon.

Baumann & Bourbonnais (1982) used a semi-slructured interviev to study the

decision making processts of critical care nurses in a case sludy concerning a patienÈ

with an acute myocardial infarction. The findings indicated that critical car€ nurses

made decisions based on lhe problems presented, and noton medical diagnoses or a

complete data base. Although the nurses varied in the prioritieæion of their nursing
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action decisions, all nurs¡s made the same six decisions within the specified lime frame

of one minute. This suggesûs that some flexibility needs to be alloved for individual

differences in the ordering of decisions, as long as the lime frame is compatible vith
the requiremenùs of the palienc sit¡ation.

Fietd (19s3)' who equates the nursing process ùo problem mlving, and sees problem

solving as a component of clinical decision making, found that nurses frequently

collected data but failed to examine the relæionships, so that often, lhey made poor

judgments or did not amive at appropriate conclusions.

There is a small, but groving nucleus of nurse theorists and researchers vho are

beginning ùo raise the issue of intuition as a legitimate part of the decision making

process in nursing. Field ( l9S7) believes that all faclors influencing a trurse's

response ùo a problem situation are part of the conÞxÈ of decision making. Donnelly

(1987) sùates that intuition is becoming valued as a rational thinking process, and

Geffity (19S7) believes t-hat nursing is cumently undergoing a synthesis of the linear

and intuitive modes. Bsnner (19S{) believes that intuition is a major determinant of

the expert nursÊ's performance. Benner and Wrubel (1%2) state that "some skilled

practices, such as those involved in qualitative perceptr,ral appraisals and global

assessments, cannol be reduced to objective meâsurernents or ùo coatext-free

iudgnents" (p.17), In a later ar[icle, Benner and Tanner (19s7) idenÈified six key

aspects of intuitive judgmenh pattern recognition, sinilarity recognition,

colnmonsense undersùanding, skilted know-ho\r, a sense of salience, and deliberative

ræionality. Pyles and Stern ß9S3) usrd grounded theory methodology via in-depth

intervievs to collec[ qualiûative data regarding the cognitive pr-ocess€s used by critical

care nurses in detecting and preventing cardiogenic shock in patients with acute

myocardial infarction. The process used by the nurses as a basis for their decisions v¡as

labetled Nursiog Gestalt by the auûhors, a prÐcess Èhæ is conceptually very similar to

knner's beliefs. In Nursing Gestalt, ûurses combine knowledge, past experience,
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presÊnting patienl cues and sensory clues ("gut feelings") inùo the státegjs5 s¡

categorization and differentiation to arrive at diagnoses. Nursing Gesølù is thus, both a

conceptual and sensory process, a btending of knovledge, experience, skill and

intuition. The authors emphasÞed the ability of role models ùo teach this process to

neophyte ourses Èhrough a close preceptor-type relæionship. young fi9g7)

t'entatively sùates [hat "nursing process is a multidimensional acLivity Lhat may include

intuitive data and decisions that are grounded in subjectivity" (p. 52). Her belief rhar

intuition is part of nursing pracùice stems from research into [he phenomenon of

clinical intuition via the grounded theory methodology. Her vork resulted ìn a

descripfion of a functional and personal dimension of clinical intuition. Apart from

the use of Benner's levels of competence, especially novice as compared to expert, other

researchers have noüyeù begun ùo include intuicion in a deliberat€ manner in lheir

studies of clinical decision making. It is inæresting ùo note, however, thaL inùuition

conlinues ùo emerge from time ùo time in qualicative studies of the cognitive processes

of nurses, the most recent being in Famell and ramblyn's pilot study 09s7).

Summarv

Several important facts have been learned about the cue acquisition or information

seeking strategies of nurses in the diagnostic reasoning process. Both nurses and

nursing students tend primarily to use hypothesis driven and cue based dat¿

acquisition strategies (Tanner etal.,l%7). Experienced nurses however, tend to collect

more bues than student nurses (Itano, l9S9). The informational value of the cue, rather

than the number of cues available,tends to affect the choice of nursing diagnosis

(Matthews & Gaul, 1979). Novices tend not to recognize the probabilistic relationshíp

between cues and states of health, and therefore believe th¿t the mere prese¡ce cf a

cue indicates a 100% chance of a particular state of health (Itano. t9S9). Final1y,
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unlimiþd access t,o information has been associated q¡ith diagoostic inaðcuracy

iGordon, 1980).

Eady hypothesis activation was found to be characteristic of nurses and nursing

students (Tanner etal.,l9f37:Itano. l9S9) as it is in the diagnostic reasoning of

physicians and medical students. füntinued hypothesis generation carried on into the

latter half of the reasoning process, however, tends to lead to inaccuracies in nursing

diagnoses (Gordon, 19S0).

Muzio (1981) demonstrated that reasoning strategies and their patterns of use can

be reliably identified from the verbal protocols of student rurses responding to a

símulated clinical decisíon naking situation.

In the planning of nursing interventions, Corcoran 09S3) found that alternative

nursing actions vere evaluated selectively, and as they vere gere ratedby graduate

rlurses. Baumann and Bourbonnais U%Ð found that prioritizing of nursing actions by

critical care ûurses was not as crucial as the time frame vithin c¡hich all appropriate

actions lrere taken.

Reasoning strategies used to geûerate nursing diagnoses and nursing interventions

seem to be related to task characteristics. Tanner et al. UgSn concluded that the

number of hypotheses activated, eadioess of activation, and ac cvracy of dia gn osis are

task-specific variables. fürcoran (l983) found that the overall approach to planning

varied with task complexíty, and that evaluation of nursing action alternatives varied

with the number of alternatives generated, and with task complexity. Important task

variables that affect clinical decision making are the type and amount of information

avaílable' aûd the difficulty of the decision making task. Having reviewed the nursing

literature on clinical decisíon making that vas based on the information processing

a¡d inductive approaches, consideration will nov be given to the decision theory

approach to the study of clinical decision making.
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Decision theory æeks ùo describe or prescribe how decisions should be 6ade, by

meaos of mathematical or statistical models. Subfects are presented with a case study

and are asked Ùo assign subjective numerical probabilities to elements of the case and to

the value of oach elemenl Thes'e subiectively assigned values are applied to the

mathematical model ùo prescribe vhal the judgment should be, and [he prescriptions

are then compared to iudgments actually made. Three types of decisios theory have

been used in studies of clinical decision making in nursing.

Hammond (1%4) and Kelly (l%4) discuss the applicarion of Brunswik's lens model

t''o the study of clinical inference in nursing. Retrospectively, the model appears t,o

have been used as much for a conceptual framevork, as for a mefhodology. Findings of

these initial attempts ùo study clinical decision naking in nursing revealed that there

rras n0 significanc relationship be[ween a single cue and a nursìng action (Kelly, lg64;

Hammond, Kelly, Schneider, Vancini, 1%6b), nor betveen various configurations of

cue groupings and inferences made (Hammond etal.,1%6b; Kelly, l%{). In addition,

nurses did not discriminate beùween the usefulness of various cues, nor vary their

confidence in their decisions over cases (Hammond et al., l%6b). An analysis

comparing nursing action decisions of nurses in clinical practice and nurses in a

simulated pal^ienlsituation revealed a lack of agreement betveen the groups as t,o the

acùions to Ùake (Bailey, l%7). In this parüicular study, the actions of the nurse in
practice were assumed t,o be the optimal acùions.

Hammond and associates used Bayes'Theorem t,o evaluate the manner in vhich
nurses revised their probability estimales a.bout the state of the patien[ in fhe light of

new information. Nurses wer€ sslf-consistent in their intuitive manipulation of

probabilities and tended co revise judgments in ühe direction dictated by the

mathemalical model. The nurses, hovever, tended to revise their iudgments more

cautiously tåan Bayes'Theoren prescribed. The authors stated lhæ lhe model did not
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adequately represent the nurses' cognitive tasks, as it vas designed to deal vi[h two

mu[ually exclusive alternatives, and assumed that e¿ch piece of information vas

independenI of every other piece. This does not reflect the nurses' situæion with

respec[ t0 data received from, or about the patien[ (Hammond et al., l%7).

In assessing their value, the historical context of these landmark investigaùions

must be borne in mind, as they were undertaken prior to the development and

sophisticæion of the nursing process and nursing diagnosis concepts that permeate

cont€mporary nursing education and pracùice.

Grier ( 1976) and Corcoran ( 19S3, 1986c) used the concepts of u[ilicy theory in [he

study of clinical decision making of nursss in different ways, Utility theory describes

Lhe select'ion of an action or s€t of actions based on a subjective assignment of value lo

probable outcomes of those actions, prescribing the choice Èhat maximÞes expected

ulility or value. Grier asked nurses ùo assign probabilities for ùhe occumence of pat-ient

care outcomes, given aspecific nursing action, and to assign values io those outcomes.

These values were [hen compared to the nursss' int¡¡itive ranking of imporüance of the

nursing actions' Actions ranked first by ûursÊs qrere consistent vith the values and

probabilities they assigned to the ou[comes in 58.9% of cases. Grier conctuded that

decision lheory can improve nurses'decision making skills. Tanner fi9g6) criticÞed

GrieCs conclusions in thal, similar to Hamnond et al. (1967), the outcomes and actions

were specified and linited, and decisions r¡ers noi evalualed in terms of actual patient

outcomes. In her study, Corcoran (19E3) devoloped decision flov diagrams or decision

trees with numerical probabilities ùo prescribe the comect choices for each of the case

studies used. These decision trses were used as a standard against which the final

choices of the subjec[s were compared. In this instance, the researcher and not the

subjects overtly assigned subjective prubabilities to actions and expected outcomes.

Only seven of the thirty final plans submitted by the subjects matched the

prescriptions of decision analysis. In addition, most of fhe plans that malched the
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decisìon analysis vere developed by experts in the case st¡dy lhal involved the least

complex choices.

In sumnary, it vould appear that the effective use of decision theory in nursing

research on clinical decision making must avait further developnents in nursing

science. unlike medicine, few resources in nursing are able to provide obiective

probability estimates of the occurrerce of nursing diagnoses and patient outcomes,

giYen certain cues and actions. Although subjective probability in decision theory is

accepted as following the same lavs as objective probabilíty, the accuracy ofsubjective

probability estimates depends, to a great extent, on the ríchness and depth of a nurse's

knovledge and experieûce. The student nurse's general lack of knovledge and

experience constitutes a major reason for rejecting a decision theory approach to the

study of student nurses' clinical decision making processes. Ts¡o other facls that limit

the usefulness of decision theory for studying decision making in nursing are that

decision theory is knovn to be most effective when decision conditions are controlled,

and the decision alternatives are mutually exclusive. This is seldom the case in

nursing, Since this study describes the thoughts that student nurses have vhen

planning nursing interventions, it was important to the study design that their

thinking be as unrestricted as possible. Conseque ntly, a more descriptive methodology

çras used, which nore richly describes the decision naking process.

'J1l¿)

Some of the factors that have been studied as correlates of, or factors influencing

clinical decision making in nursing include experience, education/knowiedge, values,

role modelling, stress,Iearning style, nursing relatndwork experience, critical

thinking ability, field dependence/field independence, and causal inference ability.

Information regarding these variables has been obtained through interview,

st¿ndardízed tests, and esisting demograp híc data. The Watson-Glaser Critical Thinkiûe



Appraisal (WGffA). vhich is purport,ed t,o measure general problem solving ability, has

been tested both as a defining characteristic of clinicat decision making, and as a facùor

related to other measures of clinical decision making skill. Other tesls that have been

examined in rela¡ion to performance in clinical decision making include the Graduate

Record Examination, Miller Analogies Test, Jungian personality type, Kolb's Learning

Style Invenbory, the Group Embedded Figures Test, and a test of causal inference.

One of the purposes of this study was ù0 identify fhe perceptions that student nurses

have, of facûors influencing their clinical decision making. Only tvo studies have

examined the perceptions of nurses regarding these influences. Hovever, maoy

attempts have been made co identify influences ìn a more objective manner. This

portion of the liæræure review is organÞed into four sections; the nurses' perceptions

of facùors influencing clinical decision making, the relæionship betveen clinical

decision making and critical thinking ability, the relationship betveen clinical

decision making and experìence, knowledge, and educalional level, and miscellaneous

influences. This reviev is undertaken ùo summarÞe the established findings about

influences on clinical decision making skill. This informæion, combined vith the

literature on locus of conùrol, provides a background againsÈ which Lhe perceptions of

lhe student nurses who participated in this study are vieved.
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Baumann and Bourbonnais (tgsZ) asked their subjects to rank the various factors

that influenced ùheir decision making in a cardiac case study from a given list of five

fact'ors derived from the literarure. The factors investigated were knovledge,

experience, stress, role modelling, values, and combinations of these factors.

Knovledge and experience were cited by nurses as the two mosl influential facùors.

Prescott et al. ( 19E7) examined graduate nurses' perceptions of facùors influencing

clinical decision making through in-depth intervievs and derived [wo categories of



influences , organlzarional and persunal. Positive organizational influences on clinical

decision making were the use of primary nursing, vorking in small units, and in ICU

or specialty units. Negative influences vere tean or functional nursing delivery of

care, vorking on general duty units, inadequale staffing and a large number of non-

nursing responsibilities. Posi¿ive personal influences were the nurs€'s level of

educalion, assertiveness and ù¿ct, and the physician's trusù in the nurs€. A negative

influence vas the devaluarion of nurse decision making by physicians.

Tanner, in her study of nursing students l.l977r,found no relationship betveen the

Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal (WGCTA) and any of the ¡aeasures of clinical
judgment used in the study.

Frederickson and Mayer 0977) discovered that baccalaureate nursing students

scored significantly hígher than associate degree st¡dents on the WGCTá,. This

aptitude, hor¡ever, did not appear to be used in clinical decision naking, as

baccalaureate students did not differ significantly from associate degree students in
problem mlving sÊills.

Matthews and GauI U9791found a significant, difference between educational level

and diagnostic abitity, with graduate students identifying nore diagnoses than

undergraduate students. There was no difference however, between educational Ievel

and scores on the WGCT.&.

Scoloveno (I9EI) found that baccalaureate nursing students obtained significantly

higher scores on the Revised Nursing Process Utilization Inventory and the WGCTA

than did associate degree or hospital-based nursing students. The author concluded

that the findings of the study documented the belief tåat higher education contributes

to the problem solving and critícat thinking abilities of students.
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independenceldopendence (Group Embedded Figures Test), critical thinking ability
(W'GgtA), and clinical problem solvin6 (Nursing Performance Simulation Instrumen[)

of senior baccalaureate nursing sludents. Dat¿ indicated a significan! relæionship

betwoen field independence and clinical problem solving ability and be[veen fietd

independence and critical thinking ability, but a non-significant relationship beùveen

critical thinking abili[y and clinical problem solving ability. This study pr-ovided some

evidence that a student's cognitive style may be related to clinical performance.

In a study of the relationship betveen decision making skills and critical thinking

ability' Pardue (19s7) did find a significant difference in critical thinking abiliry as

measured by the WGffA amoog associate degree, diploma, baccalaureate, and masters'

prepared nurs€s. In addi¡ion, baccalaureate and masters'degree nurses had

significantly higher critical thinking scores [han assrciate degrce or diploma nursÊs.

There r¡ris no significant difference in self-reported frequency of making decisions or

self-reported difficulty in naking decisions among the four groups. pardue asked her

subiec[s t''o rank the sme five fact,ors deemed to influence clinical decision making that

were used by Baumann and Bourbonnais (1932) and received similar results.

Experience and knowledge vere ranked as the two most important influencing factors

with experience being ranked over knovledge as [he most important factor. This

ranking is the reverse of that in Baumann and hurbonnais's study. There s'ere no

significantdifferences among lhe four groups in perceived factors which influenced

decision making.

In a study of nurse practitioners, there was no significant relationship between

performance in clinical judgment and the scores on the wGcr.a (Holzemer &

Mclaughlin, 1988).

Gunning (19s1) investigated the relatioaship betc¡een field
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Educational Level

DeI Bueno (19S3) found a positive correlation betveen experience. educational

preparation, and correctness of decisions in a sample of diploma, associate degree, and

baccalaureate degree graduates.

Westfall et aL (1986) documented a relationship betveen the ability to generate

conplex hypotheses and level of experience, with registered nurses performing better

than students. In the same sample of nurses, Tanner et al. (1987) report a positive

relationship between diagnostic accuracy and experience. This appears to be related,

not only to the experienced nurse's ability to process cues more effíciently, but also

the development of a conplex network of knowledge in long term memory. fürcoran

(tgS3, l9E6a) found that expert nurses developed better nursing action plans in

complex decision mafting situations, and demonstrated greater knovledge than novice

nufses.

Miscellaneous Influen ces

Koehne-Kaplan and Tilden U976) found no significant relationship between

Jungian personality type and clinical judgment skills.

Gordon (19S0) found no relationship between scores in diagnostic ability of

graduate students and scores on tåe Graduate Record Examination or the Miller

.å,nalogies Test.

DeBack (l9Sl) found no relationship between senior nursing students'ability to

formulate nursing diagnoses and tåe type of curriculum nodel.

Jenkins (1ffi3) developed a Clinical Decision Making in Nursing Scale (CDMNS) ro

test the hypothesis that differences existed among junior, sophomore, and senior

students in one baccalaureate nursing program, in students' decision making scores Íls

they progressed through the program. One significant difference between juníor and
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sÊnior students rt¿as found on one subscale, Search for Alternatives or 0ptions. ìteiuher

age nor fulltime work experience had any effect on scores. Results indicated that

students perceived themselves similarly as clinical decision makers at each ¿cademic

level.

McCormick (1986) discovered that a match in learning style, accordiog to Kolb's

Learning Style Inventory, betveen nurse educators and nursing students does not

affect the student nurse's problem solving ability,rLS measured by Gover's Nursing

Performance Simulation Instrument.

From the descriptions of differences betvreen novice and expert clinical

performance, hns come the suggestion that by witnessing the clinical practice of

experts, novices nay begin to gain knovledge in solving practice problems (Benner &

Wrubel, l9S2ì. Dagrosa and Wood ( 19S6) investigated the effect of a summer vork study

progran under the guidance of an expert rurse on the problen solving skills of

baccalaureate nursing students. Problem sorving wÍN measured by pre and post

experience scores on the WGCI^A, and a content analysis of comments related to problem

solving in the students' clinical evaluations at the end of the first semester folloving

the summer vork experience. No significant differences q¡ere fouod between the

experimental and control groups in post test scores on the WGCTA or in the number of

positive comments related to problem solving on students' evaluations.

Farrell and Tamblyn (19S7) derived a list of eight environmental factors that

appear to affect how nurses think about their nursing care. These factors vere the

quality of the change of shift report(s), disruptions from other health professionals,

how other nurses organize their time, the functioning of medical devices, doctors'

abilities to make decisions, peer courtesy expectalions, the presence of uncommon

disea-se conditions or procedures, and the degree of ment¿I alertness of patients.

Joseph, Matrone, and 0sborne (19ss) found tåat a trurse's attitudes about decision

makiog, i,e. whether or not the nurse believes that decision making is an important
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aspect of nursing practice, is reflected in actual decision making practices. The

influence of locus of control upon lhe use of decision making process-es as described in

this s[udy provides a possible basis for the developmenl of such attitudes.

Summarv

Despite innovative attempts to discover variables that are consistently related to

skill in clinical decision making in nursing, the only tvc influences that have been

established as valid associatíons are experience and knowledge or educational level.

This trend is apparent, not only hetween graduate nurses and students, but also among

tåe various levels of student nurses, i.e. junior, sophomore and senior baccalavreate

students, and b¿ccalaureate students ris co$pared to associate degree students or

diploma students. Á.ttempts to relate the WGCTA to other meÍrsures of clinical decision

making have been disappointing, although the test has been positively related to

education in a sample of graduate nurses {Pardue, I9E7) and to field independence in

senior baccalaureate nursing students (Gunning, tgSt ). The majority of investigations

into the correlates of clinical decision making have been approached from an objective

staûce. This study extends the inductive approach used by Baumann & Bourbonnais

( I982) and Prescott et al, (19s7) to a sampre of nursing students.

Since medicine and nursing are closely relatedprofessional fields, it is not

surprising that clinical decision making in medical practice, particulady the aspect of

diagnostic reasoning, has been studied extensively. .A review of this literature is

presented next.
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From the semínal work of Elstein, Shulman and Sprafka (1978). a large body of

research on the clinical decisio¡ making processes of physicians and medícal students,



using [he information processing paradigm has been undertaken, and continues [o the

.presenI time.

From their studies of physicíans, Elstein et al. developed a four stage model of

diagnostic reasoning vhich includes: (a) attending to initially available cues (e.g. signs

and symptoms), (b) activating hypotheses that may explain the initial cues presented,

(c) gatheríng data to rule in or rule out hypotheses, and (d) evaluating hypotheses,

weighing the likelihood of each in light of each new cue until a diagnosis is accepted

(Elstein, Shulman & Sprafka, l97s). In this literature, the model is frequently referred

to as the hypothetico-deductive method.

Tvo inportant discoveries were made in these initial studies about the processing

strategies of physicians. The first finding was the consistency across subjects in the

use of the strategy of early hypothesis generation and data gathering to test diagnostic

hypotheses. Eady hypothesis generation has been corroborated in further studies of

physicians and medical students (Barrows & Bennett, lg7L;Barcovs & Tambtyn, I9E0;

Beck & Bergman 1986 ; Benbassat & Bachar-Basson lg84; Kassirer & Gorry , lgTg:

Neufeld, Norman, Feightner, &Bamows, Iggl;Norman, Tugvell, Feightner, Muzzin, &

Jacoby, 1985). Eady hypothesis generation has been interpreted from the perspective

of information processing theory as a "chunking" mechanism which conserves space

in short term memo ry by clustering clinical data into familiar diagnostic patterns

(Elstei¡ etal.,1978).

The second most ímportant finding of Elstein and associates was the task specific

nature of reasoning strategies, that is, that. performance s¡ÍLs not general izable across

problems, As a groving body of research failed to find consistency in performance

across problems (Berner, I984), researchers began to discover that datagathering

skills transcended problem types. whereas management skills were task specific

(Harasym, Baumber, Bryant, Fundytus, preshaw, watanabe & wyse, l9E0). some

suggeslions have heen offered to explain the 0ccurrence of ûask specificity documented
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in the literature. It is hypothesÞed fhaÈ, because diagnos[ic reasuning studies hage

been conducæd with small samples, and asmall nunber of simulated situarions, it is

difficult lo identify general strategies that diagnosticians may use açross cases. In

addition, a high degree of interaction belveen an individual's task-relevant knowledge,

experience, and the contenù of the diagnostic task is assumed. Reasoning s[r*tegies

may, however, be similar for experù physicians dealing vith one specific problem.

Kuipers, Moskowite and Kassirer ( l9E8) performed a proùocol analysis experiment in

vhich [hree expert physicians vere asked t¡ make imporùant clinical decisions under

circumsûances of risk and uncerüainty. The three subjects were found ùo share a

common sequence of operations in ühe formulæion of the decision, thaf did not match

[he prescription of decision analysis. The authors concluded that ùhe cognitive

methods for formulating a decision appeared to be incremental, breaking the overall

decision into manageable pieces, which is an approach better suited t,o the cognitive

rÊsources of human decision makers than the decision analysis appruach.

Gale and Marsden (19S2) undertook t,o study the initial period of contactvith a

problem situation, i.e. prior t,o the generation of the firstdiagnostic hypothesis. A

sanple of final year medical s[udenùs, pre-registration house officers, and post-hdRCp

registrars vith a mean of 5.2 years of clinical practice experience was used. Àlthough

no description of the thinking process€s of subiects could be dravn from this study, the

maior contribution was lhe confirmation ùhat problem solvers do, indeed, nake active

interpretive, or evaluative responses to clinical informalion as soon as it is

encountered. In terms of information processing theory, this study provides some

evidence that a process is being used by the decision maker to develop a representafion

of the problem in the individual's problem sp¿Lce. Contrary ùo the findings of Hammond

etal. (1%7), Gale and Marsden's subiects were able tl extrapolate from asingle piece of

data to form an interpretalion.
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Various data gæhering techniques have been described in the medical literature,

including hypothesis testing Glstein etat., l97E), confirmation, eliminalion,

discrimination and exploration strategies (Kassirer & Gorry, 197S), and a review of

systems approach (Bamovs & Bennett, 197Ð. Elstein et al. (197E) reported that, vhile

thoroughness of cue acquisition and the accuracy of cue interpretation vere

uncomelated, both were related to diagnostic accuracy.

In summary, the major findiogs in relation ùo the clinical decision making

prÐcesses of physicians and medical students r¡ere Lhe consistent use of the sfrategies

of early hypothesis generation and testing, and the task specificity of reasoniog

strategies, most notably in patient management skills. Decision [heory as a [ool to study

clinical decision making has been accorded more prominence in the medical literature

than in the nursing literature. Similar conclusions, however, have been dravn as to

the us-efulness of the ùheory in describing the thinking processes involved in clinical

decision making. A brief review of the use of decision theory in medicine is provided

next, to coffoborate the conclusions in the nursing liæræure.

A'pplications of decision theory ùo medicine have been primarily in the area of

individual prescriptive decision analysis, thæ is, hov an individual faced wìth

alternatives should make a choice. 0f interest ùo decision making in medicine are

decisions of risk or uncertainty and decisions of ignorance. In decisions of risk or

uncerlainty, each alternative course of action has a well-defined seI of possible

ouÈcomes, each with a probability of occumence. In decisions of ignorance, each

action results in a range of possible outcomes, but the pnobability of occurrence of

each outcome is unknown.

Many investigations of medical decision problems have used decision theory related

to risk or uncertainty, as the medical community has had a degree of confidence in the
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validity of [heir choice of actions, renge of outcomes, *nd eslimrtion or [he

probabilities of those oulcomes. The majority of vork has been based on Bayes'

Theorem and Utility Theory, sometimes called the "cornerstone of decision analysis"

(Albert, l97S).

Bayesian inference, which involves the revision of probabilities vith nev

information, has been used to develop automated diagnostic programs that model

individual nornative decision theory under risk or uncertainty. Tu¡o significant

dravbacks to these programs however, include the equal ranking accorded to each

diagnosis, u¡hich is not realistic, and the assumption of st¿tistical independence of each

datum, vhich consistently overestimates the end probability when Bayes Theorem is

used. The decision analysis approach has focused on optimal strategies for determining

and combiniag subjective probability and utility assessments in diagnosis and

maûagement decisions. A vide ratrge of medical problems have been investigated by

decision analysis (Albert, l97S). However, medicine has discovered that its problems

are Yery complex, and that complexity and ambiguity limit the usefulness of statistical

decision theory. some of the criticisms of decision theory include;

t ) The accuracy of probahility assignments is a major problem. Much energy has

been expended ín the search for valid estimations. Estimates have been based on data

from cli¡ical studies, opinions of experts in the fietd, and the development of a method

of "sensitivity analysis" which projects a range of probabilities.

2) For decision problems under risk, there is one accepted decision criterion -

choosing the alternative that maxinizes expected utility. i.lthough this principle may

be sound írs a prescription, it fails to descríbe the broad range of both rational and

irrational human decision making behavior.

3) The problem of what to do q¡ith counterintuitive results has not been

satisfactorily solved.
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4) Success in management decision analysis under risk is relatively isolated, due to

the limitations of time, efforl, cost, and exper[ise necessary to perform an analysis, [ha[

may generat€ little tangible benefit iAlber[, lgZS).

5) Studies using the decision analysis approach have revealed that, although

physicians' decisions are implicitly and intuitively based on a crude assessment of

probabilities, their subjective estimates of probabilities are considerably less than

accurate, and neither sludenùs nor physicians use a sysÞmatic Bayesian strategy to

reduce uncerüainty in a maximally efficient series of steps (McGuire, lgSt).

Such findings have led t¡ the conclusion tharalthough decision theory is notavery

accurate descriplive model, il can be a valuable tool to empirically analyze medical

decisions, thus offering a methodology [o improve clinical judgment (Albert, l97g;

McGuire, 1985). In light of these criticisms, it vould appear thæ medical decision

problems, like those in nursing, often involve decision making under conditions of

ignorance, thus precluding [he extensive use of quan[itaùive analysis.

Research into factors influencing the clinical decision making process has

revealed that education is relafed t,o the contenI and accuracy of diagnostic hypotheses

(Neufeld e[ al., lgEl ), and that the amount of infornation garåered varies inversely

vith level of education and experience (McGuire, lggl). Experienced clinicians appear

to maximize ùhe informalion yield from each inquiry, that is, there is a stmng link

between the recognition of salient cues and extensive, vell s[ructured bodies of

knowledge in long term memory (Bamovs &Tamblyn, l9gû; Beck & Bergman, 19g6;

Elsteinetal., 1978;Kassirer&Gorry, 1978; McGuire, l9B5). IthasbeensuggestedLhat

the hypothetico-deductive methocl is the method used by novices, and thatexperts use a

different process dependent upon a highly elaborated and structured knovledge base

(Groen &Patel, 19s)). BamowsandFelmvich (1987) mainrain thatevidence from
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"[hinking aloud" prot,ocols of experts reveals thæ they do use hypotheses and

hypothesis-oriented inquiry. The incisive accurary of the expert, vho rarely misses a

subtle cue, only serves to validate, in the minds of theæ authors, ùhe use of highly

relevant hypotheses derived from thorough knowledge of [he field. They add that

many reasuing difficulties of studen[s can be traced to inadequacies in knovledge.

The relationship of knowledge and experience ùo clinical decision making skill in

medicine closely parallels thæ discussed in the nursing literature.

Since the study of clinical decision making in medicine is in its infancy, as it is in

other health professions, the methodology and analysis procedures are of necessi[y,

less s'ophisticated than in other areas of research, despiæ efforts to increasr scientific

rigor through &he use of decision analysis. As a consequence, the findings of the

research in clinical decision making have been the subject of much criticism and

debate. Four relevant probleû areas have received atlention. The first problem is the

perceived overemphasis by some researchers on the model of diagnostic reasoning.

some authors (Beck & Bergnan, l%6;voyrovich, Rippey, & suffredini, 198)) have

raised the concern [hæ too nuch efficiency in a diagnostic straregy tha¿ simplifies

disease findings, may ignore important nua"nces in [he data and lead to premalure

closure of diagnosis.

Groen and Patel (tg8t) raise a question regarding the nodel of diagnostic rea-soníng

which is strikingly sínilar to the recent debate on the role of the nursiog process in

lhe nursing literature. They ask, "Is the hypothetico-deductive metho d really

characteristic of experts or is it a technique for teaching novices to think

systematically about their data and how to gather iL"$.c)6t?

It has also been suggested that the clinical reasoning process is a matter of pattern

recognition, ia which the decisíon maker directly compares the pattern of the patient's
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problem vith disease patterns that it may resemble, and then selects the one that

matches. This concept has been soundly criticÞed by Gale and Marsden fi9BZ) and

Barrovs and Feltovich ( 1987) as a trivial ization of a complex process. Barrows and

FelÙovich mainùain ùhal "vhat looks like pattern recogni[ion ,.. vill invariably reveal

hypothetico-deductive inquiry" (p.S9).

The second criùicism raised by Berner ( l9s4), in a revieq¡ of the literature on

medical problem solving, ques[ions the validity of the assumption underlying the

research based on informatioo processing theory, thar is, the existence of a universal

problem solvin g prú cess.

In her revies' of the literature, a third criticism is raised by McGuire fi9S5)

concerning the problem of ûon-generalizable performance across tasks. She

maintains that the research has taken too narrow aÂ approach in the range of

situations studied, Ieaving unexamined, a large portion of the cognitive process

involving decisions about patient care. Barrows and Feltovich 0gsT) add that the

reasoning involved in patient management decisions has not been as thoroughly

studied as diagnostic reasoning. This observation parallels the situation in nursing and

provides support for the importance of this study.

The fourth criticism involves the issues of content specificity and the influence of

knowledge structure on decision making. McGuire (I9S5) contends it is not so much the

format of a decision task tåat influences the reasoning process, but the cognitive task

that the exercise poses to the zubject. In contrast, Beck and Bergman 09s6) found that

a small change in the emphasis of presentation of a knowledge base to medical students,

Ied to a major diagnostic error.

It can be seen from this brief discussion that interest in the phenonenon of

clinical decision making in medicine is keen, but much research remains to be dane on

a broad spectrum ofunresolyed issues and concerns. Barrovs &Feltovich (19g7) offer

ooe suggestion for the inprovement of clinicat decision making research in medicine
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that vas Laken in[o consideration in the design of this research pro ject. These authors

criticize the previous overuse of well structured problems [hat have characterÞed

decision making research, and stress the selection of ill-structured problems vhich are

more similar !o actual experience. The simulated patient situæion devised for rhis sùudy

presents an ill-structured problen in ùhe sense that there is an incomplete data base of

clinical information from vhich to plan care. The situation represents a nurse/patient

encounter which closely resembles actual nursing practice.

Making in Nursing

Many similarities can be drawn between the research on clinical decision making

in medicine and nursing, not only in the findings regarding the cognitive processes

used, but also in the factors deemed to i¡fluence decision making, and in the criticisms

of, and problems encountered, in the research.

Similarities have been found in both medicine and nursing in the use of early

hypothesis generation and some data gathering strategies. The performance of experts

in both fields has eluded successful description, vhile novices have been characLeraed

as using a systematic, stepwise problem solving approach. The suggestion that the

prevailing problem solving mode in each discipline is characteristic of novices and

perhaps representative of a learning process, is an assumption that is in need of

further research.

Factsrs that most strongly influence the clinical decision making process ín both

disciplines are education, knoç¡ledge and experience.

Problems have been encountered in both disciplines in relation to the t¿sk

specificity of reasoning processes, and both nursing and medicine have been criticized

for the lack of representativeness of simulated task situations. This study did not

círcumvent the criticism of a small sample, or the specificity of the simulated task
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situation' Hovever, the characteristics of the assigned task vere identified in such a

nanner that the findings may be geaeruliznd ¡o situations, simulated or actual, of a

similar structure. Thus, this s[udy contributes t-o the exisÈing knovledge base in
nursing abouÈ the process of planning care.

Processes/Stralegies

The vork of Newell and Simon Ug72t in human problem solvhg paved the vay for
a ûew approach to the study of decision making that has led to greater understanding

of the processes used in making decisions. Although a staggering volume of literature

on decision makíng exists in the fields of psychology and business administratíon,

much of it has been conducted vithin the framework of st¿tistical decision theory.

Since the focus of the investigation of decision making processes in this study vas

qualitative , and a statistical methodology r¡as not used, this literature review highlights
the results of research conducted in a more qualitative vein, recognizing the

contribution of significant findings derived fron mathematical model studies. As has

been discussed in the nursing and medicine literature reviev, the need for a more

cognitively oriented approach to decision making is also beginning to be voiced in
psychology, even by investigators rrorking with classical decision paradigms (Estes,

l9E0; Wallsten, I980; Payoe, t9B0). Recent research in the disciplines reviewed

focused attention upor accurate descriptions of hov decision making is performed,

xrith a decreased emphasis on comparing actual behavior to normative models.

However, in all the studies reviewed that described how choices are made, the subject

ï/as presented with en aînay of predetermined alternatives. The present study differed

from t"his a priori structure by encouraging the free flow of thoughts that led up ta the

choice of nursing intervention.
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Much attention has been paid in the psychological liæralure ùo the labelling and

description of decision making processes, or strategies, Some strategies place high
demands on the information prucessing capacity of the decision maker, and ofhers

reduce the cognitive load. Research has amply demonsfrated ùhar the decision strategy

used is contingent upon task complexity (Payne, 1976,IgilZ:paquette & Hida, lgsg).

Generally, in conditions of lov task complexiry, morÊ comprehensive strategies such a-s

compensatory processes are used, but when task complexity increases, s[rategies [hat

reduce cognitive effort, such as eliminæion by aspects processes, are employed.

Payne (1976) exanined the effects of [wo task variables, the number of alternatives

and the number of dimensions, on the information processing straregies subjects used

in reaching a preferential choice among apartmeots.

The most impor[ant task influence on subiects' decision making strategies vas the

number of alternalives available. When faced vi¿h a choice betveen two alternatives,

subiects used strategies vhich involved searching the same amounl of informalion on

eacb alternative, consistentwith a compensatory decision process. When faced vith a
multialternalive decision task, subjects employed straÞgies designed t,o eliminate some

of the available alternatives as quickly as possible and on the basis of a limiæd amounL

of information search and evaluation. This variable paüern of information search was

consistenI with either coniunctive or elimination by aspects decision processes, which
r¡ere proposed as ways of reducing the amount of informalion processing involved in
complex decision making. Payne proposed thæ these less cognitively demanding

decision procedures night be us'ed early in the decision process as a way of simplifying
the task, folloved by the use of the more cognitively demanding procedures such as

compensatory processes, to make the final choice.

Payne's review of research flgsÐ,which primarily refers t,o studies of judgment

and choice among gambles, also clearly shoved that information processing in decision

making is highly contingent upon the demands of the task. Â differentiation was made
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between task effects, which are those fact,ors associated with the sùruc[ural

characterisfics of Èhe decision problen, and context effects, which are [hose factors

associated vith the value of ¿he alternatives to lhe decision maker.

A major task effecl ùhat determines vhich strategy will be used in a task is task

complexity, as described above (Payne, lg7ü. 0uher task effecüs Lhæ may influence

decision making behavior include [he response mode, [he order in vhich information
is revealed to the decision maker, and agenda effects (the placing of constraints on the

order of choice).

Context effects that influe¡ce information processing in decisioq making are the

similarity of alternatives, and the quality or nature of options in a choice set. Context

effects may interrelate with task effects, thus increasing the complexity of the study of
decisio¡ making.

Payne concluded his extensive reviev with the statement that responses to decision

problems would seem to involve a contingent mixture of decision processes, and that

researchers should now focus upon the derivation of general principles of contingent
processing.

Paquette and Kida (1gss) recently studied the relationship betveen task conplexity
and the use of four different decision making strategies of 4g professionals in the

business field. 0f the four strategies studied, tvo vere high processing strategies and

two were reduced processing strategies. Four groups of subjects vere each trained to
use one of these strategies to make seven decisions in each of three levels of task

complexity.

The results indicated thatwith greater task complexity, the reduced processing

strategies required less time, with no loss of accuracy. The authors supported payne,s

prior research U976, lclïÐ by zuggestíng that reduced processing strategies may be

useful in tasks involving a large number of alternatives composed of relatively few

cues, but that the efficiency of these processes may diminish in tasks composed of few
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alternatives wi¿h a large number of cues per choice. In these c¿rses, full pr.,ocessing

strategies may be necessary.

In a review of the results of decision making studies using the process tracing or

verbal protocol methodology, Svenson Ug7Ð asserted that most decision problems are

soh'ed vithout a complete search of information. This fact supports the view that mary

of the algebraic models of decision making are inadequate, because most of these

models assume complete information search. An additional finding u¡hich was later

verified by others (Taylor, 1984; Paquette & Kida. 1988) was that the larger the number

of attributes and alternatives there are in a decision problem, the smaller the

percentage of aspects that are investigated by the decision maker. These results

further validated the use of strategies that reduce cognitive demand in the face of task

complexity, as described by payn e U9761.

^As mentioned previously, these studies of decision making processes focus on the

thoughts and strategies used by subjects to make decisions betveen and among a given

set of alternatives. This study differed in that it required the subjects to generate their

os¡n alternatives, as well as choose from among them, those alternatives they vished to

implement

¿r2LJ

In addition to task variables, a fev personal characteristics have been studied in the

psychology literature in relation to their influence on decision making. Ä few

examples such as dogmatism, cognitive complexity, field depeodence/independence,

intelligence, and biased information processing have been mentioned in the literature.

Taylor (1984) reports that a dogmatic decision maker is likely to unduly curtail

information input, especially in decisions which appear to threaten self-concept. The

resulting reduction in information processing activities could severely hamper

performance in complex decision tasks.



Tvo cognitive styles, cognitive complexity and field dependence/independence

have revealed the sùrongest evidence of an impact on information processing

behaviors. Abstract decision makers are able t,o process more informalion more

efficienÈly in complex decision environmen[s than concrete decision makers, vho

experience cognitive strain at lover levels of environmen[al complexity. Field

dependent decision makers prefer information in the form of raw data and use flexible,

changing strategies when making decisions. Field independent decision makers, on

the other hand, use stable, fixed straregies.

More intelligen[ decision makers have been not€d ùo process information more

quickly and to make faster decisìons.

DistorÈion or bias in information processing has been attribuæd ùo [he unconscious

application of individual knowledge structures and iudgmental heurisfics. Beckmann

and Kuhl (19s4) proposed, in contrast, that biased information processing may serve ùo

assist individuals to make decisions in complex environments that contain large

amou nts of in formation.

Kuhl's theory of action control described two states of motivation of a¡ individual;

state orientation,'in vhich an índividual focuses on his/her past, present or future

state to the exclusion of active consideration of any plan to bring about a change in the

present situation, and action orieûtation, in which an individual seeks to ímplenent a

plan of action to bring about change. When a pef,soo intends to perform a certain

action, helshe is subject to various forces which result in competing action

alternatives' To ensure that the intended action occurs, it must be strengthened and

protected until it is performed. Kuhl postulated several action-control processes that

help the individual to shield the current intentioo (tentative decision).

Beckmann and Kuhl's study examined one of these processes, selective attention to

information relevant to a preferred alternative. The main hypothesis vas that, during

the decision process, action-oriented persons increase the divergence between the
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altractiveoess of those alternalives they are inclined o choose, and [hose they do not

intend [o choose, and thæ state-oriented persons do not display this effecù.

Students searching for an apartment vere given a list of 16 apartments vith
information about each, and vere asked to rat€ the attrac&iveness of each aparlment

twice before they were asked which apart-monts they vould like to renù. Action-

oriented subiects increased the divergence of their attractiveness ratings from the

first to the second pointof evalualion, whereas slate-oriented subjects did not.

In a sùate of acÈion orientation, alternatives available for decision making are

processed in such a way as to facilita¡e amiving al a decision or coursp of action

quickly without much conflict. Suaæ-orienÞd people seem to attempt tl process the

whole amouoù of information impartially, thereby running the risk of an unstable

preference order which blocks execution of an action.

Processes/Strategies

The field of management, has probably been msre highly involved in the use of

statistical theories as tools for decision making than any of the other professional

discipliaes included in this literature reviev. Even in this stronghold, however, the

value of studying the cognitive processes of decision makers has begun to infiltrate.

For example, Schwenk (t9E8) reviewed the literature in top level managerial decision

making on cognitive structures, processes, and biases as they influence decision

nakers s¡ith limited cognitive capacities to comprehend and solve very complex

strategic problems. He urged an integration of these separat€ research streams in the

future, in order to provide a better understanding of strategic problem solving. and to

form a basis for recommendations to improve decision making.

Rodgers and Housel U98n, recognizing the shortconings of normative decision

making models, sought to anøtyze the cogaitive processes of loan officers as they make

Decision Makine in Busioess Administration
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loan decisions, vi[h the objective of achieving insight int¡ the influences of the loan

officers' prior experiences and native biases in making decisions. The study compared

[he decision making processes of graduate business students and experienced loan

officers. The subiec[s vere divided inüo conceptually driven and data driven perceptual

types by Ùhe Myer-BriggsType Indicator (MBTI). The assumption va*s made thar

perceptual biases vould influence the judgmenLs of decision makers and therefore, the

decision outcome. The results supported this assumption. In addition, experienced loan

officers did oot ouùperform novice students on mosl of the loan decisions. A most

important result of this study was that, vhile decisions among the different types of

decision makers might have been [he same, [he cogni[ive processes they used ¡o reach

these de cisio ns were si g n ifican t ly diffe re n t.

In a sample of M.B.A. students and erperienced executives, Fredrickson ( 19S5 )

studied the contextual variables of decision motive (problem vs opporlunity) and firms'

performance level {good vs poor) on decision making. The results of the study

indicated thatvariation in these factors affected the decision processes recommended

by the M'8.4. students, buÈ not those of the experienced executives. As in Rodgers and

Housel's study, the lwo groups recomnended very differenù processes for making the

same straþgic decisions. The executives' appmaches in [his study vere found üo be a

combinæion of ræional analysis and intuitive synthesis.

Several managemen! and decision researchers have used the simultaneous verbal

protocol as a method for tracing the problem solving and decision making processes

involved in such diverse activities as job choice, strategic decision making, consumer

choice, investment trust decisions, the design of managemenÈ information systems, the

choice of living quarters, and parole decisions (Schweiger, lgs3). One of Lhe criticisms

of this methodology has been that the verbalization may interfere vith problem

s-olving and decision making performance.
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Schweiger (19S3) examined the impact of the simultaneous verbal protocol on

problem solving and decision making performance in a complex managerial task. The

results indicated, thal in this contexf, the use of simullaneous verbal protocols did not

affect' performance. There wene no significant differences in perforrnance betveen

protocol and nonprotocol sub jecls. Schweiger suggesÞd that the simple instructions

given, did not require subiects to attend to specific stimuli or cognitive processes [ha[

they vould not olherwise use. He contended thal thìs enabled individuals ùo focus most

of their attention and menùal effort on problem solving and decision making. He also

suggested thæ the process of verbalizæion aclually helped individuals articulate [heir

ideas and offset any negative effects thæ might have been due bo its obtrusion.

Schweiger's work supports the use of verbal pro0ocol melhodology in this study.

Rayaalp (19s7) described the meriùs and shortcomings of econonic decision theory

and behaviorally oriented decision theories in an attempt to encourage the integration

of the Èvo compeÈing theories inùo a general theory of management decisions. This

unified decision theory vould combine the descriplive theory of actual decision

behavior thæ gives due consideralion t,o impinging psychological, social and ethical

variables, vith the prescriptive strength of ùhe economic theory of choice. Such a

theory has notyeùbeen developed.

In summary, some of the findings of this research bear considerable resemblance

to the literature in the fields of nursing, medicine and psychology previously

reviewed. Specifically, different processes have been found to be used by novices and

experts; experts appear to use a combination of rational and intuitive skills in making

decisions; and even u¡hen novices and experts arrive at the same decisions, different

cognitive processes are sometimes used. In addition, perceptual biases influence

decisions nade, both directly, in terms of assessment of stinulus information, and

indirectly in tåe judgment process. There is an interest in the information processing

approach to the study of rnanagerial decision making using verbal protocols, with one
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research repor[ supporting the view that this methodology does noI interfere vith
problem solving as suggested by its critics. Finally, there is some beginning evidence

of an interest in combining rational and behavìoral ùheories of decision making Lo take

maximum advantage of the strengths of each approach, although liule has yet been

done in [his line of research.

Processes/Slrategies

Not surprisingly, the focus of problem solving research in the educational

literature is on methods of teaching problem solving and decision making to students.

Some attention however, has been given to the study of the process of problen solving

using "think aloud" protocols. Bloon and Broder (1g50), as described by Greenfield

Í957) used this nethod to study the problem solving skills of college students.

Differences betveen successful and unsuccessful problem solvers vere noted in four

areas: understanding tåe requirements of the problem, understanding the ideas

contained in the problem, general approach to the solution of problems, and personal

factors in the solution of problems, such as attitude towards reasoning, confidence in

ability to solve problems, and emotional responses.

Larkin 0977), as discussed in Greenfield (19s7), used thitrking aloud protocols to

study the differences between oovices and experts in solving physics problens. The

novice used a direct, systematic approach, while experts seemed to first redescribe the

problem in qualitative terms before deriving quantitative equations. Differences in

the storage of information in memory betveen novices and experts were also inferred.

Novices seemed to store physical principles in memory individually, while the experrs

grouped interconnected principles together, and stored them as chunks. Thus, vhen

the expert accessed one principle from memory, associated principles became

availahle.

Decision Makins in Education
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Evìdence indicates that domain specific knovledge in the form of schemas is the

primary factor distinguishing experts from novices in problem solving skill. Schemas

are conceptually similar to the "chunks" of intemelated information in memory

referred to in information processing theory. In a study of high school studenls'

problem solving of Trigonome[ry problems, Sveller (1gss) concluded that the cognifive

load imposed by complex problem ælving slrategies leaves liule processing capacity

for the acquisition of schema that are impor[anr for learnine. This finding, if
extrapolated to nursing, has implications for the teaching of clinical decision making

skills, in terms of performance expectat-ions and þaching methods.

Woods (1987) describes the requisites for good problem solving as an organÞed,

hierarchical knowledge struclure centered around fundamental principles and

abstractions, &acit knovledge or experience, and a varie[y of skills - the aåility to

identify, locate, obtain, and evaluate missing information;the ability to learn on one,s

ovn;such thinking skills as analysis, creativity, ability to generalÞe, and to simplify

and broaden perspectives; attitudes such as motivation and perseverance, ability to

cope vith ambiguity, fear, anxieÈy, and pr'ocrastination; interpersonal and grgup skills;

communicalion skills; an ar¡areness of hor¡ one thinks; and one's personal preference

or style vhen learning or processing information.

The term "critical thinking" as used in educæion, is similar to the concept of

decision making described in this str.rdy. Yinger (19E0) defines crirical rhinking as 
..a

cognitive activity associaæd vith the evaluation of products of thought, ... [and] is an

essential element of problem solving, decisios making, and creative production" (p.

l4). Some stratogios of information search mentioned by Yinger include hypothesis

scanning and conslraint seeking. In constraint seeking, the thinker asks questions to

elinisate as many alternalives as possible. In this way, it is similar to the elimìnation

by aspecls strategy derived from research in psychology. style, or personal

preference for certain thinking modes and s[raregies influences problem solvìng
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processes. Educators recogoìze the use of the heurisùic principles of

represenÙa[iveness, availability, and adiustment and anchoring from psychology to

assist in making judgments in condiÈions of uncertainty.

Embretson' Schneider and Roth (1986) examined ùhe influence of processing

straægies on the consùruc[ validity of a verbal reasoning þst. Three strategies for

solving verbal analogy items were s[udied: a rule oriented sùrategy, an asspcialion

s[rategy, and a par[ial rule sfrategy. Alt three strategies vere found to concribute to

fhe solving of the verbal analogy iæms, but, itvas also found ùhat being able to

perform a strategy comectly did not insure its use in solving an item. All three

s[rategies contributed to individual differences in verbal reasoning and t¡ the

predictive validity of the test. The rule oriented strategy con[ributed strongly to the

prediction of achievement in eight af,eas of educational achievement, the association

strat€gy in five arÊas, and the partial rule strategy in one area.

A Ùvo stage theory of the prtcessing of response alternatives is suggested by the

results of this sùudy. In a tvo stage theory, a global or partial rule ùhat narrovs down

[he correcÈ response is used in the first st:age, folloved by random guessing or an

evaluation process to choose the final rcsponse. This strategy is similar t0 that

describsd by Payne (1976) in the field of psychology.

1Q

Facùors perceived by researchers in educa¿ion to be important determinants of

successful problen mlving are similar [o those previously ciæd in nursing, medicine,

and psychology. These include a discipline-specific, complex knowledge base

(Rubinstein & Firsænberg, l98z; woods, r%7;yinger, l9B0;Sveller, lgsg), experience

or tacif knowledge (Woods, lgEZ; yinger, l9S0), personal values and biases (Rubinstein

& Firstenberg, 1987; Woods, l9B7; Yinger, l9E0), and environmental or situæional

context, i.e. physical, social and intellec[ual forces (yinger, l9E0;W'oods, l9E7).



Locus of con[rol has been s[udied in relation to [he use of birth control, veight loss

programs, smoking behaviors, informæion seeking behaviors of patien[s, compliance

viuh medical regimens, and venereal disease (l{allsùon &, Wallst¡n, l97S). Much of the

recenü research in heal[h-related locus of control has been assessed by means of the

Multidimensional Health Locus of Control Scale developed by Wallston, Wallston, &.

DeVellis in 1978. For example, belveen 1983 and 1987, health locus of conLrol ha-q been

researched extensively across age groups and in many different health relæed

conditions, such as diabetes in children and adults, hypertension, substance abuse,

childbirth experiences, chemoLherapy, hemodialysis , preopera[ive coping behavior,

and veight loss, In addition, the relationship of locus of con[rol ùo aut,onomy,

satisfaction wi[h care, anxie[y, self-care, coping, and burnouI has been investigated

(compuær search, Nursing and Allied Hearrh (clNAHL) l9s3-lgsz).

The nursing liÞrature that specifically investigaÞs the relationship betveen locus

of con[rol and decision making behaviour is scant. As eady as 197i, Munley recognÞed

that insight into ioternal-external control aspects of personality as they influence

decision making in nursing situalions, had the potential to assist nursing educators to

promote auùonomous decision making by nursing sludents. Using the Rotter Internal

External Locus of Control Scale, and afilmed patient care situation, Munley mught to

prove thæ senior baccalaureate nursing students who were relatively internalll,

controlled vould make more observations and recommend more actions virh greater

subieclive confidence after negative reinforcemen[, than those who were rela[ively

externally con[rolled. Unfor[unately, no significant differences were found (Munley,

te7)).

A, study by Kissinger and Munjas (Igst) however, did find thatapredictive

relationship existed between the abilily to use nursing process, as measured by two

Locus of Control in Nursing
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simulated clinical problem tests, and an internal loius of conLrol, as measured by

Rotter's Internal External Locus of Control Scale.

Strauss and Hu[ton ( 19s3) saw locus of control as a facùor influencing sfudents,

percepLions of their capabilities in reaching cer[ain goals, relative t,o the demand of
the situarion' Locus of control, in ùheir viev, may be related [o patterns of coping in

difficult clinical situations, such as [hose involving clinical decision making. S[rauss

and Hutton professed the belief [har "if one vievs locus of conlrol as a meaningful

concept vhich may influence behavior, then it should have implicalions for nursing

education. Internally conLrolled s[udents should perceive themselves as imporLant,

fact¡rs in lhe situation and acL ùo change the demands of the si¿uaLion by manipulæing

exÈernal variables" (p.36S )

Despite these early, rather undramatic results, interest in the relationship betveen

locus of control orientation and decision making has persisted in the minds of nurse

educators. Neaves (19s9) investigated the relationshíp betveen locus of control and

decision making in senior diploma and baccal aureaLe nursing students, using the

Rotter Internal External Locus of Control Scale and a "À{edication Administration

Questioonaire" developed by the investigator. A st¿tistically significant relationship

was found betveen internal Iocus of control and independent decisíon making, which

in turn, was not related to the type of program in vhich the student vas enrolled. This

finding has tvo important implications for nursing education. The first implication is

that locus of control does influence the degree of independence exercised in decisíon

naking by nursing students, both diploma and baccalaureate. Second, these results

suggest that individuals with an expectancy for external control may be significantly

conpronised in their abiliry to be professional and accountable in their practice. This

is particularly alarming in view of the facts that decision making is becoming

increasingly important to safe and effective nursing practice, and the college

population, especially female, is becoming more external (Dufault, i9g) ). Thus, it urould
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appear [hat knovledge of a nursing sludent's locus of confrol orientation may help to

place in context, some of the characteristics of the student's decision making behavior,

which r/ÍLs ooe of the purposes of this study. Wiuh an increased knovledge base

regarding the influence of locus of con0rol on decision making practices, nurse

educators may better pnepare their s[udents for future praclice by incorporating

internality training techniques into the nursing curriculum.

Ûne such attempt which proved successful, vas made by Dufault ( l9S5) who used the

Rotter Internal External Locus of Control Scale to measure fhe effects of a futuristic-

oriented course in nursing on ùhe in&ernalify of registered nurse sfudents. The results

of pre and post test scores on [he Rotter scale indicated a significant change towards

inærnality in the group of studen[s exposed to the course material, [hus supporting

Rotter's contention that locus of control can be influenced by nev experiences and

information,

In summary, Iocus of control has not been studied extensively in relation to the

decision making abilities of nurses or nursing students. There is, hovever, some

increasing interest being manifested in the literature about this relationship, vith
sottre research results pointing towards identifiable differences in decision making

behaviours between internally and externally controlled nursing students.

Locr¡s of Control in Medicine

One recent study by Diserens, Schvartz, Guenin, and Taylor ( I9S6) specifically

investigated the influence of locus of control on medical problem solving. A high

internal orientation has been shown by previous research to be related to decision

making, seeking relevant information, and achievement. A computer program which

presented simulated patient cases, and scored participants' clinical problem solving in

comparison to a group of five faculty members, was used as a measure of problem

solving ability in this study. The effect of field dependence/independence as measured
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by the Group Enbedded Figures Test (GE[T), and locus of control as measured by Rofter's

locus of control scale, on problem solving vas examined. Third year medical students,

residenLç and faculty members parlicìpated in [he study, vhich involved three

simu lations of varyin g difficulty.

The problem solving scores were significantly different for each grgup only on the

most difficult case, where faculty members performed better than residents, and

residents better than students. fürrelations betveen the GEIT scores and locus of

control scores vere small and non-significant. The lov correlations of these tvo traits

with the computer systen problem solving scores were interpreted by the authors to

reflect that problem solving abitity might be acquired through experience rather than

general traits that an individual brings to the decision making situation. It vas further
suggested, hovever, that low correlations betveen the problem solving scores and the

GEFT and locus of control scores may altern alively,have been a function of the low

reliability of the individual simulations.

Research into the effect of Iocus of control orientation on various behaviors has

been extensive (Rottet,1975). Findings reported in Rotter's classical monograph g966)

s¡hich relate to decision making behavior, include the propensity for internaliy

oriented persons to be attentive to those aspects of the environmeot vhich provide

useful information for future behavior, to take steps to improve their environmental

condition, to place greater value on skill or achievement reinforcemenls, to be more

concerned with their ability,partículady failures, and to be resistive to subtle attempts

at influence (Rotter, 1966;Rotter & Mulry, 1965).

Liverant and Scodel (1960) investigated locus of control as a determínant of decision

making under conditions of risk. Results indicated that internals attempted to maintain
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conlrol by a cautious and planned selecrion of probabilities in a chance-determined

betting situæion, whereas externals decided according to "hunches" or pas[ experience.

Davis and Phares {1967) mainlained that, not only vere internals more aware of

available informæion, but they also \rere more active seekers of information than

externals.

Although the possible influence of Iocus of control orientation on decision making

\¡rLS recogn ned by Hill, Bedau, Chechile, Crochetiere, Kellerman, Ounjian, pauker, S.G.,

Pauker, S.P'. and Rubin 0979), relatively little ¿ttention vas given to this relationship

in subsequentyears.

Harrison, Levis and Straka ( l9s4) studied the interaction of locus of control and

choice on satisfaction vith an undesirable task. internals were found to be nore

satisfied when given a choice of approaches to the task, u¡hile externals experienced

greater satisfaction vhen not given ¿ choice. A suggested explanation vas that

decision making is aversive for externals but not for internals. If, as Dufault (l9g)) has

stated, nursing students are generally becoming more externally oriented, and if, as

suggested here, externals are aversive to decision making, it u¡ould seem to be

extremely valuable to knov the locus of control orientation of students in a nursing

program. Teaching strategies would then need to be developed, not only to emphasize

clinical decision making skill, but also to alter the locus of control orientation of

external students.

Minor and Roberts (I9s4) studied the relationship between Iocus of control and self-

efficacy. It was predicted that congruency between locus of control and task

instructions would result in higher estimates of self-efficacy and more effort expended

on the task. A,s predicted, internal subiects ç¡ho received skill instructions and external

subjects vho received chance ínstructions gave higher estinates of self-efficacy than

subjects receiving instructions incongruent s/ith their locus of control. These results,

hovever, did not reach the level of significance. A significant interaction was found.
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however, be[ween task instructions congruent- vith locus of conùrol and lhe amounI of

effort expended in solving an anagram.

Shute, Hoc¡ard and Steyaert (1984) hypothesÞed thæ ìndividuals who vere able to

use absùract' reasoning abilities described in the Piagetian cognitive developmenùal

framework as formal operations, would be more likely ùo have developed an internal

locus of control. The results of this study demonstrated a significant sex difference in

the relalionship betveen cognitive developmental level and locus of control. Wonen

with higher levels of cognitive developmen! were more likely ùo be internal, bur no

such relationship existed for the male subjects. This sludy suggested that locus of

control develops differently in men and vomen.

The characteris[ics of internally oriented individuals sÊem [o indicate that. they will

bring betler information acquisition skills, more persistence, and a more methodical

approach t,o a planning task than externally oriented individuals.

From a cursÐry review of the recenf managemenl literature, s[udies including Lhe

assessment and use of locus of control as a variable vere found t,o be sparse, and limited

t-o the examination of fob motivalion (Arnold, 1985) and individual difference effecrs on

such t,opics as slress managemenl interventions (Rose & Veiga, 19S4). No studies of the

influence of locus of control on managerial decision making were accessed.

Locus of Control in Education

The research on locus of conÈrol in education aims to discover a relæionship

be[veen locus of conürol and acade¡nic achievemen[, and the effecrs of individual

differences of internal/ext,ernal students on the manner in which Lhey perceive their

ovn and others' behavior in the academic environment. The ullimare goal of this
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research is to improve teaching practices, and various measures of locus of control are

used.

In a meta-analysis of 75 studies, Findley and Cooper 0gS3) concluded that Iocus of

control and academic achievement vere positively related, that is, internality vas

related to greater achievement. The relationship seemed to be stronger for adolescents

than for adults or children, and more subst¿ntial among males than females. in

addition, stronger effects r¡ere associated vith specific locus of control measures than

with st¿ndardized achievement or intelligence tests.

Feldman, Saletsky, Sullivan and Theiss (1983) examined how locus of control related

to college students' expectations about their ou¡n and their teacher's future

performance. Students vere divided into interoal or external locus of control based on

their results on the Rotter Internal External Locus of Control Scale. The students'

expectations about their ou¡n performance on a multíple choice content test folloving a

lecture, and their teacher's performance in delivering the lecture, were

experimentally manipulated. The internals' performance was more congruent vith the

manipulatio¡ of expectatíons than externals. Externals not only tended to attribute less

responsibility to themselves for their own outcomes, but they also attributed less

responsibility tn others regarding tåe others' behavior.

Lefcourt, Martin and Ware (I9s4) examined the hypothesis that certain affect

clusters would characterne persons differing in locus of control. using the

Multidimen sion al-Mu ltiattributional Causality S cale for achievemen t, th e S cale of

fümmonly Expressed Feelings, and Profile of Mood states, two hypotheses were

confirmed. Persons who commonly express pride, confidence, competence, satisfaction

and zest see themselves as responsible for achievement successes. .Anger and surprise

chasactertze persons who attribute failures to external sources. The authors concluded

that internality for achievement success and externality for achievement failure were
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reliably linked t,o affective clust,ers that may accoun! for persisænce in achievement

pursuits.

Linder, Londoner, and Bauer (19S5, l936), using Rotter,s locus of control scale,

found that io a sample of 413 undergraduate education students, and alater sample

expanded by 726 business students, older studenûs vere more inter nally oriented, and

men vere more internal than \¡omen. Internally oriented individuals placed greater

t.alue on self-respect, visdom, freedom , and a sense of accomplishment. External

individuals placed greater value on family security, pleasure, and a comfortable life.

Cartledge and Wells (t9S6), using Rotter's locus of control scale, found that graduate

students, older studeots and full-time employed students in college had a greaLer degree

of internal locus of control. Neither race nor gender differences were significant.

Gadzella, Williamson and Ginther 093)) found a positive relationship between self_

concept, as merlsured by the Tennessee Self Concept Scale and internality (for both

sexes) rls neÍrsured by Levenson's Internality, PoverfulOthers, and Chance Locus of

Control Scale. Grade point averages r¡ere uflrelated to locus of control scale scores.

Wheeless, Stevart, Kearney and Plax (19S7) studied the perceptions of internal and

external Iocus of control college students of the frequency of behavio¡ control

techniques used by classroom teachers. Levenson's Iocus of control scale.was used to

determine locus orientation, Externals reported greater frequency of the use of these

üechniques than internals. Differetrces in personal constructs, therefore, involving

perceptions of hoç¡ controlling others really are, were related to differential

perceptions of teacher control attempts in the classroom. In the present study. it vas

anticipated that external student nurses would cite aspects of teacher performance as

factors inhibiting their clinícal decision making behavior more often than would the

internal student nurses.
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This descriptive study explored the cognitive processes of studenI nurses as [he1,

formulated a plan of care for a simulated palient, and attempted to ascer[ain the

students' perceptions of specific influences on their clinical decision making.

Relationships be[ween and among decision processes used by studenùs, Èheir locus of

control orientation, perceived influencing fact,ors on fhe decision making process, and

se le c ted de mo g rap h ic i n fo rmatio n vas investi gated.

The research queslions were:

1. What decision making processes do student nurses use in planning nursing care?

2. Is there a relationship betveen locus of control and clinical decision making

processes used by stude¡t ûufses in planning nursing care?

3. What factors do student ûurses perceive to be facilitative to them in their clinical

decision making processes in planning nursing care?

4. Is there a relationship between locus of control and factors which student rrurses

perceive to be facilitative to them in clinical decision making?

5. What factors do student nurses perceive to be inhibitive to them in their clinical

decision making processes in planning nursing care?

6. Is there a relationship between locus of control and factors which student nurses

perceive to be inhibitive to them in clinical decision making?

The design of this study involved the use of a researcher developed simulated

patient situation, a semi-structured interview, and the administration of the Rotter

Internal External Locus of Control Scale.

CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

Design
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The sample consisted of second year s[udenis in the diploma nursing program ol the

Heallh Sciences Centre School of Nursing. A sample of 19 females and I male student

was obtained on a volunreer basis. Subjec[s meù the folloving criteria:

1. Anticipared being able to use the "think aloud" verbal proùocol technique

wi[h comfort.

2. HaÅ a Lelephone.

It is assumed that students who volunteered for this study were interested in providing

as thorough informatíon as they vere capable.

Sample

Approval of the research protocol r¡as received from the Ethical Revieq¡ Comnittee

of the UniYersíty of Manitoba School of Nursing. Permission for access to subjects vas

approved by the Director of Research of the Health Sciences Centre, and the Director of

the Health Sciences Centre School of Nursing. The investigator met, u¡ith the second

year students in groups of approximately one quarter of the total class size to explain

the study, and distribute printed copies of the explanatíon of the study (Appendix C).

This explanation cleady outlined the inclusion criteria, and addressed the method of

data gathering, the anticipated time to be spent with each subject, and ethical

considerations. Ä detachable portion of the explanation form with room for the rame

and phone number of the student vas returned to the investigator's school mailbox, or

office by ínterested students. The investigator then telephoned the student and made

an appointment for the first session of the data collection procedure. .A second

appointment vas made at the conclusion of the first session. Data collection was

completed ín four months.

Subject Recruitment
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,4, semi-struclured inþrview, the Rolter I-E Locus of Control Scale, and a simulated

paLient situation were used to collect data.

A semi-s[ructured ìnterviev u¡as conducted rvith each of the student-s io eslablish a

rapport with them in order t¡ decrease any apprehension they had, to elicit
perceptions of influences on their decision making skill in clinical pracLice, and to

gather some demographic information. These questions are found in Appendix D.

The Rotter Internal External Locus of Control Scale

Instrumentation

Semi-Structured Inùerview

The Rotter Internal External Locus of Conürol Scale vas adminisæred (Appendix E),

This scale has been used extensively in psychological research and has been validated

in over 600 studies (Rotær, 1975) vith internal consist,ency ranging from .6j ùo .79 and

ùesL-retest reliability coefficients from .60 ùo .83 (Rotter, l%6). In a more recentstudS,,

test'-retest coffelations over lengthy periods, for tvo large mmples, revealed the Roùær

scale Ùo be stable (Layton, l9S5). Although the validity of the cons[ruct of locus of

control is accepted in the literafure, the Rotter Internal External Locus of Control Scale

has been criticized in recent.liærature for its lov predict,ability of behavior in specific

situæions, and for the fact that it is used as a unidimensional neuLsure vhen it is clearly

a multidimensional scale. The validity of responses to the Rotter instrument does not

depend on the assumption of unidimensionality, howover, and the total score may

adequarely reflecf a higher order or more general construct lhan scores representing

the separate facets (Marsh & Richards, 1986, lgsT). Rotter himself pointed ouù that the

scale measures a broad predisposition toward certain behavior and should no[ be

expected to predict specific responses. The purpose of using the scale in this study vas

to broadly categorÞe s[udents' locus of control tendencies. The scores representing
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students' locus of control orientalion were used in a descripLive, not predictive manner,

Ùo determine if a relæionship or directional t,endency existed be[veen locus of control

and decision making processes used by studenls, and locus of control and the factors

perceived by students ùo influence their clinical decision making.

Sìmulated Patient S ituatio n

The descript'ion of the simulated patient situation is found in Appendix F. The

aut'hen[icity of the parienI sicuæion was verified by researching ac[ual paLients' charls

and consulting vith such exper[s as a surgical head nurse, surgical nursing teachers,

an experienced surgical nurse, and the researcher'sadvisors. The case study vas pilo!

tested vith a nursing student nol involved in the study. The students \¡¡ere asked to

develop a cuffent plan of care using the verbal protocol, or "thìnking aloud" data

collection technique. Prior to using it themselves, students list,ened ùo a tape recording

of an example of this technique. The situation and a script of the example is found in

Ä'ppendix G. The situation vas concluded with a series of follovup questions Lo moniùor

the students' immediate reaction ùo the situation and to determine hov realisfic if vas

for them. These questions are found in Appendix H.

Prior to a discussion of the procedure for dat:a collection, it is necessary to explain

the use of the verbal proùocol and simulation techniques used in this sLudy. The verbal

proÙocol appruach ùo studying clinical decision making is derived from the field of

cognitive psychology and specifically, from information pnocessing theory. It
requires that the subiects think aloud as they solve problems. The verbal protocol

approach produces data rich in detail, preserves the sequence of processes used by the

subiects, and can reveal the generation and evaluation of alternative actions by

decision makers (Corcoran, 1983). However, since the method relies on the verbal

reports of subiects, the extenl to vhich actual mental processes are reflected in

vetbalnation, has been questioned. Payne (19s0) says, "[he research resulùs seem to
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indicate that the verbal protocol procedure slows down the process slightly, buf does

noLchangeitfundamentally"(p. 111). Theconr,entionofEricssonandSimon0gg0)

that verbalizaùon affects cogniùive processes only if fhe instruc[ions require

verbalieation of informalion that vould not otherwise be atte¡1fle¿ to, vas substantiated

in a more recent study by Schweiger 09g3).

As recenLly as 1988, three vell known researchers in the fietd of medical decision

making endorsed verbæim protocol collection techniques as ùhe best suited to the studlr

of knowledge represen[ation and problem solving sLrategies (Kuipers, Moskowite &

Kassirer, l9s8). Further support for this methodology ì/as provided b)r ¿ 5lrrfl¡r of the

clinical decision making processes of 60 pediarric nurses on a computer-assis[ed

clinical simulation, vhich suggested that there was n0 apparenL effect of verbalizaLion

of cognitive processes on performance (Henry, LeBreck, Holeemer, l9s9).

The instructions for the sinulated nursing situæion in this study asked the sÈudents [o

verbalÞe the reasons behind their choices of planning decisions as part of the

"thinking aloud" process. Since a consideration of Lhe rationale for nursing

intervention is an inÞgral part of planning nursing care, it is, Èherefore, information

thæ is usually altended to quiæ specifically by studen[ curses. Thus, it is assumed thar

this instruction did oot inærfere with the verbalieation of decision making processes.

The use of simulation to study clinical decision making processes has been

criticÞed, because simulæions necsssarily delimit and cont,rol variables which may

have an influence on the decision making process (Tanner, l986b). Lacking more

sophisticated methodology, however, it is premature to abaadon simulæions, as [helr

offer [he advantage of presenting life-like scenarios, and rhe objectivity of examining

the performance of several subjects oa a fixed task (Holzemer, l9g6;Tanner, 19s7).

Many of the research s[udies thæ have used simulation, have focused on attributes of

the outcomes of decision making processes, and not on the processes themselves. In

addirion, the pattern of responses in these sfudies has been directed by a branched
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programming format, thus, implicitly if not explicitly, inÞrfering with the subjects,

unique patterûs of thought, The simulaLion used in lhis study differed in Èhat it placed

no reslrictions on the direction or patlern of thoughl processes, once the initial
situation w¿rs presenÙed' As vell, it was the processes of decision making, and not [he

outcomes, thar vere the prime focus of this invesLigarion.

The limiùations of verbal protocol methodology and the use of simulation are

recognÞed in this study. Given Lhe present state of knovledge of clinical decision

making processes of süudent nurses, hovever, the a.dvanüages of obtaining a rich fund

of descriptive daø under conditions that, apart from distracÈions and time pressure,

closely approximat€ a natural nurse/palient encounter, outweigh the disa-dvantages, in
[he opinion of this researcher. Increased knovledge in nursing regarding the crucial

process of clinical decision making must spring from a substantial body of descripùion

Lhat corroborates previous research and/or extends prior findings. Only then, can the

higher levels of predictive and prescriptive theory building be undertaken. The intent

of ¡his study was to con[ribute to that basic body of knowledge.

The characteris[ic features of the simulated nursing situation used in this sùudy are

as follows:

a)' The situation is realistic, in that the student is asked to plan nursing interventions

for the care of a patient under conditions of ambigui g andincomplete information,

b)' The content of the situation was selected so that it r¡ould be readily understood by

student ûurses, and not require a highly specialized or complex knowledge base in
order to respond appropriately. A deliberate attempt was made, not only ø limit
knowledge-based error, but also to diminish the possibitity of arousing anxiety in the

students that might influence their thinking, if they perceived the situation to be a

test. It was thus made clear to the subjects that the correctness or quality of the

planned interventions is not of major concern to this study.

c). The focus of the situation is on the planning aspect of nursing care.
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d)' The emphasis of the pl*nning t¿sk is on independent nursing ^unctirns *nd no[ un

those requiring adefinirive medicar opinion prior o [aking action.

e). The simulaLion represen[s a non-elnergency situ¿ion of medium complexity.

This aspec[ of the s[udy design is consistent with social learning [heory underlying

the consÈruct of locus of control. Rotter ( 1966) sùates that locus of control is more likely
Ùo be operative in situations ùhæ are novel or ambiguous, ra[her than routine. The

simulated siLuation in this study is ambiguous, and is one in vhich student nurses have

had limited experience, i.e. a range from no experience to a maximum of Z or 3 paLients

v¡ho have had this type of surgery and developed a vound infection. The simulated

situation is als-o consisþntvirh information processing theory through the use of a

verbal protocol approach, in which sfudents are free to explore planning decisions

without the interference of a rigidly structured data collection instrument.

Dat'a collection involved two sessions tha! varied from one half hour [0 one and a

half hours each, vith each subject. The daLa collection cook place in a muLually

convenient location at a mutually convenient time. In ùhe first session, [he

explanation of the study vas revieved and questions r¡ere ans\¡ered. The consen[ form
(Appendix I) vas then explained and signed. The subject vas given a copy of the

consent form at the second session. The sub ject vas then iotervieved using the semi-

strucÈured ques[ionnaire in Appendix D, and Èhe Rotter Internal External Locus of

Cont'rol Scale (Appendix E) was administered. The interview segment of this session was

lape recorded. In the second session, Èhe subiect listened ùo a ùaped verbal protocol of a

common, non-nursing planniog problem ùo denonstrate the "think aloud" process,

following vhich he/she was free to ask questions. The subject then proceeded to

process the simulated patient situæion and write the plan, while thinking out loud.
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This vas üape recorded. No time limit vas imposed, and Èhe subiect was alloved to vriæ
notes alvill, on lhe case description. The followup quesùions vere then asked.

The study proposal was approved by the Ethical Review Committee, School of

Nursing, University of Manitoba, and the Director of Research of the Health Sciences

CenLre. A letter reques[ing access ùo [he s[udent sample was then senù to the Direct,or of

the Healch Sciences Centre School of Nursing (Appendix J). The request for access Do

subjects vas approved.

Confidentiality of subjects was maintained by having interested students return the

detachable part of the explanation form to the investigator, being identified by name

and telephone number. Since the investigator vas unknown to this particular group

of students, and as First Year Coordinator, had no ínfluence upon, or jurisdiction over,

their progress in the second year of the program, it is believed that this assured

students of the freedom to choose whether or not they vould participate. The names of

subjects were not released to the teachers. The investigator vas the only person

knowing the identity of the subjects, unless the subjects chose to reveal this

in formation t-h emselves. Tapes, transcription s, simu lated patient situ ations, and

nursing care plans were identified by a code number. Information matching the

subject's identity with the code was kept under lock and key and was available only to

the researcher. füded data vas available to the investigator's advisors during the

course of the study. Folloving the completion of the study, tapes were erased.

Segments of transcribed data formed part of the data analysis and findings of the

completed thesis.

Subjects were informed that there vould be no direct benefits to them for

participatiog in the study, other than the recognition that they vere contributing to

the generation of information that may proye to be of benefit to nursing students in

Ethical Considerations
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the fu[ure, and bo the expansion of the knovledge base of clinical decision making

processes in nursing. Subjects were advised of their right t,o vithdrav from [he s[udy

at any point, without penalty of any kind, although none chose to do so.

Data given by subiects vere analyzed for categories of facilirating and inhibiting

influences on clinical decision making vhen planning nursing care. The responses of

students that fell int,o the derived caÞgories vere described initially according co [he

sludents' locus of control orientatioq as meÍrsured by the Rotær Internal External Locus

of Control Scale' co determine whether or not the influences mentioned by internally

and externally orienÞd students differed. A comparative summary of this data vas

then l¡ri[æn.

Plan For Data Analysis

Semi-Strucùured Interview

The Rotter scale yields a range of scores betveen zero and 23. The higher the score,

the more externally oriented the subject is said to be., Division of sub.iects into internal

or external categories has traditionally been at the mediaa score for any particular

group. Those subjects scoring above the median are considered to be external, and

those scoring below the median are considered to be internal. Since the sample in this

study was small, norms identified for a large sample of female college students vere

used to determine internal or external orientation (Cellini & Kantoros¡ski, lgg2).
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Data to be analyzed consisted of the typed transcriptions of tape recordings. Since

the focus of this study was to ascertain the decision making processes that student

ourses use when plaoning care and not the content of theír plans, no attempt u¡as made
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t''o evaluate the accuracy or suphisùication of the planning decisions formulated by the

subiec[s. The analysis therefore, examined the s[ructure of thought processes revealed

by ihe verbal data.

The subjects of this study vere divided into tvo groups according to their locus of
control orientation, as determíned by their score on the Rotter I-E Locus of Control

Scale. The data from the simulated patient situation vas then analyzedby group, in

terms of internal aod external locus of control. The plan for the analysis of data fron
the simulated nursing situation included the ideatification of decision making

elements, the coding of transcripts in terms of these elements, the determination of

thought segments contained in the transcripts. and the description of combinations of
decision making elements found within each thought segment. Each of these phases of

analysis are now presented.

The Identification of Decision Makíns Elements

From a careful and indepth examination of the transcribed verbal protocols of the

subjects in this study, a set of concepts emerged that r¡ere tabelled by the researcher as

decision making elene¡ts. These elements, their abbreviations, their descriptions, and

an example fron the t^ranscripts, are Íls follows:

Cue (C) - a piece of information given in the typed simulated nursing situation. e.g.

"She looks flushed."

Hypothesis (H) - a projected or proposed possibility. Á,n hypothesis may concern

vhat is r¡rong with the patient, u¡hat the nurse/doct or/patienlnight do, think, or feel,

or ç¡hat possible doctor's orders or hospital policies might be used. An hypothesis is

often introduced by zubjects with such words as, probably, might, if, could be, maybe,

perhaps, sounds like, or looks like. e.g. ',She probably has a temp.,,

Planning Decision (PD) - any proposed nursing action. Based on the education of this
sample of subjects, planning decisions in this study are deemed to include nursing

interventions in the categories of assessmeat, physical care activities, patient
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teachiog, therapeutic communicatioo (communication wilh the patient), and

collabon¿iion rn'ith, or refemai to, other personnel (communication vifh suppor[

sysüoms). e.g. "speed up the IV a little bit" (physical care)

Knowledge Base (KN) - information, correct or incorrect, that is used as rationale or
supporL for any statemen[s made by ùhe subject. e.g. "because nausea is a side effecl of
Demerol"

Search (S) - indication of a desire for additioaal or supplementary information about

the patient situation. Search is often introduced by such phrases as "it doesn,t say

anything about...", "I don't knou¡ if..,", or "tr was wonderíng ir ..." . At times, a question

by the subject indicates search, for example, "she doesn't have a Foley, does she?,,

'A'ssumption (Á.) - a conclusion verbalized by the subject for vhich there is

insufficient' information given in the simulated patient situation. e.g. ,,her urine
output is fíne" (No informatíon is given about urine output)

The füdíng of Transcripts

The definitions of the decision making elements served as a guideline to the

researcher for the codiog of the transcripts. Each transcript was coded tvice, (on tvo
separate occasions), in order to increase the validity of the coding. Each element v¿s

coded according to the meaning conveyed by the particular usage of the vords.

'{lthough this involved a subjective judgment, these judgments were made on the basis

of the researcher's extensive experience in nursing education, and were consistent

tåroughout the coding of all transcripts. 0nce coded, each decision making element

vas individually revieved across all transcripts to check for consistency. Three of the

coded transcripts x¡ere reviewed by the thesis advisor, q¡ho is also an experienced nurse

edu cator.

The transcribed verbal protocols of each subject were divided into three sections;

the Reading .A.Ioud section, the Thinking Á.loud section, and the Thinking Aloud and

Writing section, to correspond with the activities of the subjects while working with
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[hê simulated palient situa[ion. The frequency of occumence of the individual clecision

making elements in each of the [hree sections was obüained. Characùeristics of the use

of the decision making elemen[s in each section vere described, and the findings for
[he internal subjecùs were compared to the findings for the external sr.rbjects.

Deærmination of Thoueht Sesments

Each transcrip[ vas broken down int,o thought segments by listening to fhe lape

recordings while simultaneously reading the typed transcripts. Thoughr segments

included all verbalization that occumed between pauses, or a verbalized hiatus in
thinking, for example, c¡hen the subject said, "Nov vhæ?',. Subjectivity in the

determination of thought segments wu$ a risk, but vas balanced by Lhe crucial

importance of knoving vhich thoughùs occumed together. Avoidance of this step of

lhe analysis could have led ùo the derivation of artificially induced decision making

pr0cesses.

0nce the transcripts vere coded, and thought segments identified, each thought

segment vas examined for the combinations of decision making elements ít contained.

Conbinations of decision making elements vere identified as single decisíon elements,

two element, three element, four element, and five element combinatio¡s. The

composition of those combinations of decision making elements that occurred in the

dat¿, and the frequency of their occurreûce in each of the three sections of the

protocols, r¡ere recorded. The characteristics of these decision rnaking combinations

x¡ere then described, and the findings for the internal subjects vere compared to the

findings for the external subjects. 0nly one male subject volunteered for the study-

This subject scored as having an internal locus of control on t-he Rotter I-E Locus of

Control Scale' Since it has been suggested that locus of control develops differently in
men than in vomen (shute, Hox¡ard, & steyaert, t9g4), and if so, ís likely to affect

ILJ



c0gnitive processÊs in decision making, lhe da[a from the male sub jec[ vas not included

in the analysis.

The decision making processes that emerged from the data vere then defined, and

the use of these processes by internally and externally oriented subjects vas compared.

The responses to the follovup questions r¡ere summ atzed,draving a co4parison

betu¡een the responses of internal and external subjects, and a qualitative description

of each subject group's evaluation of the simulated patient situation was vritteo.
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The subiects of this sLudy were divided into [vo gruups, [hose subjecb with an

internal locus of contlol orientation, and lhose subjects with an external locus of

con[rol orienlation, according ùo their scores on the Rotter I-E Locus of Control Scale,

Folloving a description of fhe characteristics of the sanple, the findings of this

sfudy ¡þ¿¡ vere derived from the simulated patient situation are presented for fhe

gr0up of sub jects with an internal locus of control, followed by the grgup of subjects

with an external locus of control. This is followed by a comparison of these findings

for the ìnlernal subjects wilh those of the external subiects. The decision making

processes that emerged from the analysis of data are [hen defined, and the decision

making processes used by ihe internal subiecls are compared to the processes used by

[he external sub jects, A summary of the responses t¡ the questions asked of subjects

immediately following the planning task is [hen presented, as vell as a comparison of

responses between Èhe internal and exüernal subjects. The perceived facilitative and

inhibitory influences on clinical decision making that were verbalÞed by the subjects

are then summarÞed and the internal and external groups are compared,

Serendipitous findings are briefly ouÈlined, and asummary of maior findings

concludes fhe chapær.

CHAPTER III

FINDINGS

.7,,
l¿r

The locus of control scores for the sample of I9 female subjects yielded a meafl score

of 1?, a median score of 12, and a standard deviation of 4.04. Compared to the normative

Characteristics of the Sample



data çenP¡led by Cellini and Kant,orovski (1982) on a sample of l83 female college

sludenls in 19E0, this sample is approximately the same.

Table I

Measure

Mean

Median

Standard Deviation

1989 Sample

I2.0

12.0

4.04

Sub jecs with a locus of control score of l l or less were considered to have an

internal locus of control, and are referred to as "internals". Subiects with a score of 12

or more were considered to have an exüernal locus of conùrol, and are refered to as

"externals". There vere nine internal subiects, and ten external subjects in the sample

A backgmund questionnaire (Appendix D, Part A) vas used to garher demographic

dara and personal information on age, prior education, and vork experience. These

data are summarized in Table Z.

1980 Sample
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Table 2

Selected Demographic Data

Demographic

ñAU

<20

20-25

26-30

3r-35

36-"¡ 0

>41

Internal

n-9

Education

< cl.a/e 12

GraÅe 12

Locus of Control

External

n- t0

Some university credit

University degree

Diploma/Cenif icare

4

2

.,

I

Nursins Related

\York Exoerience

Uni¿ Assistanr

Operating Room Technician

Other

74

,)

_5

I

I

I

9

3

3

,

Present Emolovment

Unit Assistant

0perating Room Technician

Note. A dash indicates that no subiect fell inro rhe designared category.

I

9

5

3

I

I

2

)

I

2



The internal subiecüs \¡ere a slightly older group with 51.6i{, of them over 25 },ears
of age, vhereas only 309( of lhe external subf ects r¡ere over 25 years of age. All
subiects excepl one had a complete grade twelve education. The one sub ject vho had

grade eleven education had also ûaken a university credit course and a posf-secondary

lechnical coursÊ. Three of fhe inærnal subfects held a university degree (33.3% ) and

three had some universiLy credit courses. Thus, 66.6% of ¿he int,ernal subjects had

taken university courses.

Four of the internal subjects G4.4%) had some experience in nursing related work
prior to entering the school of nursing. This included such positions as unit assistant,

operating room technician, volunteer labor coach, and work with the handicapped.

Five of the externai subjects (50% ) had prior experience in such nursing related vork
as unit assistant, operating room technician, medical receptionist and health record

technician.

Five of the internal subjects were presently employed as unit assistants or an

operating room technician outside of school hours, and three of the external subjects

T/ere presently employed as unit assistants or an operating room technician outside of
school hours.

Data that vas collected regarding ethníc/cultural background, Ianguages spoken

other than English, marital status, dependents, and preseot clinical experience area

were deleted following the analysis of data. These attributes did not form clusters in
either the internal or the external group of subjects, and were therefore not perceived

to be major influences on the subjects' decision making processes.
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The frequency of occurrence of each of the individual decision making elemen[s,

and the composiLion and frequency of occurreoce of ¿he combinæions of decision

making elements in [he proüocols of subf ects with an internal locus of conùrol are

examined and described, seclion by sec[ion, beginning vith the Reading Aloud sectign,

followed by the Thinking .A,loud secÈion, and concluding vith the Thinking Aloud and

Writing section. Examples are included throughouf the analysis, and are numbered in

sequence after each example for ease of fu¿ure reference. The decision making

elements identified in lhis s[udy are referenced by the following abbrevialions:

C=Cue

H = Hypothesis

KN = Knowledge Base

PD = Planning Decision

S = Search

A = Assumption

Simulated Patienr Situæion

'7é.



The Reading Aloud Section

Individual Decision Makin g Elements

Subj. T

Hypothesis Planning

decision

122
388
4--
64736

etlt4
r0 13
1r ?2 2t

t2 24 23

175)
Total 126 ll2

2Z
?2

24 20

98

11
44

4?. 37

Knowledge

base

T

77

11

30 2J

99

11

41 36

Search

T

33

23 22

107
??

t6 16

33
>7 J3

Assumption

Note. A dash indicafes no occumence of the item. Subi. = Subject;T =Total; N = Nev

)5
11

22
I1

22
1t

t2 12

T

1t

2t
1t

tl

J4



Table 3 indicates the ùotal number of decision making elements verbalÞed in this

secLion for each subiect, (identified by code number), as u¡ell as the number of

elements verbalÞed for the firsÈ time, vhich are designaÞd in the table as "ne\¡/,,

elements. The differenliæion beùveen toùal numbers and numbers of elements

mentioned for the first time was deemed helpful, since the same decision making

elemenÈvas often articulated more [han ooce.

Cue.

As might be expected vhen reading aloud, cues r¡¡ere verbalized more than any

other decision making element, ranging from zero to 47 per subject. This represents

the number of times cues from the situation s¡ere commented upon by the subjects.

Only one subject made no comment x¡hile reading the situation out loud. Repeated

mentíon of the same cue occurred quite infrequently, vith the exception of subject 6.

H)¡frothesis.

Eady hypothesis generation, i.e. hypotheses generated in this first section of the

protocols, occurred in six of the nine internal subjects' protocols, the number of

hypotheses over all nine subjects, ranging from zero to 24. Fev hypotheses \¡ere

repeated. There were more broadly stated hypotheses than specific ones.

Planning Decision.

Planning decisions vere not a prominent feature in the Reading Aloud section,

Five subjects did not make planning decisions at all in this initial section. 0f the tbur

subiects who did make decisions, the number of decisions raoged from one to 30.

Repeated mention of planning decisions in this section was made only by subject 6, vho
generated the 30 planning decisions. Ås can be seen in Tabte 4. the majority of

planning decisions u¡ere in the assessment and physical care categories. Two subjects

included decisions to teach the patient, and one subject made a decision to consult with

the physician at this point.
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Knovledge Ba-se.

The use of facts, theory, or rationale in this section ranged from zero to 23

incidents. Repeated mention of the same knowledge base occurred ínfrequently, as

might be expected, since each decision making element is likety to be suppo r1edby a

slightly different theoretical point. Much of the rationale verbalÞed vas vague and

non-specific, and paraphrased general surgical nursing knowledge.

Search.

The internal subjects did not seek much information beyond the given situation,

This was influenced, no doubt, by the instructions to subjects that the information

given in the simulated patient situation was the only information availableto them.

Ås-sumption.

subjects nade very few assumptions in the Reading Aloud section.

Summary.

In the Reading Aloud section, cues srere verbalized most frequently, folloved by

knovledge base, hypotheses, planning decisions, search and assumptions, in

descending order,
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Table 4

Frequeû.v of use of calesories of plannins Decisíons (tnternafs]

Category of decision

Assessment.

Physical care

Teaching

Communication

(patient)

Cor¡lmunica¿ion

isupporr sysæms)

Frequency by subject

4 6 9 t0

I

Assessmeot

Physical care

Teaching

Cornmunìcation

(patient.)

Communicarion

{support systems}

Reading aloud section

l4

5

3

3

4

,

ll

4

7

I

I

It --

8t

5

49

l2

Asssessment

Physical care

Teaching

Conmunication

(pæienr)

Communication

(support systems)

Thinking aloud section

')t

49
3

l7

?il
3r
I --

55zil
r4 2 5 5

I -- I I

Note. Numbers represent new decisions made within each section.

of the iter¡.

Thinking atoud and writing section

4

l

3

5

33
43

I

E5

::

¿i ',IL

73

A dash indicates no occurreûce



Combinations of Decision Makine Elemenls

The frequency of occurrence and lhe composition of each of the combinaLions of

decision making elemenls in the Rea-ding Aloud secLion are found in Tables J,6,7 , ¿¿nd

8.

Sinsle Decision ElemenLs

Element

Cue

Hypothesis

Planning decision

Knowledge base

Search

Assumplion

Frequency b)' subject

&t

Note. A dash indicates no occumence of an element

0nly one subject' made use of single decision elemen[s in the Reading Aloucl section.

Sub ject 1l verbalieed 13 cues but made no fur[her commen[ upon [hem. Three sub jects

verbalÞed personal reac[ions !o cues. For example, after reading thæ che pa[ienL does

nol parLicipate in regular cxercise, Lhe sub ject queried, "Who does?" These reactions,

although interesting, were notincluded in the decision making combinarìons.

l0 t1 t2

r3

17



Two ElemenL Combi nation s

Combination

C/H

c/¡:N

C./PD

c/s

C/A

Frequency by subje*

I

2

?.

I

I

Note. Ä da-sh indicates no occufrence of a combination.

planning decision; KN = knovledge base; S = search; A

e1va

7

4

4

The cue/hypothesis and cue/knovledge combinations s/ere the most frequently

used two element combinations in the Reading Aloud sectiorÌ, occurring 16 and 3l times

respectively.

t0

4

11

2

12

1

z

t7

3

1l

1

I

1

C = cue; H = hypothesis; PD =

= assumption.



Cue/Hyoothesis.

This combination involved the direct stimulation of hypotheses from cues. Some

hypotheses vere quite specific, for example:

C: "She looks flushed,

H: so she probably has a temp. ' Il ]

Others, however, were quite broad, for example:

C: "the doctor admitted her for surgery.

H: 0k, so she's had problems with her galibladder,,, [2ì

Cr¡e/Knowledse

This combination consisted of the evaluation of cues accessed from the situation

against five categories of knovledge. These five categories and an example of each are

nov presented.

factors.

a) Ev

C: "she does not participate in regular exercise

KN: vhich also increases her risk." t3l

fi3

t-:

KN:

"Beginning to take clear fluids...

so her bovel sounds came back." [4]

C: "Moderate amount of drainage..,

KN: by then it should have been less than that.,' lrl



L:

KN:

"J feet,4 inches, 110 lbs.

0k, so she'saverage height, average weight." [61

C:

äN:

"BP 132186, TPR 37-72-2û...

so thæ's within normal ranges." [7j

L:

KN:

"Demerol lû0 mg, Q3-4h prn

Well, that should have been standing order.,, [g j

c)

C:

KN:

"had a cholecystectomy and exploration of the common bile ducr.

so that, she's probably in the 0.R. for a vhile...cornmon bile duct is...t¿kes a

lit¿le bi[ of extra ùime." (This sub ject was an operating room technician

prior to entering nursing). [91

&4

surcerv.

C: "Cholecystectomy...

KN: verypainful." ti0j

r)

C: "light smoker,..

KN: that's bad." Il l l



Cue i Plannin g Decision.

This combination involved the direct stimulation of planning decisions from cues,

and occurred a total of six times, four of these in the protocol of subject 6. The

generation of planning decisions from cues was, therefore, relatively infrequent in
this stage. The planning decisions made were primarily in the assessmetrt category.

C: "T-tube to straight drain,

PD: watch for any kinks in the T-tube,

PD: how she's positicned." lIZl

Cr¡e/Search.

This combination occurred atotalof five times, and represented a search for

further information stimulated by a cue.

C; "Demerol._.

S: 0k, butvhen did she have it?,, [l3]

The information sought vas specific to physical süatus, except for one general

query about vhat might be bothering the patient.

Cue/Assumption.

This combination occurred once. It vas similar to the cue/hypothesis combination

vith the distinction that assumptions generated from a cue represented unvamanted

conclusions, i.e. judging with insufficien Ldata.

C: "preferríng t0 control her veight through dieting...

A: well, that's probably vhy she's in this trouble.,, [14]

&1



Three Element Comb inatio n s

Combination

C/H/KN

C/H/PD

C/H/S

C/H/ A

C/PD/KN

C/KN/S

ClPD/A

KN/PD/S

H/S/A

Frequency by subjecl

46910

I

3--
21

fr6

Note. A dash indicates no occumence of a combination. C = cueì H = hypothesis; pD =

planning decision; KN = knowledge base; s = search; A = assumpt-ion.

Five subjects did not use three elemenl combinations in this secfion. A total of

seventeen 3-element combinations was used by Lhe remaining four internal subjects,

1l of these by subject.6. The most frequenlly used combinations were

cuelhypothesislknowledge, cue/hypothesislplanning decision, and cue/planning

decision/knowledge.

I

3

1

1

1t

1

1,2 17



Cue/Hypothesis/Hnowled ge.

This combination vas used four [imes, Cues from the siluation stimulated

hypothesis generation from memory or experience, and the hypotheses were lhen

supported from the subiect's knovledge base.

C: "she is having a lot of pain in her abdomen,

C: and looks flushed and uncomfortable.

H: Hmm. 0bviously there's something going on inside, possibly a subphrenic

abscess or some[hing,.,,

KN: on ùhe third day, she shouldn'r be in rhis much pain.,, [1)i

Cues and knowledge also combined to stimulate hypotheses, and knowledge was used

[o evaluate a cue, to provide rationale for a cue, or ùo provide ralionale for an

hypofhesis. The following example illustraæs all of these processes in one thoughl

segmenL.

C; "Her nasogastric tube has been removed

C; and she is beginning to take clear fluids.

Í.N: 0k, that's good.

C: just IV still running ar 50 cc.

KN: Basically. that's just a maiotenance, and

KN: just to see hov she tolerates her clear fluids.

H: She probabty has minimal bovel sounds asyet.

KN; They're not going to stop the IV until she's got good bovel sounds and has a

good input and output." tl6 j

&7



Cue/Hypothesis/Plan nin g Decision.

This combinalion vas used three [imes, In this combination, planning decisions

arose direcüy from cues and the hypothesis provided rarionale for the planning

decision.

C: "large abdominal dressing.

PD: Got to watch for drainage from that and

PD: explain to her...the rermons for the abdominal pressure dressing...

H: She might be alarmed hy the large abdominal dressing." [171

Cue/Plannin g llecision /Knovledge.

In this combination, cues and knowledge combined to generate planning decisions.

Knovledge also served to provide rationale for the planning decisions made.

C: "more encouragement duritrg the evening to get out of bed

C: and was reluctant to do her deep breathing and coughing exercises.

KN: 0k, thatwould seem quite normal,

PD: but she does need the encouragement to do it,

PD: I would check to see...hov often she's getting her pain medication

PD: ...and vhether she's taking it on a regular basis,

PD: and if this is why she doesn't vant to move, or deep breathe and cough,

PD: and explain to her the importance of both

KN; especially her deep breathing and coughing vith her smoking and her

moving, would increase her healing time and also help her chest, [18]

Cues also stimulated planning decisions directly, which were then supported by

knowledge.

c: "a petrrose drain was inserted through a separate stab wound

C: and she h,adasubcost¿i incision.

PD: ûk, you have to watch for drainage from the penrose.

8&



Other fhree element combinations occurred once each and did not add to the

knowledge of decision making in this secfion.

Fou r Element Combinations.

KN: It's noL near the wound siæ, vhich is good.,' [19i

Combinalion

C/H/PD/TIN

C/H/KN/S

C/H/KN/ A

Not'e, A dash indicales n0 occuruence of a combinafion. C = cueì H = hypothesis; pD =

planning decision; KN = knovledge base; S = searchi A = assumption.

Frequency by subject

46910

69

Only [wo of the intersal subiects used four element combinations in the Reading

Aloud section' Subject 6 used them five times and subjectg used them three times.

I

2

I

1t

This combination was the mos[ frequently occuming four element combinæion.

Cues, knowledge, and hypotheses in various combinations often preceded planning

decisions, and buil[ up support for the planning decision.

tz t7



C: "she's got a subcos[al,

Kt{: that's a high incision

H: so she's not going [o van[ [o breathe very well,

H: she'll cerøinly have a lof of pain

PD: so ve'll have to valch her pain management.,' tZ[|]

A cue and hypothesis togefher prompted a planning decision, supporLed by

rationale.

C: "moist.looking

H: ,,.if anything looks suspicious

PD: I'd probabl:¡ rake a C&S

KN: iust to make sure." tZll

Cues and knovledge toge[her vould sLimulate ptanning decisions ùhat were

supported by knowledge, and on occasion, by an hypothesis.

C: "slightly svollen

C: and moist looking,

KN: shouldn't be moist looking yet

PD: so I'd probably take a C&S

KN: and see whal's going on

PD: and check her temp too,

KN: see if she has an elevated temp

H: and possibly an infection." tZZl

gt

Two {-elemenl combinalions vere used vhich did not include a planning decision.

A cue/hypothesis/knovledge/assump[ion combination r¡as used to formulate a patient



problem Ä cue/hypothesis/knovledge/search combinatio¡ vas used to generate and

support hypotheses.

Table 9

Conlbination

of Elemenrs

Single

Two

Three

Four

Five

Frequency by subiect

Single

Two

Three

Four

Five

I

,)

-t

91

Reading aloud section

15 7 2

ll 3 --

53

t0 il

Single

Two

Three

Four

Five

l2

I

3

l

I

l1

I

I

I

Thinkine aloud section

rl13
l--36
312?

i:11

r3

3 2r

I

Total

?

Noæ. A dash indicates n0 occurrence of the conbination.

2

6

5
,)
L

r3

)9

t7

I

2

4

4

3

Thinking aloud and $/riting sec¿i0n

t2222tl
45275)3
458432
l--312t

i
I --

2

¿¡

)

I

I

aJ

6

3

)
3

ll
11LL

28

l3

l5

4t

30

l6

3



in [he Reading Aloud secÈion, cwo a.nd Lhree elemenr combinacions r¡ere used most

frequently' 0nly one subiecf usrd single decision elements, and none used five element

combinalions. Those combinaLions of decision making element.s, vhether they were

two, three, or four element complexes, ¿hal clid no[ include planning decisions, seemecl

to be used for purposes related to the developmenù of a represenlation in the problem

space. The approaches used included hypo[hesis generation and ra[ionale, information

search, and the evalua[ion of cues and hypotheses against the subiects' knoviedge ba_se.

The most common overall approach by [he internal subjecls was bo compare selectecl

cues with knowledge base, with a minimal amount of hypothesÞing and generating of

planning decisions. This approach vas used by five of the subiects.

One sub jecl, whose Reading Aloud secLion r¡as very shorL, seemed bo be primarily

seeking information.

One subject repeated cues she had iust read with no further comment, as if she vere

rehearsin g the information,

One subject spent a Sreat deal of time in this section, reading the situation sentence

by sentence, and pausing after each to hypothesÞe, evaluate information. or make

planning decísions.

One subiect made û0 comment in the Reading ,Aloud section.

it must be noted that subject 6 vas an outlier in this group of inlernal subjects. Her

approach r¡as very systematic and comprehensive, She acquired more cues,

hypothesized more, made more planning decisions, and used her knowledge base

sígnificantly more than any of the other internal suhjects.

(tJ
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Individual Decìsion Makin g Elements

The Thinking Aloud Section

Alor¡d

Cue Hl.pothesis Planning

decision

Su bi TN

I )4
3 ?Z
4 44
661
9 6'
10 24 t3

11 8 6

L? 63
li 22 1)

l'otal 33 t3

TN

64

zt
98
43
87

t7 11

65
66

147

72 J2

Í^nowledge

base

T

h77J

16 t4

77
18 16

17 lit

24 15

33 26

99
13 t2

?6 20

163 t?e

TN

Search

43
l1

13 13

85
66
55
33
77
e7

t6 t0

Assumption

TN

Note. A da-sh indicates no occurrence of the element. Subj. -- subject; T = total; N =

new.

TN

J5

22
.L

11

66

tl

ll

1l

55



Table 1Û indicates the ùotal number of decision making elements verbalÞed in this

seclion for each subiect (identified by code number), as well as the number of elemenls

verbalÞed for [he first time, designated in the table as 
,,ner¡', 

elements.

Cue.

The number of cues mentioaed by an individual subject in this section ranged from

two to 24. }ne subject mentioned 24 cues and one mentioned 22. Themajority of

subjects mentioned betveen four a¡d six cues. Seven subjects repeated some cues from

the Reading .å,Ioud section and tçro subjects did not repeat cues. Subject 6 repeated five

cues from the Reading ,{loud section. This subject generated atotalof 47 cues in the

Reading Á.loud section, so five repeats is quite a snall number in comparison. gverall,

fever cues s/ere nentioned in the Thinking Aloud protocols than in the Reading .å,loud

section.

Hypothesis.

The total oumber of hypotheses generated in the Thinking .Aloud protocols is

significantly greater than in the Reading .Aloud section. Thiswas to be expected, as

hypotheses are more tikely to be formulated while thiokíng about the task of planning

care than they are vhile simply reading the simulated situation.

Subject 6 decreased the number of hypotheses nentioned quite dra-*ically from the

Reading Aloud section. This subject hovever, generated by far the largest number of
hypotheses in the Reading .åIoud section. The reduction of hypotheses in the Thínking

Aloud section may f,epresent the refinement of hypotheses at this ea¡y stage in the

planning process.

Hypotheses ín the Thinking ,A,loud section s¡ere a mix'ture of specific and very broad

statements, as they were in the Reading .A.loud section, although more of the hypotheses

vere specific, identifiable problems than is the previous section. This may be due,

perhaps, to sheer numbers, but perhaps also, to a refinement of the patient's problems

in the minds of the subjects. The broader hypotheses seemed to be mentioned in

q4



relation to the patient's psychosocial status, response to the pain, and to pain

maoagement, vhereas the specific hypofheses dealt with the condition of the vound,

Lhe eleva[ion of Þmperafure, and ùhe pafient's respiratory starus.

Planning Decision.

Planning decisions rzere the most frequently used decision making element in the

Thinking Aloud protocols, as a total of 163 planning decisions vere made. Subjects 9, 10,

and 17 vere the most prolific planners, but all subjects. vith the exception of subject 6,

increased the number of decisions made from the previous section. Subject 6 decreased

the number of decisions from the Reading Aloud section.

As can be seen in Table 4, most of the planning decisions vere physical care or

assessment decisions. Most planning decisions that were mentioned more than once

vere also physical care or assessment decisions. Communication with the patient and

communication vith support systems (almost exclusir.ely physicians). vere fai¡y vell
represented at 15 occurrences each. The least frequent planning decisions vere in the

category of teaching the patient. Five subjects failed to generate any teaching

decisions in this section.

Subiect l7 generated I I assessment decisions and only five physic al caredecisions.

This subject experienced considerable frustration with the ambiguity of the situation,

vhich may accoutrt for the small number of action oriented decisions.

Knowledge Ba-se.

Evidence of the use of knowledge to support decision making in the Thinking Äloud

section occurs vith approximately the same frequency and specificity as in the

Reading Aloud section. Subjects often do notverbalize their knowledge base in detail,

although it cannot be assumed from this, that they do not possess the knowledge.

Search.

Seeking for information beyon d that given in the situation occurred only five

times across four subjects, This is somewhat less than in the Reading Äloud section,

q3



Most of Lhe informalion soughr in this section was specific, for example, whether or no[

lhe patient had a folel' ç¿16.ær, whal the intake and oulput values !¿ere, and the

palient's curren[ t€mpera[ure. Two pieces of informalion sought were a liule yague,

for example, vhether 0r n0[ the palien[ had been assessed in the evening.

A.ssumption.

Ässumptions were made by three subjects for a toíal of six. Subjects 9 and l0 made

three and two assumptions respectively. Ässumptions were used as a rationale or basis

for making planning decisions. The assumptions made, hower.er, could not be validated

hy the information given in the situation. The danger in making assumptions is that

incorrect planning decisions may he made, hased on false as**umptions. Since it vas not

the purpose of thís study to evaluate the accuracy or quality of planning decisions

made by the subjects, no conclusions can be drawn from these results.

Summary.

In the Thinking Aloud section, planning decisions vere the most frequently

mentioned decision making element, folloved by cues, hypotheses (equal to cues),

knovledge base, assumptions, and search (equal to assumptions). in descending order.

q6

The frequency of occurrerìce and the composition of each of the combinations of

decision making elements in the Thinking Aloud section are found ín Tables Il,l?,13,
and 14.



Sinsle Decision Ëlemen t-s

Table 11

in ki

EIe¡rent

Cue

H1'pothesis

Planning decisían

Knovledge base

Search

Assumption

Frequency b), subìect

t

Note A dash indicates no 0ccurrence of an elenent

1l1t

{}7

All inærnal subjects except one, formulated planning decisions that appearerl a,s

ìndependent elements, that is, they vere verbally unsupported by other decision

making elements. These single elemenÈ processes occumed in groups varying from

two to six elemenls in number. Three subfects used them at the beginning of the

Thinking Aloud protncol, tvo subjecls used them halfvay through, and fhree subjec¡-c

used them a[ the end. One subf ect generated lists of planning decisions ar the

beginning, midpoint, and end of the Thinking Aloud sec[ion. At times, these lists of

planning decisions \¡¿ere composed of decisions generated for the first lime, and at

10 t1 !2

t

17

21



olher times, they seemed to summarize or reviev vhat had been menlioned previouslS.

A nev planning clecision wa-c occasionally added to a list [hat reviewed previous

clecisions. Àn example of a list of planning decisions generated for lhe first time

occured aL t"he beginning of the Thinking Aloud section of subiect 1, as follovs:

PD: "l vould take her temperaLure at this point.

PD: I'd try and rea-ssttre her, um, by responding to, identifying and responding

to her feelings and, um,

PD: i would also rry, ... find out when she had her lastanalgesic.

PD: A'nd give her an analgesic if it vas due, um, there was somelhing else I was

thinking of, urn, abou[, oh yeah, her, um,

PD: I vould check her input and ouLput ." t}il

9û



Two Elemenf Combinalions.

Table

Combination

C,/H

C/KN

C/PD

H/PT)

PI)/A

PD/T]N

Frequency by subjecr

469lr)

I

Note. A dash indicares no occurrence of a combination. C = cuÊì H = hypot.hesis; pD =

plannìng decision; KN = knowledge base; S - search; A = assumplion.

2

9g

I

I

I

The cue/planning decision, hypothesis/planning decision, and

knovledge/planning decision combinations vere the mosl frequen[ly used two element

combinafions in the Thinking A,loud section, occuming six, five, and five times each,

respectively. This vas folloved by the cue/hypothesis combination, which occuryed

three times.

t1 t2

I

I

Ì

?

t7
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CuelPlannins Decision

in the cue/planning decision combinations, cues stimulated planning decisions

directly, or they provided rationale for a planning decision already made. An example

in vhich both of these functions occurred is as follows:

PD: "record vhat she's been saying like about. paín in her abdomen,

C; she jus0 doesn't feel very vell,

C: she looks flushed ¿nd uncomfortable,

PD: iust report that to the service ," lT4l

The tvo cues in this example provided a reason for the first planning decision and

also triggered a nev, but related planning decision. The types of planning decisions

that occurred in this two element combination included all categories of planning

decisions except teachin g.

Hypoth esis/Plannin g Decision,

In this combination, hypotheses that are mentioned prior to rhe planning decision

served the function of stimulating, or triggering that decision.

H: "if a sc¡ab vas sent

PD: check for any results before calling him.', 12) j

Hypotheses nentioned after the formulation of a planníng decision served as

rationale for that decision.

PD; "check her intake and output for the la-stZ|hours

PD; and lcheck jwhat she's drank since midnight.

H: I'm just thinking ... maybe she should have an increase in fluids.

H: ...I guess I'm thinking more of a respiratory infection.,, [26J

The planning decisions made in this two element combination inch¡ded all

cate gories except teachin g.

Itt



K nowledge /Plannin g De'cision.

In all of the examples of the knovledge/planning decision combination, lhe

planning decision vas mentioned first, and che knowledge element provided a reas¡n

or rationale for lhe decision. All planning decisions in this combinalion c¡ere

assessment decisions.

PD: "I'm goìng to take a look at her incision

KN: and see ... if it vas changed at all from the last look at it.

KN: Um, because then I can deærmine if it,s infecced or not

KN: and, uh, just to see how it looks." IZZ]

Sub jecl 1 used this combination of decision making elemenls ùo test, thar is, to rule

in or out, three previously identified hypoÈheses. The subiect hypo[hesÞed vound

infection, respiratory problems, and urinary tract infecùion. She then \ren[ on to say,

PD: "l vould also ùake a swab ... of any drainage and the incision site

KN: ... and send it for testing.

PD: If there's any spu[um, I would send that in ...

KN: for microbiologìcal testing

PD: and I vould probably &ake an MSU as well

KN: justto be on the safe side." IZBJ

101

Cue/Hypothesis.

Cues served to trigger hypotheses in this combination, or to provide support or

evidence for the hypothesis.

c: "there was a moderate amount of serosanguinous drainage

C: ... and the incision itself looked swollen and moist, and slightly reddened,

H: so.looks like a wound infection." [291



II:

C:

"she's very, very, upset

itcould be the pain." [301

Cue/Knowledee.

One cuelknowledge combination was used by one subject ín the same manner as

this combination was used in the Reading Aloud section, that is, a cue rù¡as compared to

the subject's knowledge of normal progress folloving surgery.

Plannin g Decision /Assumptíon .

In this combination, used by one subject, the aszumptíons serr.ed as conditions

under vhich the planning decision would be carried out.

Three Element Combinations.

Table l3

Thinkinq Aloud se*tim, Three Eler"nt corbinarionr (lnrc.n.l*l

102

CombinatÍon

C/H/PD

c/H/Ktu

C/PDlKN

VPDlS

APD/A

H/PD/KN

PD/KN/A

I

Frequency by subiect

I

Note. Adashindicatesnooccufi.eficeofacombination. C-cue; H-hypothesis; pD_planning

decision; KN - knowledgebase; S-search; A -assumption.

I
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I

t0

I

I

l
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,
)
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I

I

I

I

I

I
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All subjecls used at leastone 3-element combinalion in this section, wifh a otal of

28 combinations in all. The hypothesis/planning decision/knowledge combinaLion was

lhe most frequen[ly used three element combinæion in this section. This ,¡¿as folloved

by the cue/hypoùhesis/knowledge combina[ion, cue/hypothesis/planning decision

combination, and cue/plann in g de cisio n /knovled ge combinatio n.

Four different patlerns emerged in this seclion in [he use of [his combination of

decision makin g elemenùs.

l. A planning decision rrith its a-ssociated rationale combined to provide evidence

or support for an hypothesis.

PD; "I'd take her temperature

KN: to see if it r¡as elevated

H: ...an increase in temperature wourd indicate um, aû infection.', [31I

2. Hypotheses also stimulated planning decisions directly, which vere then

supported by a reason.

H: "if it vas still swollen and reddened,

H; and if her temperature was elevated,

PD: I vould also notify the doctor

KN: so something could be done, and she could be getting some antibiotic or

sonething

KN: um, so itwouldn't be getting worse." [3ZJ

3. An hypothesis stimulated a planning decision directly, and was then further

supported by a conbination of knovledge and another related hypothesis.

H: "if she's not drinkíng,

PD: I thínk I mighr speed up rhe IV a liftle bir

Kñl; ...'cause she's not feeling vell,
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In one example, this approach was extended, thæ is, a series of planning decisions

were made on the basis of an hypofhesis, vith some suppor[ from knowledge base.

PD: "further ass€ss her pulmonary staLus

H: ...and if she is ... coughing up anything

PD: get C&S, uh, a sample of the sputum,

PD: reinforce the importance of deep breathing and coughing ... do it vith her

and encourage her every tvo hours.

PD: Walk her every two hours,

PD: give her fluids, uh, lvo and a half ùo [hree liters a day

KN: just ùo clear up any secre[ions that's Èhere,

H: if she does have any. [secretions]

PD: By then I vould have listened t,o her chest sounds.,, [3{]

H: she might not drink very much." t33l

4. Knowledge base and hypotheses were often combined to serve as rationale for

planning decisions. This function occumed six [imes.

PD: "check her boc¡el sounds

KN: see vhat's happening there

H: as there might be s,ome blockage ... um, paralytic ileum

KN: ...her bovels maybe veren't ready to have the fluid come down, and so

that's their response, to shu[ dovn.,, t35]

Cue/HyIroÈhesislKnowled ge.

Three patterns of this combination were identified in this sec[ion.

l. cues stimulated hypotheses which were compared to, or evalualed from,

knowledge base.

C: "my first levels from looking at the incision

IA4



C: and report [from the night nurse j

H: push t,owards wound IinfectionJ

KN: alùhough it's kind of early." [36ì

2. Cues and knowledge together were used to support or validate hypotheses. In

this example, the cue, and knovledge of post operative progrÊss, served to validare the

hypothesis of wound infection.

H: "she might probably have an infection

C: ... it is her third day posr op

KN: vhich is common for infecùion to se[ in then.,, [37j

3. Some examples of this combination, although they included the three decision

making elemenùs, x¡ere, in fact, a series of tvo element combinations intermingled.

In this example, the first two cues ars compared to the subject's knowledge base

regarding surgical complicalions. The next tvo cues stimulate an hypothesis, which is

[hen supported by ùhree mor-e cues. Basically, the subfec[seems ùo be reviewing cues

and comparing them t,o her knovledge base.

C: "she's laying [siclon her back vith her knees drawn up,

C: so she's having pain,

KN: vhich is common if there's an infection in the wound siùe.

C: And she says she's having a lot of pain,

C: and she looks flushed and uncomfortable

H: so she probably has a fever.

C: Her skin feels warm,

C: and she says she feels funny,

C: and notvery well." t3Sl

In another example, the first cue is compared to the subject's knowledge about post

operative progress. The next two cues stimulate an hypothesis, The last cue relates to

the hypothesis and repeats a cue mentioned prior to the hypothesis.

t0J



c: "she's draining some amoun[, moderate amount of serusang drainage

KN: ... thaü's kind of, that's still a lot on the third day, a moderate amounf.

C: ...anclshe's getting only )0 cc. an hour on the infravenous

C: and she's trying to control her weight through dietine,

H: so she's probably not eating, or not drinking that much in fhe hospital, as

she should afær the pos[-op day,

C: um, her in|ravenous is still running." [39]

Cue/Hypothesis/Plannins Decision.

Four different configuralions of this combination occumed in this section as

follows:

l. Two planning decisions were made. A cue and tvo hypotheses provided ralionale

for the importance of the planning decisions.

PD: "encourage her to get out of bed and walk, to be active

PD: ... explain to her why this is inportant for her respiration and circulation

C', even though she's reluctant

H; especially,if she's running a temperature

H: and she's probably feeling very veak." t40l

2. An hypothesis and a cue were used together to stimu late aplanning decision.

H: "If the wound is draining something,

C: it says serosanguinous,

PD: I'd probably still take a swab and send it." [4] j

3. A cue stimulated a non-specific planning decision which was follow edby ashort

section in which the subiect tried to determine how to cetry out the planning decision,

but did ûot come to a conclusion.
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PD: I'll probably vant. t,o give her something for pain.

C: Third day post-op,

H: the Demerol is probably off, 48 hours, yeah

4. A cue slimulated an hypothesis, folloved by the formulation of three more

hypofheses. The cue and all four hypotheses together led t,o lhe development of a broad

planning decision.

C: "she's flushed

H: so maybe she probably has a temp right now.

H: Um, and there is some evidence of vound infection,

H: and iù could als-o be her pulmonary status

H: or urinary sÈalus being affected.

PD: Uh, so vith rhat,l would furÈher assess her.,' [431

Cue/ Planning DecisionlKnovledge.

Three instances of this combination occurred. In all three examples, cues

stimulaled planning decisions that were supported by rationale.

Çuç lPlan n in g Dc cisioo/Assu nption .

This combination occumed tvice in the protocol of subject 10. In both cases, a

combination of cue and assumplion occumed betç'een planning decisions. The cue and

assump[ion acted together to provide rationale for the planning decisions tha¡ they

follow. The final planning decisions in both exanples seemed only vaguely related to

the first decisions, buÈ occurred in the same thoughI segment.

PD: "I'd still ge[ her to drink rnore.

C: She's third day pos[-op,

H: so probably the Demerol mighl have to be re-ordered." t4z]
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,{:

PD:

her urine output is fine

..And explain to her what might be going on." [44]

PD:

PD:

C:

C:

C:

A:

PD:

PD:

PD:

PD:

"give her something for pain, the Demerol,

give her some Phenergan also.

she's not feeling very well,

she feels funny,

and she's crying,

su she's feeling nausea along vith lhe funniness

and I'd give her some Phenergan ùoo.

and find out vhat her allergies are,

and maybe make a note to the doctor, abouÈ vhat's going on

... or have service come up and assoss for themselves." [45 j

Cue/Plan nin g Decisio n lSearch.

This occuffed once in the prot,ocol of subject 12. A search for information

sfimulated reviec¡ of given cues, which then stimulated lvo planning decisions.

This occurred once in the protocol of subject 9. Based on an assump[ion about

previous meÈhods used ù0 manage the patient's pain, the subject generated tvo

planning decisions regarding pain management with rationale for the decisions.

tCIf,/



Four Element Combinatio n s

Combination

C1H/PD/KN

C/H/PD/S

C/H/KN/S

C/H/KN/A

Frequency by subject

I

Note. 
^A dash indicates no occurrence of a combination. C = cue; H = hypothesis; pD 

=

planning decision; KN = knovledge base; S = search; A = assumption.

A total of l3 four element combinatioûswefe evidenced in the Thinking Aloud

section. Nine of these were cuelhypothesis/plannin g decision /knovledge

combinations, two were cue/hypothesis/planning decision/search examples, one was a

cuelhypothesis/knowledge/assunption conbination, and one wris a

cue/hypothesis/knowledge/search combination. Tvo subjects did not use four element

combinations at all in the Thinkíng Aloud section.

33

LOg

10 I1 t? t7

1

There were six ways in which combinations of these four elements were used

I



l. Cues stimulated planning decisions, which vere then supported by knovtedge

and hypotheses.

2' Cues and hypotheses combined to stimulate planning decisions, vhich vere

supported by knowledge.

3. In one example, a cue provided rationale for a planning decision, and then the

cue and an hypothesis together triggered four planning decisions and another

hypothesis.

4. Cues. knowledge, and hypotheses were also used individually, to provide rationale

for planning decisions. One instance of this was similar to a review or summary of

planning decisions vith associated rationale, although the rationale was vague and

scanty.

PD; "check the drainages.

C: She's stifi got her penrose in there,

PD: check that

KN: to see if there's anything coming from that.

PD; Check rhe wound again

KN; to see if it's increased i¡ redness or swelling or discharge

PD; ... t¿ke a C&S

KN: to find out an exact, eractly vhat it,s growing, if it is.

PD: I'd t¿ke a C&S ... from the penrose

H: if there's any discharge from there

PD: and [t¿ke a C&S] from the wound

KN; to see if it's on the inside or not.,' [46J

J. Two of these combinations contained examples of the generation of hypotheses

that stimulated planning decisions, with occasional support from knovledge base.
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C:

KN:

"she feels funny,

that concerûs me because, she might, well, she's lost a moderate amount of

drainage.

H: Perhaps she's bleeding more so now,

KN; vhich vould make me think that something has opened ,p.

PD; so I would check that,

H; and if that's the case, lthat she's opened upi

PD; I'd get her to lie dovn right away, and uh,

PD: get a, just a sterile moist dressing on, Iike,

PD: try and keep her calm,

PD: and I'd get some help in there right avay

KN; to assess the situation and get it fixed.

H: and she'd he NPO because if that's the case,lthat she opened upl

H: she might have to go back to the 0.R." t47l

6. In one of these four element combinations, the subject hypothesízed wound

i¡fection aod instituted a number of planning decisions to validate that hypothesis

H: "if it was the u¡ound infection, ,

PD: I q,'ould check the dressing,

PD: um, x¡hat kind it's draining, an excess

PD: or Icheckl if it's purulent drainage there

PD; ... swab it for C&S

PD: ... and report any abnormalities to the doctor.

C: ... um, this little sq¡ollen and moist looking,

C; ... and the skin edges slightly reddened.

KN: it sounds, it's like a normal response, on the third day.,, [4g]
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In the tvo examples of Èhis four element combination, planning decisions are

developed ùo rule in or ouü three different. hypotheses being considered simulLaneously

S: "it doesn't really have any informalion about it Iintake and outpuùÌ

C: ... she's still on an IV

C: and she still has drainage

PD: so that's something I'd like to check as a matter of course. Iintake and

outputJ

... she might also have a UTI,

i[ doesn't have anything about that.

She's gotan infecLion. probably in her wound

and she's a fresh post-op

so she should have her respirations checked.

." lhe other arca of infsction she'd be prone to is um, urinary [ract,

so I'd like ùo check thar out." [49]

(lnternals)

tt2

In the Thinking Aloud section, two and three element combinations r¡ere the most

frequently used combinations of decision making elements. The use of single decision

elements and four element combinations wÍLS approximately equal, and no five element

combinations were used.

Four patterns of approach to planning the care of the patient in this simulated

situation emerged in this sectio¡. These patterns were alternating hypotheses and

planning decisions, or vice Yersa, formulating hypotheses and testing them, that is,



attempting Ùo rule them in or out, formulating hypotheses and developing treatment

decisions directly, and a balanced approach that utilized more equal numbers of cues,

hypotheses and ùheoretical knowledge bo derive planning decisions.

Subiects l0 and 17 may be characterÞed as "active processors" in this süage, in fhat

fhey vorked extremely hard at attemp¡¡o* to utilÞe a large body of information. These

two subjec[s used significantly more cues, and formulated more hypotheses and

planning decisions than the remainder of the internal subjects. It is important to note

that in the initial Reading Aloud section, these tvo subjects used the smallesL number of

cues, and formulated no hypotheses or planning decisions. In conùras!, subjecf 6 was

lhe mos[ "aclive processor" in the Reading Aloud section, and was lhe only sub jec[ to

decrease the number of hypotheses and planning decisions in the Thinking Aloud

section. In addition, a prominenù feature of the Thinking Aloud protocol of subf ect l7

was the processing of cues, hypotheses, and theoretical facts ùogether, wiùhou!

developing a planning decision at that point in ùime.

Internal Locus of Control
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Frequency of use of individual decision makine elemen¿s

The frequency of use of individual decision making elemenùs in the Reading Aloud

section and the Thinking Aloud section is found in Tables 3 and 9. A difference

betveen these two sections vas evidonced by the frequency of use of three of the

elements. In the Reading Aloud seclion, the majority of subjects accessed alarge

number of cues, but did not formulate hypotheses or planning decisions extensively.

In the Thinking Aloud secüion, the majority of subjects mentioned fever cues, but

increased the formulalion of hypotheses and planning decisions. The proportion of

planning decisions made in each of the five categories of nursing intervention were

similar in both sections, that is, the majorily of planning decisions Ì¡ere in [he



assessment and physical care categories. Evidence of the use of knowledge base vas

surprisingly lov in both seclions of the protocol. In addition, instances of a search for

information not given in the situæion were infrequent, and the number of

assumpùions made, vas minimal.

A comparison of the number of occurrences of each combinarion of decision

making elemenls io the three suctions is found in Table 9. The number of single

decision elements used was similar in both sections. Although the Reading Aloud and

Thinking 
'A,loud 

sections were alike in that the tvo and three elemenl combinations of

decision making elements were the most frequently occuming, [he number of three

element- combinations'was grealer than the number of [wo element combinations in

the Thinking Aloud section. The reverse vas true in the Reading Aloud section, that is,

two element combinations \¡erÊ more frequent than thres element combinations. The

number of four element combinations increased from eight in ths Reading Atoud

section to l3 in the Thinking Aloud section.

t\4

eue.

Cues appeared to stinulate hypotheses, planning decisíons, search, or assumptions

directJy, that is, vithout the presence of anotåer decision making element. Cues alone,

also provided a reason for a planning decision or an hypothesis. Cueswere also found

to cqnbine with knowledge to stinulate hypotheses, and to combine with knowledge or

hypotheses to stimulate planning decisions. Cues combined with knowledge to provide

rationale for hypotheses, and cues combined víth hypotheses or assumptions to provide

rationale for planning decisions.



Hypothesis.

Hypotheses vere found to stimulate planning decisions directly, cr to provide

rationale for a planning decision. Hypotheses also combined vith knovledge to either

stimulate, or provide rationale for, a planning decision.

Planning Decision.

Planning decisions \¡ere occasionally combined with knowledge to provide support

for the formulation of an hypothesis.

Knovledge Base.

Knowledge as an individual decision making element, provided theoretical support

or rationale for cues, hypotheses, and planning decisions. Knowledge base,

understandably, vas oot used to support search or assunptions.

Search.

Search was used infrequently, and resulted in a review of available information, as

ûo rew information was provided by the investigator.

Assumption.

Assumptions were rarely used, butwhen they occurred, they stimulated, or

provided a reÍLson for, a planning decision.
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The Thinking Aloud and Writing Section

Individual Decision Makin g Elemenh

Table 15

(lnûern¿ls)

Cue

Subj. T N

Hypothesis Planning

decision

l 137

3 lz 6

4 33
6 8l
I 74
10 El
ll It I

t2 zt
t7 1--
Tot¿l 69 24

TN

15E

169
7J
53
92

t7 1l

l4 ll
43
??

E9 14

T

tL6

Knovledge Search Assumption

base

4t

23

33

39

49

12

?2

23

10

zez

N

z0

16

T4

19

I
2t

tz

16

6

r33

TN

lz lt
66
149
16 t4

20 20

44

44

t? t2

2t
9û 81

Àiote, A dash indicates no occurreûce of the element. Subj. = subject; T = total; lV = new

TN

41

ll

ll

tt

33

TN

1l
z2
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Table ll indicates the t,otal number of decision making elements verbalÞed in this

section for each subjecù (identified by code number), as vell as the number of elemenls

verbalÞed for ùhe first time, designated in the table as "new" elements.

Cue.

The number of cues mentioned by an individual subject in this section ranged from

one to 15. The majority of subjects mentioned less than eight cues. Fever cues were

mentioned in this section than the previous two sections.

Hv$othesis.

The total number of hypothes€s getrerated in the Thinking Aloud and Writing

section vas equal to that of the Thinking Aloud section. The hypotheses in the

Thinking Aloud and Writing section began to shov a general increase in specificity.

The range of hypotheses projected u¡as very wide, from nursing diagnoses accepted in

the profession, to some that vould have been identified in the past as patient problems,

to single signs or symptoms, to the projected results of medical treatment or nursing

care, and finally, to possible psychosocial responses of the patíent.

Plannins decision.

In the Thinking Aloud and Writing section, planning decisions were the most

frequently mentioned decision making element. A total of Zg}planning decisions were

made, and 133 of these were new decisions not mentioned in previous sections, AII

subjects increased the total number of planning decisions in this section, but many of

these decisions were repeated from previous sections, and/or víthin this last section

itself. -As seen in Table 4, the majority of planning decisions in the Thinking .Aloud and

Writing section were again in the assessment and physical care categories.

Communication with the patient, and communication vith support systems increased in

this last section. Teaching is still the least frequently mentioned decision, with six

subjects failing to include any teaching decisions in this section. Five subjects made

more new assessment decisions in this section than physi cal cate decisions.
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Hnovledge base.

Evidence of the use of knowledge base to support decision making in the Thinking

.Aloud and Writing section increased over the previous two sections. The specificity and

detall of knoc¡ledge statements however, remains rather broad in scope.

Search.

Seeking information beyond that given in the situation occurred a total of l0 tímes

across five subjects. Most of the information sought in this section was specific and the

majority of it related to the patient's physical st¿tus, e.g. intake/output measures,

temperature, fluids, etc.

Assumotion.

Nine assumptions were made among four subjects in this section. Five of these

assumptions related to behavíour of the patient, e.g. voiding, toleration of fluids,

smoking vhile in hospital;one rissumption related to the patient's physical status, e,g,

secretíons in the lungs; and three referred to the patient's knovledge, e.g. that the

patient knows something is wrong, but is not sure u¡hat, and that the patient doesn't

reatize the importance of deep breathing and coughing aod ambulation.

Summary.

In the Thinking Aloud and Writing section, planning decisions were the most

frequently mentioned decision makiog element, followed by knowledge base,

hypotheses, cues, search, and assumptions in descending order.

Combinations of Decision Makina Elements

t1&

The frequency of occurrence and the composition of each of the decision making

elements in the Thinking Aloud and Writing section are found in Tables 16,17,lg, 19,

and 20.



Sincle dscision elemen Ls

Element

Cue

Hypothesìs

Planning decision

Knovledge base

Search

Assumption

Frequency by subject

2

NoÞ. A dash indicates no occurrence of an element.

1t --
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The maiority of single decision elemenls in this section were planning decisions.

The planning decisions s¡ere evident in the proùocols of all subjects except one. The

phenomenon occurr€d at the beginning, halfvay mark, or at the end of the section.

The purpose seemed to be the same ¿rs in the Thinking Aloud section, ùhat is, to

summariee or review and, on occasion, add a new decision t,o the list. In the Thinking

Aloud and Writing section, one subject used a list of cues as a single decision element.

This represented a review of cues from the situæion. Two subjects mentioned

hypotheses without the suppor[ of other decision making elements, and one subf ect

made a statemenl of fact vithouL relationship to any other contiguous decision making

element.

tß
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Two element combinalions.

Combination

c/H

C/PD

c/s

H/PD

H/KN

PD/KN

PD/Å

3

I

2

Frequency by subject

46910

3

Not,e. A dash indicates no occumence of a combination. C = cue; H = hypofhesis; pD =

planning decision; Khl = knowledge base; S = search; A = assumption.

The planning decision/knowledge combination was the mos[ cornmon tvo element

combination in this soction, used by all subjects. This combination was simply the

statemenl of planning docisions supported by ræionale, and occumed for all categories

of planning decisions. In many cases of this combination, ùhe main purpose served was

to summarÞe, review, or formulate a series of planning decisions, only some of vhich,

were supported by rationale. Therefore, although it is a two elemenù combination, the

knowledge basE used was secondary to the purpose. As vas true throughout lhe

t2t
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protocols of all subjects, the evidence of knowledge base that was verbalized \¡as n'n-
specific and incomplete.

Cue/plannin g decision.

This combination occurred nine times. Cues were found to stimulate planning

decisions directly, to provide a reason for a planning decision already made, or to serve

both functions at the same time when sands¡iched betveen planning decisions. Since

all of these combinatioûs were used in the same manner in the Thinking Aloud section,

examples have been omitted from this summary,

Hypothesis/Blann in g decision .

In this combination, hypotheses stimulated the formulation of planning decisions

directly, or provided a reason for designing a particular planning decision. Thus,

hypotheses, q/hen combined vith planning decisions, acted in the sane nanner as did

cues combined with planning decisions. Since all of these combinations r/ere used in

the same manner in the Thinking Aloud section, examples have been omitted from this

summary.

t2r

Cue/search.

0nly one subject used a cuelsearch combination in this section. This consisted of a

review of cues and a request for further information.

Hvnothesis/knowledse.

One subject used an hypothesis/knowledge combination, the only combination of

this type in the protocols of the internal subjects. In this example, an hypothesis was

proposed, followed by an indícator of its existence, then a second hypothesis and an



indicator were mentiooed. The indicators represented recall of knowledge regarding

fhe hypo[heses.

H: "if she had a wound infection

KN: she'd have an increase in drainage,

H: and if she has an um, urinary tract infection,

KN: hor output might be decreased.,, t50l

Pl¿nn in g decision/assumption.

There r¡as oûe example of a planning decision/assumption combination in which

the assumption, sandwiched between tvo planning decisions, formed the basis for each

planning decision.

PD: "go over more teaching with her about the importance lof DBócl

.å,: because I don't think she realizes vhat, how import¿nt it really is.

PD: ...tell her that ve will keep her medicated so it von't be so uncomfortable,

you know, for her to do these things." []t I
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Three element combinations.

Combination

C/H/PD

Ci II/KhI

C/H/S

C/PD/KN

H/PD1KN

HlKN/S

PD/KN1A

Frequency by subiect

I

Note. A dash indicates no occurrence of a combination, C = cue; H = hypothesis; pD =

planning decision; KN = knovledge base; S = searchi .å, = assumption.

3

1

2

z

t23
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2

5

I

II

A tot¿l of 30 three element combinations were used by the subjects in this section.

The three most frequently occurring combinations were hypothesis/planning

decision/knowledge, cue/planning decision/knowledge and cuelhypothesis/planning

decision combinations.
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In addition to the four patÞrns of this combination discussed in the Thinking

Aloud section, ùwo new configuralions of these elements occumed in the Thinking

Aloud and Wri¿ing sectioa.

1. Än approach wa-s used in which a section of hypothesizing and comparing to

knovledge base preceded the generation of a planning decision to rule inlout different

sources of infection.

H: "if she's got an infec[ion

KN: ..,like the most possible site that she'd have infectíon would be from her

incision, but

H:

H:

H:

H:

K¡i

PD:

... if she's got a lot of drainage coming from her T-tube,

... maybe it's an infection, not just from the top, but like from underneath.

... maybe like a break i¡ sterile technique in the 0-R. or

maybe there was something else that was missed.

and now it's starting to fester inside, so

... check all possible,like vhere um, lshel possibry can have an infection."

I52l

The second pattern wÍLs a mixed use of two andlor three element combinations. in

the follou¡ing example, two 2-element combinations are used sequentially. The subject

made a planning decision and gave a reason for it. She then expanded on that decision

and supported it with an hypothesis.

PD: "respond to her feelings.

KN: I think she's in a need for venting them, and naybe for some reassuraûce

PD; So I'd respond to her feelings

PD: ... explore her concerns

H: ... maybe there's other things botåering her that has caused her to cry.,,

t53l
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In an example of a two and three element combination, the subiec[ made a planning

decision and supported itvith rationale. She then made a new, but related planning

decision, supported by a combinalion of an hypoùhesis and knovledge basr.

PD: "assess her chesÈ.

KN: ... I want to make sure that there aren't any crackles in her

PD: ... elevate her bed too, the head of tåe bed.

H: ... if she's in fluid overload

KN: .,. to make sure ... that she's draining 0k." t)41

Cue/plannin g decision/knourledge.

There were six occurrences of this combination and five of them were the same as

in the Thinking Aloud section, i.e., cues stimulated planning decisions which vere

supported by knowledge. In one instance, a combination of cue and knovledge

provided support for three planning decisions.

Cue/hypoth esis/pl¿n nin g decision .

in addition to the cue and hypothesis elements combining to provide rationale for

planning decisions or to stimulate planning decisions as in the Thinking Äloud section,

there were two examples of the occurrence of one, two, and three element complexes in

the same thought segnent, in which the connections between complexes vere not

readily apparent. In the folloving erample, a cue stimulated three hypotheses. The

planning decision that follows seemed to stand alone. The third hypothesis rhen

stimulated three more related hypotheses. The last three hypotheses may support the

planning decision, but that is impossible to ascertain from the typed transcript or the

tape recording ítself.

C'. "l'm also thinking ... ir's third day post-op.

H; À{aybe she just could very well be constipated

t21



H: and have abdominal distention

H: but uh, peritonitis ...

PD: I think her ouùput again, also, Icheck] her urine output.

H: There'd be a lot of third space shifting,

H: and her abdomen would probably be distended and very uncomfortable,

H: ... her blood pressure would probably have dropped.,, f 551

In the following example, a cue and hypothesis combined to stimulate a planning

decision. In the same thought segment, anoùher cue stimulated another planning

decision. This represents a [hree and two element combinalion.

C: "The llG tube is discontinued,

H: but if it fthe NG tubeiwas there,

PD: you'd check thæ,

C: the IV's running still,

PD: so, you're going to be checking the bag, making $¡re the right solution's

up and that it's eyen running and all the basic stuff.,' tj6l

t26



Four elemenL comhi nnLionç

Combination

CiHIPDIKN

C/H/PD/S

CIHIPD/ A

C/H/KN/A

C/PD/KN15

C/PD/KIg/A

HlPD/KN/S

Frequency by subject

2

I

I

1

I

Note. A dash indicates no occumence of a combination. C = cüei H = hypothesis; pD =

planning decision; KN = knowledge base; S = search; A = assumplion.

r27

1

10

There were 16 four element combinations used in this secfion, eight of these being

the cue/hypothesis/planning decision/knovledge combination. There were four

patlerns within this conbination as follows:

1' Cues and hypotheses combined to stimulate planning decisions which were

supported by knowledge, as discussed in Èhe Thinking A,roud secLion.

2. Knowledge and a cue combined to stimulate hypotheses vhich in [urn, stimulated

a planning decision with ræionale.

1t L?,

1
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3. Cues and an hypo[hesis provided rationale for a planning decision. The

hypothesis st^imulated a second planning decision, closely related to the firs[ one,

which \¡Íts supported by ræionale.

PD: "ask her if she has nausea

C: ... she's feeling funny,

C: no! very well.

H: She might be experiencing a litrle bit of nausea,

PD: Give her the Phenergan

KN: because naus€a is a side effecf of Demerol.,, t57 j

4. A mix[ure of two, three, and four elemenl combinations occumed sequentially, in

vhich one combination stimulated the nex! decision making complex.

a) A lengthy section of hypothesis/knowledge/cue combination provided

rationale for the first planning decision, This four elemenl complex stimulared a three

element complex consisting of Lvo more planning decisions supporÞd by an

hypothesis and knovledge base.

PD: "ausculate [sic] the chest,

H: she mightbe developing avound infecLion

KN: .,. her risk for itvould increase

C: because she is a smoker,

H: so she'd be having æcretions,

c: and she hasn'tbeen doing her deep breathing and coughing

C: and she hasn't been geüing ou[ of bed.

H: ... so ... there'll be an accumulation of secretions,

KN: and you wan[ t,o, you know, see if they're present and remove them.

PD: ... sncourage ambulation

PD: .,. encourage DB&C

t26



H: although I might have to give her about 20 minutes or so if she's in a lot of

pain

KN: for the analgesic to take effect." [5g j

b) A three element combination in vhich a cue and knowledge provided

rationale for a planning decision was folloved by an hypothesis that stimulated

another planning decision (tu¡o element combination).

c) There vere two instances in vhich a four element conplex consisting of a

cue/hypothesis/planning decision/knowledge combination stimulated a two element

combination in which hypotheses triggered the formulation of other planning

decisions.

There were three instances of this combination.

L In one exanple, a combinatios of assunption, cue and knowledge provided

rationale for a planning decision.

2. In the second example, the combination of assumption, cue, and ftnowledge

stimulated planning decisions vhich triggered tvo more hypotheses,

3. In the third example, an hypothesis stimulated a planning decision which

was supportedby a cue/assumption combination. This cuelassumption conbination

stimulated two planning decisions very similar to the first planning decision.

Two subjects did not use four element combinations at all in the Thinking Aloud and

Writing section.
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Five element combinations,

Combination

C/H/PD/KN/S

Note. Ádashindicatesnooccurrenceofacombination, C=cue; H=hypothesis; pD=

planning decision; KN = knor¡Iedge base; S = s€âfch.

Frequency by subfect

Three )-element combinations occurred in the Thinkiog Aloud and Writíng section.

These vere all cue/hypothesis/planning decision/knowledge/search combinations. In

one instance, the subject started vith ¿ planning decision that caused her to think

about the patient's iatake. She then combined what she did not know, with vhat she díd

knov, and what she hypothesized to be true, to generate three more planning

decisions.

PD: "get an order for them to increase her IV

KN: un, because she does have a temp.

S: It doesn't say anything about her intake.

C: She is on clear fluids,

C: but with not feeling grcat,you know,

C: having pain

t3t
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and being flushed and uncomfortable,

she's probably not, doesn't have a great input,

so I vould probabty get her IV speed up

and possibly try ù0 encourage her to drink more.

Check her output,

see wha['s happening there as welt." []9j

Writine Seclion ( Internals)

In the Thinking ^A,loud and Writing section, tvo aod three elemenr combinations

were the most frequentJy occurring combinations of decision making elements. The

use of single decision elements and four element combinatiors was approximately

equal, and three J-element combinations occurred.

One subject used cues, knowledge base and hypotheses in fairly equal numhers to

stimulate or provide rationale for planning decisions.

Two subjects used faidy equal numbers of cues and hypotheses to stimulate or

provide rationale for planning decisions, but used very minimal support from their

knowledge base.

Four subjects concentrated on generating planning decísions with support from

their knowledge base. Not many cues or hypotheses were referred to in this section.

One subject generated a number of hypotheses and developed many planning

decisions to cover these possibilities. In addition, she formulated lists of planning

decisions unsupported by knowledge or cues.

0ne subiect simply listed planning decisions which were mostly unzupported in this

section. For this subject, the Thinking Aloud and Writíng section was yery short, as s/as

t3r



the Reading Aloud section. The subiect. virtually made all the planning decisions in the

Thinkin g .{loud seclion.

0f the total number of combinations of decision making elements in this section,

only seven failed tc include a planning decision.

Protocols (lnternals)

The total number of cues mentioned by the subjects decreased from the Reading

.A,loud to the Thinking Aloud to rhe Thinking Aloud and writing section.

Ïhe total number of hypotheses and the number of new hypotheses nentioned,

increased from the Reading Aloud to the Thinking Aloud section, and then remained

approximately the same in the Thinking Aloud and writing section.

The tot¿I number of facts or rationale mentio¡ed, planning decisions made, and

assumptions made, íncreased from the Reading ^Aloud to the Thinking.å,loud to the

Thinking -A,Ioud a¡d Writing sectioû. The nost significant increasevas evident in the

number of planning decisions made between the Reading ,{loud and Thinking.A1oud

sections.

The search for information not provided vas highest in the Reading ^Aloud section,

dropped considerably in the Thinking Aloud section, and i¡creased again in the

Thinking .Aloud and Writing section.

Cues, hypotheses and planning decisions were the elements most frequently

repeated, with the number of repetitions increasing from the Reading Aloud to the

Thinking Aloud and ro the Thinking .åloud and writing section.

The number of new hypotheses and planning decisions increased in the Thinking

^A.loud section from the Reading Äloud section, but remained approxim ately thesame in

number in the Thinking .Aloud and Writing section.
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0f the five categories of planning decisions, assessment and physical care decisions

remained the mosù frequently mentioned decisions in all lhree sections. Although the

toLal number of planning decisions increased from section to section, ûhe number of

ne\¡ assessment decisions increased from the Thinking Aloud t¡ the Thinking Aloud

and Writing section, and tåe number of nev physical care decisions decrea-sed from the

Thinking Aloud to ùhe Thinking Aloud and Writing sec[ion. Teaching decisions were

the loves[ in frequency in both the Thinking Aloud and Thinking Aloud and Wriring

sections, whereas communication with [he paLienL and communication vith support

systems decisions increased in frequency from the Thinking Aloud to the Thinking

Aloud and Writing section.

The number of single decision elemen[s mentioned by subjects remained fairly

stable across all three s-ections of the proùocols. The tvo and three elemen[

combinations rrere lhe most frequently used in all three sections. The number of four

element' combinations increased from the Reading Aloud t,o the Thinking Aloud ro the

Thinking Aloud and Writing section, and five elemen! combinations were evident only

in the Thinking Aloud and Writing sec[ion

133

The functions served by each of the decision making elements in the Thinking

Aloud and Writing section remained similar ùo those in the Reading Aloud and Thinking

Aloud sections.

Use of 0ualifiers and Orsanizers (Internals)

Two techniques which the internal locus of control sub jects seemed to find useful

in their decision making were the use of qualifiers and organÞers.



Qualifiers are defined as techniques [he subjects used ø determine vhat, when, or

ìf, planning decisions might be implemented. The three types of qualifiers identified,

are termed Time Sequencing, Prioriry Setting, and Contingency.

1. Time sequencìng.

In time sequencing, planning decisions were made in "before" and "after" terms.

e.g. "about 20 minutes after I give her the Demerol,"

"after all that's done ..."

"after I check the dressing out..."

"if it was three hours or later ..."

"before all this,I would probably try to calm her down."

2. Priority setting.

In priority setting, the subject verbalized the relative urgency or importance of

planning decisions by prioritizing then.

e.g. "temperature would be a priority ..."

"first of all, I'd t¿ke her temp."

"first thing I would do is probably assess her paín ... second, I'd t¿ke her vital

signs."

"I would get a swab for c&s first and then I would do a dressing change."

"to me, getting her up and deep breathing and coughing is more of a priority."

3. Contingenqy,

In contingency, the subject considered the inpact of decisions made by other

health professionals or departments, or otåer factors, which she deemed as important

i¡fluences upon her own planning decisions.

e'g. "just when some decisíon's been ma.de, according to these guys [physiciansJ,

then implement from there,"

"would have brought ,.. some dressings to change it, if it needed to be changed."

"I'd have to wait for the report of the CÁ<S,"
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"So it would depend vhether I could actually see the wound myself or not."

"if she hasn't had one for a while, I'd give her an analgesic right away. Um,

0k, and that's providing her vital signs would be fine.,,

"Depending on how bad I think she is, you knov, I night phone the service [o

come up and see her ..."

Organizers are defined as cornments made by the subjects to themselves, which

seemed to be aimed tovards organizing their thoughts and the direction they wish to

take in decision making.

e.g. "Um,let's see now, what else could I possibty do for her?',

"What an I going to do?"

"Um, where am I at now?"

"I wonder if I'n missing something?,'

The frequenry of occurrence of each of the individual decision making elements,

and the composition and frequency of occurrence of the combinations of decision

making elements io the protocols of subjects with an external locus of control are

examined and described, section by section, begianing vitå the Reading Aloud section,

followed by the Thinking .{loud section, and concluding vith the Thinking Aloud and

Writing section. Examples are included throughout the analysis, and are numbered in

sequeoce after each example for ease of future reference.
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The Reading Aloud Section

Individual Decision Making Elemenùs

Table 21

Readíng,{loud Section: Freouencv of Decision Makins Elements (Externals)

Subj. T N

Hypothesis Planning

decision

2 8I

)--
7 l4t4

8 19tE

r3

l4

l5 r0 l0

16 t0 I0

18 I0 t0

le

Total 71 70

TN

22

33
ob

??
44

t7 t7

Knowledge

base

TN

136

TN

Search

2Z

10 t0

5]

33
33
55

28 28

Assumption

TN

Noþ. A dash indicates no occumence of the element. Subj. = subiect; T = t,oùal; N = new

2l
22

43

TN

Table 21 indicates the ùotal number of decision making elements verbalÞed in this

secLion for each subject, identified by code number, as well as the number of elements
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verbalÞed for the first time, which are designaled in the table as "new" elements. The

clifferentiation between t¡tal numbers and numbers of elements men[ioned for the first
time vas deemed helpful, since the same decision making elemenI was often articulated

more lhan once.

Cue.

Cues were verbalÞed more than any other decision making element in this section,

ranging from zero to 19 per subject. Repeated mention of the same cue occurred once.

Four subjects made no comment while reading the situation out loud.

Hypothesis.

A total of 17 hypotheses v¡ere made by the external subiects in this section, ranging

from zero to six per zubject. None were repeated.

Planning decision.

Oaly one subject formulated planning decisions in the Reading.A,Ioud section.

Three of these were physical care interventions, and two were assessment decisions.

(See Table 22).

Knowledge .barse,

The use of facts, theory or rationale in this section occurred 28 tímes across all

subjects. None of these statements u/ere repeated. Most of the rationale verbalized u¡as

very global.

Search.

0nly two subjects sought iaformation beyond the gíven situation.

,{ssumption.

No assunptions were made by the external subjects in the Reading .^{Ioud section.

Summar.v.

In the Reading AIoud section. cues s¡ere verbalized most frequently, followed by

knowledge hase, hypotheses, planning decisions. search and assumptions in

descending order.

r3?



Table 22

Freouencv of Use of Cuegories of Plar¡ning Decisions (Exærnatsl

Caregory of Decision

Assessment

Physical care

Teaching

Communication

(patient)

Communication

(support systrns)

Frequency by subject

Re¿ding aloud section

2--
3--

Assessnent

Physical care

Teaching

Communication

(pæienr)

Communication

(support systems)

t3 l4 r5 t6

t38

J).¡

55
I

l6 t9

Thinking aloud section

lr7E
2t47t

2--

Assessment

Physical care

Teaching

Communication

(paIíent)

Communication

(support systems)

3t
35

2

516
576

3--

Note. Numbers represent new decisions made within each section.

of the iæm.

Thinking aloud and wr¡ting secrior¡

341244
t2286--3
rl02--3--

t
6

A dash indicates rìo occurrence



(bmbinations o[ Decision Makine Elemenùs

The frequency of occumence and tåe composition of each of the combinalions of

decision making elements in the Reading Aloud section are found in Tables 23,24, and

2J.

Sin gle decision elements

Túl.e23

Readinq Aloud Section: Sinele Decision Elements (Externals)

Element

Cue

Hypothesis

Planning

decision

Knowledge

?

nq

Frequency by subfect

base

Search

Assumption --

t3 l4

lüote. A dash indicates no occumence of an element

1)

Tvo subiects verbalÞed cues in the Reading Aloud section with no further

comment. Three subiects verbalieed personal rEactions !o cues. These reac[ions tended

l6 l8 tq
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to represent subiec[ive opinions about the information being read. For example, after

reading the patient's hisù0ry and the fact that the docüor admiued her for surgery, one

sub jecù said, "Thæ makes a lot of s€nse. The poor lady's been through a lot, might as

weli getitovervith." These reactionsvere notincluded in the decision making

combinations.

Two element. combinations

Table24

Readine AIoud Section: Two Element Combinations (Fxternatsl

Combination

ClH

C/PD

CIKhI

c1s

140

Frequency by subject

2

Note. ,{ dash indícates no occurrence of a combination

planning decision; KN = kqowledge base; S = Seafch.

t3

8

I

Five subjects used tvo element combinations in the Reading .å,loud section, The

cuelhypothesis and cue/knowledge combinations were the most frequently used,

occurring nine and l8 times, respectively. This was followed by three occurrences of

14 t5

3

l8 l9

C = cuej H = hypothesis; PD =



[he cuelsearch combination, and [q¡o occumences of the cuelplanning decision

combination.

Cue/hvpothesis.

In the cuelhypothesis combination, cues stimulated hypotheses directly. The

hypotheses varied from such specific ores as "pain" and "infection" to more ambiguous

sÍatements, such as "she's going to have a few drains,,,

Cue/knowledee

Ïhe cuelknowledge combination for external subjects consisted of the evaluation of

cues against the five categories of knovledge that were presented in the discussion of

this combination for ísternal subjects. The tvo categories of knowledge that the

external subjects used the most to evaluate cues, r¡ere the categories of established

norms, and vague, non-specific evaluation of cues,

Cr¡e/search.

This conbination represeûted a search for further information stimulated by a cue.

The information soughtçras both specific and general.

t4t

Cue/frlannin g decision.

The generation of planning decisions from cues was done by one subject. The

planning decisions formulated vere bot-h assessment and physical care decisions.



Three element combinations.

Table 25

Reading AIoud Section: Three Element combinatíons (Externals)

Combination

C/H/PD

C/H/TN

C/PD/HN

Frequency by subject

Note. A dash índicates no occt¡rreûce of a comhination. C = cue; H -- hypothesis; plt 
=

planning decision; KN = knovledge base.

1

Ä tot¿l of five 3-element combinatioos rr'ere used by three subjects in this section.

The cuelhypothesis/knowledge combination occurred three times,

cue/hypothesis,/planniag decision once, aod cue/planning decision/knowledge oûce.

Cue /hvpoth esis/knowledge.

In this combinatior, a cue stimulated an hypothesis which vas supported by

knovledge, or cues were evaluated against the knowledge base and together, the cue

and knowledge stimulated hypotheses. In the following example, the subject is trying

to assess the patient's risk for respiratory complications.

C: "right subcostal incisíon.

KN: .., she's so light and small,

H; probably'von't be any trouble turning her, or anything,

13

1

1

I

l4

142
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C: and smoking ...lightsmoker,

KN: may or may no[ have a bearing on her lungs aftervards." i6û]

Cue /hypothesislplanning decision.

In the following example of this combinaÈion, the hypothesis and s-econd cue

toge[her provide rationale for the first cue, and lhen the two cues ancl hypothesis

Logether s[imulate a planning decision.

C: "reluctant ùo do her DB&C exercises

H: she's probably not getting her analgesia as frequently

C: since ir's her third day.

PD: So try and plan to make sure she gets it before I expect her to get up or to do

deep breathing and coughing." [6] I

Cue /nlann in g decísion /knowledge.

In this combination. a cue stimulated a planning decision that was supported hy

knowledge.

There were no four or fíve element combinatíons of decision making elements in

the Reading Âloud protocols of the external subjects.

t43

0f the six subjects vho made comments in the Reading dloud section, the most

common approach was to compare or evaluate selected cues against the suhjecls'

knowledge base. Very littte hypothesizing occurred, and only one subjec t generated a

few planning decisions. The knowledge base verbalized was very vague.



Table 26

Freouencv of use of combinations of Decision Makins Elements fÊxternatsi

Combinat.ion

Single

Two

Three

Four

Five

)

4

Frequency by subject

Single

Two

Three

Four

Flve

t3

il
I

Reading aloud section

35

l4

I
3

t5

2

I

r6

t44

6t
r3
I --

Single

Two

Three

Four

Five

I8 t9

Thinking aloud section

22
t733
2722

3r2

5

,l

3

I

t

Total

Ns!e. A dash indicates n0 ûccurrence of the combina[ion.

6

.|

3

32

5

3

3

6

I

Thinking aloud and writing section

534--4
8il72134
95t2135
t+t--2

l--

In the Reading Aloud section two element combinations were the most frequently

used by the external subjects. Thus, the main purpose of the scant information

),)
42
53
1--

t3

29

30

I

2t

50

36

l0
j



processing that occuffed in this seciion, r¡as to hypothesize and evaluate cues against

the subjects' knowledge base.

The Thinking Aloud Section

I ndividual Decisio n Makins Elements

Cue Hypofhesis

Subj. T

244
,ee
7tt
811
13 I 8

14 J7 26

lt64
166)
18 13 8

le2z
Total 107 6E

Planning

decision

t4j

13
tt
43
2l
33
2Z
t5
66

lû6

44

46 3E

T

Knovledge

base

99
10 t0

75
23 t7

11
36 t7

23 t4

?7 te

24 20

17 16

177 12S

T

Search

33
J4
44
77
11

10 l0

2Z
33
66
33

44 43

Assump[ion

T

Nole ,{ dash indicales no 0ccr¡rrence of the element. Suhj. = subject; T = tot¿l; N = new

22
t1

77
22
22

lt
lt 1)

T



Table 27 indicaæs the t,otal number of decision making elements verbalÞed in this

section for each subiect, identified by code number, as well as the nunber of elemenls

verbalÞed for the first time, designated in the table as "new" elemenùs.

Cue,

The number of cues mentioned by an individual subject in this section ranged from

one to J7. The majority of subjects mentioned betveen four and I3 cues. In total, more

cues were mentioned in the Thinking Aloud section than the Reading.Aloud section for

the external subjects.

Hvpothesis.

The total nunber of hypotheses generated in the Thinking Aloud protocols of the

external subjects was greater than in the Reading Âloud section.

Planning decision.

Planníng decisions were the most frequently used decision making element in the

Thinking Aloud protocols, as a tot¿l of 177 planning decisions vere made. The planning

decisioas made by individual subjects ranged from one to 36, but considering the fact

that only one subject made any planning decisions in the Readíng Äloud section, this

represents a significant increase. Most planning decisions were in the physical care

and assessment categories (see Table 22). Communicat"ion with the patient and

communicatio¡ with support systems was also fairly vell represented. The least

frequent planning decisions were in the category of teaching the patient. Seven

subjects failed to generate any teaching decisions in this section.

Knowledse base.

The use of knovledge lo support decision making in the Thinking .,{,Ioud section was

approximately tvice that of the Reading .,{loud section.
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Search

Search for information beyond that given in the situation occurred 15 times across

six subjects, which is a higher frequency than in the Reading Äloud section.

Information being sought vas specífic to the patient's physical condition.

A,ssumotion.

No assumptions were made by the external subjects in the Thinking .A,loud section.

Summary.

In the Thinking ^Aloud section, planning decisions were the most frequently

mentioned decision making element, followed by cues. hypotheses, knovledge base.

search and assunptions in descending order.

Combin¿tions of Decision Makins ElemenLs

The frequenry of occurretrce and the composition of each of the combinations of

decision making elements in the Thinking ,4,loud section are found ín Tables 2s , Zg, 3t,

and 31.
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Sinele decision elements

Element

Hypothesis

Planning decisio¡

Knovledge base

Search

Assumption

Frequency by subiecr

t3

Note. A dash indicates no occurrence of an element

14fJ

l4

Six external subiects verbalized planning decisions that appeared as independent

elemenls. These elemenfs appeared at [he beginning of the Thinking Aloud section,

and/or halfvay through, and/or at the end, in n0 appanent pattern.

One subiect hypothesÞod halfway lhrough this section, but this was in response to a

prompL by the investigator.

One subject reviewed cues out loud at the beginning of the section.

independent elements appearing in lists served to summarize or review previously

mentioned data, or avallable informatíon

r5 16

I

I

l8 l9

222



Two element combinalions.

Table2g

Thinking AIoud section: Two Element combinations (Externars)

Combination

C/H

C/PD

C/KN

c/s

H/PD

PD/KN

PD/S

Frequency by subject

z

2

t3

t49

l4

Note. A dash indicates no occurrence of the conbination. C = cue; H = hypothesis; pD =

planning decision; KN = knowledge base; S = seârch.

2

I

r)

6

1

16

In tntal, seven Z-element combínatiorrs v¡ere used by the external subjects. The

most frequently used were the cue/planning decision combination, which occurred I0

tímes, the hypothesis/planning decision combination, which occurred sever times, and

the planning decision/knowledge combination, which occurred five times.

I --

??
I

18

I

z

t9

1

I
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Cue/olanninp decision

In this combination, cues stimulated planning decisions directly, or they provided

rationale for the planning decisions made. The types of planning decisions that

occurred i-û this two element combisation included all categories of planning decisions

except communication with support systens.

Hypothesis/Blannin e decision .

In this combination, hypotheses stimulated planning decisions directly, provided a

reason for a planning decision, or both. Hypotheses therefore, when combined wíth

planning decisions, acted in a manner similar to that. of cues in the cue/planning

decision combination, The planning decisions made in this combination included

physical care, communication ç¡ith the patient, and communication vith support

systems.

Plannin g decísion /knovledge.

In all of the examples of the planning decision/knowledge combination in this

section. the planning decision was mentioned first, and the knovledge element

provided a reasoû or rationale for the decision. The plaoning decisions in this

combination included physical care, communication vith the paüient, and

communication with support syst€m decisions.

lJt

Cue/hyFothesis.

There were three examples of the cue/hypothesis comhination. In this

combination, a single cue stimulated an hypothesis or severai cues combined to trigger

an hypothesis.



Cue/knowledee.

This combination was used by one subject. The cues in this combination s¡ere

compared to the subject's knovledge of nornal progress following surgery.

PIann in g decision /search .

This combination occurred once and represented the formulation of planning

decisions to encompass a lack of information.

Cue/search.

This combination was used once. .A search for a broad category of informatíon led

the subject to review a series of available cues.

t5l



Three elemenL comhi nations

Combination

C/H1PD

C1HlKN

C/PD/KN

C/PD/S

C/KN/S

H/PD1KN

PD/KN/S

Frequency by subject

111

l3 14

Àtrote. Â dash indicates no occurrence of a combination. C = cue, H = hypothesis; plt 
=

planning decision; KN = knovledge base; S = search.

112

?

t5 I6

?2

All subjects used two or more three element combínations in the Thinking Aloud

section, with a total of 30 combinations. The two most frequently used combinations

were the hypothesis/planning decision/knowledge and cue/planning

decision/knowledge combinations, folloved by the cue/hypothesis/planning decision

combination.

l8
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I

I9
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Hypo Lhesislplan nin g decision /knovled ge.

Three pallerns of rhis combination appeared in the protocols of the Thinking A,loucl

section. The most common use of these three elements was bo supporL, or provide a

rationale for a planning decision by means of a combination of knowledge base and

hypothesis. This vas also the most common pattern of Lhese three elemenls used by Lhe

internal subfects in the Thinking Aloud section.

Anolher paltern thatwas evidenÈ in the Thinking Aloud section of the internal

subiects, and vas used once in ùhe Thinking Aloud section of the external sub jects, vas

the stimulation of a planning decision from an hypothesis. The planning decision vírs

then supported by rationale.

A different arrangement of these three elements occurred tvice in the Thinking

Aloud section of the external subjects, In this arrangement, combinations of

knovledge and hypotheses served as both a stimulus and rationale for a planning

decision.

H: "lf her blood pressure and pulse are up,

liN: that could just be a sign of pain.

PD: And so we catr check that

H: and make sure she's not going shocky or anything

KN; 'cause of the infection." [621

rJ3

Cue/nlannin q decision/knov¡ledse.

This three element combination E¡r¡s used in three different r/ays.

1. A cue stimulated a planning decision, which was then supported by knowledge

This relatíonship among the three elements vas common and ha-s been previously

described.

2. Cues and knowledge were combined to stimulate a planning decision. This

occurred twice in this section.



C:

KN:

"lJk, she had a right subcostal incision, tJk.

PD: ... I'd want to do the deep breathing and coughing and get her walking."

t631

3. Cues and knowledge were also combined to provide rationale for a planning

decision. This occurred tåree times in this section. In the folloving example, the

description of the wound drainage (cue) and the subject's re¿son for wanting to

compare the cue with curre nL dafa, together provided rationale for all of the planning

decisions.

PD; "I'd want to have a look at her dressing too,

KN: to see what it was like right now.

C: Like,last night itvas serosanguinous drainage.

PD; I'd want to have a look at her dressing.

PD: ,And have a look at the wound." t64l

,.. her incision's really high, right subcos[al incision is right below the

ribs,

Cue/hypothesis/nlan nin s de cision.

tl4

The folloving arrangements of these three elements s'ere noted in this section:

l. A cue and hypothesis combined to stimu late apranning decision.

2. A cue and hypothesis combined to provide rationale for a planning decision.

3. A cue stimulated a planning decision which'wÍrs sl¡pported by an hypothesis.

4. Ä cue stimulated an hypothesis, which stimulated a planning decision.

5. A cue stimulated a planning decision, which stimulated an hypothesis.



Cue thypo ùhesislknovled ge.

One example of this combination occurred in the Thinking Aloud section. In this

example, a cue was compared to the subject's knovledge of normal post-op progress,

vhich then stimu laLed an hypothesis.

C: "... third day post-op.

KN: tlormally wound infection doesn't develop until at least the fourth day,

H; ... So, I would question whether or not she had had a systemic infection to

begin wirh." I6ll

Cue /olannin p decision /seerc h

There vere two examples of this conbination in this sectíon. In both cases, search

stimulated a planning decision which r/rLS supported by a cue,

Plaonin s decision /kn ou¡ ledse /searc h

in this combination, the planning decision stimulated search for further

information, and knovledge supported the planning decision.

Cu e /k n ou¡ I ed s e / seâ.r ch

t11

This combination was aÀ attempt to combine known and unknown information

regarding the patient's pain, vhich ended in an adnitted knowledge deficit on the

zubject's part.



Four element co mb i n a-tio n s

Combination

C/H/PD/KN

C/H/PD/S

C1H/KN/S

C/PD/KN/S

H/PD/KN/S

Frequency by subfecf

I

I

Note. A dash indicates no occurretrce of the combination. C = cue; H = hypothesis; pD 
=

planning decision; KN = knos¡ledge base; S = search.

t3 T4

t16

There were nine 4-element combinations in the Thinking Aloud section of the

protocols of the external subjects. The most common of these were the

cue/hypothesis/planning decision/knowredge and cuelplannin g

decision/knowledge/search combinations.

I]

I

2--
1--

T6 IE

I

1

l9

I

In two of these combinations, the cue, hypothesis, and knos/Iedge base were used

together to provide rationale for the planning decisions made.



In another example of this combination, one decision making element, or a

combination of decision making elements, stimulated fur[her thoughts in a sequenùial

or cascading manner. Thæ is, a cue stimulated an hypothesis, which friggered tvo

planning decisions, supported by rationale ancl a cuelknowledge/hypothesis

combination respectively.

C: "She's in a lot of pain

H: .., the increase in intensity of pain is probably due to the ínfection.

PD: Um, I vould like her to, her pain to be controlled,

KN: because I would like to get her out of bed,

PD: and I vould like to get her to do deep breathing and coughing

KN: because she's at risk for respiratory problems,

C: because she's a smoker,

C: and if she hasn't been moving around a vhole lot,

H: she could get pneumonia." [66 j

Cue/nlaqnine decision /knowledse/searc h

Tvo examples of this combination occurred, in which cues \yere combined vith

search for further information, or vith search and knoq/ledge base to stimulate

planning decisions.

157

Hypoth esis/plann in g de cision /knovledge /search .

One example of this combination occurred and represented an attempt on the

subject's part, to find support for giving Demerol, vhich was the decision she vished to

make.



tue I hypothesis/knowledee /sÊarch.

In this combination, the subiect compared knovn and unknown informa[ion to

knovledge base ¡o develop an hypofhesis.

Cuelhy pothesislnlannin e decision /searc h

One example of this combination occurred in the protocol of subjec[ ). Tvo

hypotheses, in combinæion vith a cue and search for information noL given, led to a

planning decision.

Five elemen ù combinations.

There were oo five element combioations in the Thinking Aloud section of the

protocols of the external zubjects.

(Externals)

In the Thinking Aloud section, two and three element combinatioûs were the most

frequently used combinations of decision making'elements. The use of single decision

elements occurred slightty more often than four element combinations, and no five

element combinations were used.

t18

0verall Approach in Thinking AIoud Protocols (Externals)

The external zubjects, as a group, processed very little information verbally in the

Thinking Aloud section, The typed transcripts of thís section ranged from one third of

e page to two and one half pages in length. Five of the ten subjects verbalized Iess than

one typed page in this section.

The number of hypotheses geûerated in this section was low, as was the use of

knowledge base. ,{lthough the numbers of cues, hypotheses and planning decisions



varied across' the subjects, the appmaches used by most subjects included the

sÈimuiation of pianning decisions directiy from cues or hypotheses, and the support of

planning decisions by cues andlor hypotheses. There were also rnany instances of the

generation of lists of planning decisions that vere either unsupported by any other

decision making element, or veakly supported by the occasional cue or hypothesis,

rather than theorefical knowledge. Subject l3 used this very short sec[ion mainly to

reviev cues.

There were very few examples of the more complex decision making processes in

thís section. Even the four elemeat combinations that vere used, represented

primarily a serial processing of information.

comparison of Reading Aloud and Thinkíng Åloud protocols (Externals)

The use of all decision making elements increased significantly in the Thinking

Á'Ioud section, except assumptions, which remained absent from'he protocols. .A,s seen

in Table ?1, each of the five categories of nursing intervent^ion were represented in

the Thinking Åloud section, whereas only physical care and assessment decisions s¡ere

mentioned in the Reading Aloud section. Physicat care aod assessment decisions

remain the nost frequently used categoríes, however,

Freouenqv of use of decision naking combinations (Tabre 26ì.

The number of single decision elements used increased in the Thínking .åjoud

sect^ioo, as did the number of three and four element combinatio¡s. Two element

combinations remained símilar in both sections.

Function of decision ma&ing elements.

The function of the individual decision making elements ín the Reading .Aloud and

Thinking .Aloud sections was símilar to that previously descríbed for the internal

subjects.

TJq



Table 32

Thinking Alor¡d and Writing Section:Frequencv of Decision Making Elemenls

(Externals)

The Thinking,4loud and Wrifing Section

Cue Hypothesis Planning

decision

Subj

2J36)
JZ23Z
7J3lo6
8 11 7 t4 I
1323613E
14)122
153Z3Z
161--14
165--
re551310
Total 60 29 73 4E

Knowledge

base

ß0

le l2

23 t2

3? 2t

52 23

il27
43 rZ

187
106
196
3' 14

38? 140

T

Search

13 l2

?<t)

t2 t?.

19 16

2t 17

14 t4

44

109
10 10

11û eE

AssumpLion

Note. .A dash indicates no occurreflce of the element. Suhj. = subject; T = tot¿l; N = nes¡.

?.2

I --

32
16 t4

l1
1t

21 20

tl
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I¡dividual Decision Makins Elements

Tahle 32 indicaæs the ot¿l number of decision making elements verbalized in this

section for each subiect, identified by code number, as well as the number of elements

verbalized for the first time, designated in the ùable as "new" elements.

Cue.

The number of cues mentioned by an individual subject in this section ranged from

one to 23. Seven subiects mentioned betveen one and five cues. Fever cuesq/ere

mentioned in this section than in either of the preceding sections.

Hynothesis,

The total number of hypotheses generated in the Thinking Aloud and Writing

section vas greater than in the Reading Aloud or Thinking .A,loud sections. The range

of hypotheses projected in this section wns very wide and paralleled that of the

internal subjects.

Planning decision.

In the Thinking Aioud and Writing section, planníng decisions were the most

frequently mentioned decision making element. A tot¿l of 302 planning decisions vere

made, and 140 of these were new decisions not mentioned'in prevíous sections,

Á,ll subjects except LJ, 16, and tE increased the total number of planning decisions

in this section from previous ones, altåough many decisions were repeated. Subjects

l), 16, and 18 did most of their verbalizing of planning decisions in the Thinking Aloud

section and less in theThinking .Aloud and Writing section.

In the Thinking Ä,loud and Writing section, the majority of planning decisions s¡ere

again in the assessnent and physica! care categories (Table 22). Teaching and

communicat^ion with support systems increased in this section, while communication

with the patient remained approximately equal to the Thinking .AIoud section.

.{lthough decisions to teach the patient increased in total. five subjects failed to include

any teaching decisions in this secfion.
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Three sub jecm made more new'assessmen[ decisions in this sec[ion than physic*l

care decisions.

Knowledse ba*se

Evidence of the use of knowledge base to support decision making in the Thinking

Aloud and Writing section increased dramatically over the previous two sections. 0ne

zubject, hovever, made no supporting theory statements in this section. As was the

case vith the internal subjects, the specificity and detail of the knowledge st¿tements

verbalized, remained broad in scope.

Search.

Seeking information beyond that given in the situation increased in this section,

primarily as a result of subject 13, who sought information that was not available, a

total of 16 times. This subject processed most of the information in the Thinking Á,loud

and Writing section, with very scant verbaltzation in the Reading Aloud and Thinking

AIoud sections.

Assumotion.

0nly one assumption vas made in this section by the erternal subjects. This

assumption related to the pain management of the patient prior to the time period in

which the subjects were to plan the care of the patient.

Summary.

In the Thinking Aloud and Writing section, planning decisions were the most

frequently mentioned decision making element, followed by knovledge base,

hypotheses, cues, search, and assumptions in descending order.

The frequency of occurrence and the composition of each of the decision makíng

combinations in the Thinking Aloud and Writing section are found in Tables 33,34, 3J,

36,and37.
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Sin sle decision eleme n Ls

Element

Cue

Hypo[hesis

Planning decision 2

Knowledge base

Search

Assumption

Frequency by subiec[

13

l{ote. A dash indicates no occumence of an elemen[

I

34

163

14

The maiority of single decision elements in this section were planning decisions.

However, four subiects did not make use of any single decision elements. One subject

verbalÞed cues and one subject verbalÞed an hypothesis unsupported by oÈher

decision makin g elements.

2

1

t)

4

l6 l8 19

4



Two elemen I combinalions.

Combination 2

C/H

C/PD

C/KN

H/PD

H/KN

PDlKN

PD/S

PDlA

KI{/S

Frequency by subject

I

z

l3

5

3

I

4

t64

14

z

3

I

2

2

I

Note. A dash indicates no occurreoce of a combination. C = cue; H = hypothesis; pll 
=

planning decision; KN = knowledge base; S = seârch, A = assumption.

r)

1

I

1

4

16

1

I

l8

I

The planning decision/knowledge combination was the most common ts¡o element

combination in this section and was used by eight out of 10 subjects. The purpose of

this combination and the quality of knowledge base verbalnedwas the same as

19

I
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documented for fhe internal subjects. 
'A,n 

example of this combination illustrated a

review of previous decisions, occasionally supported by knowledge.

PD: "check the dressing for drainage

PD: and send a svab for C&S,

PD: check the incision

KN: to see if it's still swollen, reddened and approximated.

PD: 0k, then sLarL taking the temp, probably qZ-1,

KN: see whaf's going on Lhere,

PD: and call the doccor aboutdrainage." [671

The hypothesislplanning decision combination occurred 1l times. As vith the

internal subiects, this combination consisted of hypotheses serving as rationale for

planning decisions or as s[imuli ùo planning decisions.

The third most frequent two elemenI combination was the cue/planning decision

combination which occumed eight times. In this combinatioo, a cue or cues stimulared

planning decisions directly or served t,o supporù planning decisions. Occasionally, cues

placed befween lwo planning decisions served to provide rationale for the first
planning decision while simultaneously stimulating ùhe second planning decision.

There vere three planning decision/search combinations, and one planning

decision/assump[ion combination. In these examples, search and assump[ion either

stimulaæd a planning decision or supported a planning decision in some manner.

There were four combinations occurring 0nce each, that did not include a plaoning

decision. These were cue/hypolhesis, cue/knowledge, hypoühesis/knowledge, and

knowledgelsearch combinations. All of these combinations represented attempts t0

make sense of known or unknown information, or [o compare information to

knowledge base.

t6J



Th ree elemenI combinafions.

Combination

C/H/PD

C/H/KN

C/PD/KN

ClPD/S

H/PD1KN

PD/T:N/S

Frequency by subjec[

t3

Note ,{ da-sh indicates no occurrence of a combination. C = cue; H = hypothesis; pD =

planning decision; KN = knowledge base; S = s€nrchl .A = assumption.

I

1

I

5

1

I

5

l4

166

2

t5 l6

Ä total of 36 three element combinations were used by the subjecls in this section

Planning decisions were present in 35 of these combiûations. The three most

frequently occurring combinations were hypothesis/planning decision/knovledge,

cuelplanning decision/knowledge, and cuelhypothesís/planning decision.

11

l8 t9

I
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In one of [hese combinalions, [he subjectstarted by suggesfing two planning

decisions lhæ involved communicating vith the patient. This stimulated two

alternative hypotheses. The first hypothesis, pain, stimulated two tr€atment decisions,

i.e., vh¿ the nurse will say to the patient. The second hypothesis, "noÈ pain',, led to

planning decisions aimed at discovering vhat is wrong.

PD: "respond to feelings, like 'You look upset.'

PD: Find out whar's really bugging her,

H: ... if ir is acrually the pain,

PD: you can say that the Demerol should be starting to vork in not too long, and

then that vill go away

PD: and then iust as soon as she feers pain she should be asking for it.

H: ... it might not even be the thing that's bugging her.

KN: It could be something else and this is just setting it off.

PD; ... find outvhat is upsetting her to begin with,

PD: and sort of, exploring that." [6El

In three of these combínations, either knowledge or hypotheses províded rationale

for planning decisions made.

In nine of these combinations, hypotheses and knowledge combined to provide

rationale for a planning decision.

Three combinations were those in which hypotheses stimulated planníng decisions,

which were then supported by knowledge.

One combination exemplified the sequential phenomenon described previously in

the Thinking Aloud and Wríting section of the inter¡al subjects, in which one decision

making element or a combination of decision making elemenfs stimulated further

related thoughts in a sequence or chain.

Hypolhesis/plannin g decisión /knowledge.
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Cue/plannin e decision /knovledge.

Three variations of this combination occurrecl which have previously been

described in the Thinking Aloud section of the external subjects. These variations

were:

l. Á cue stimulated a planning decision vhich vas then supported by rationale.

2. Ä cue and knovledge combined to stimurate a planning decision.

3. ,{ cue and knovledge combined to províde support or rationale for a planning

decision.

There urere tvo instances in which the overall intent of the thought segment vas

simply to list or summarize planning decisions, vhich were supported either by

knowledge base alone, or a combination of cue and knovledge base.

Cuelhvoothesis/olanninc decision.

In this section, the following arrangements of these three elements occuged:

l, A cue and hypothesis combined to stimu late aplanning decision.

2. A cue and hypothesis combination occurring betveen two sets of planning

decisions served to provide r¿tionale for one set of planning decisions, while

simultaneously stimulating the second set of planning decisions.

3. Collections of one, two or t-hree element complexes appearedwithin a thought

segmeflt in which the connectíng links vere not apparent.

4. A planning decision stimulated tvo alternative hypotheses. The second

hypothesis wris pursued and supported by a cue/hypothesis combination vhich then

resulted in a list of treatment decisions.

t6&

In one example of this combination, the subject veighed her knovledge base

against,lack of information, in an attempt to varidate the planning decision.



In [he other example, [he subject, faced with a lack of information, made a

planning decision aoyway, and gave a reírson for it.

Cue/plannin g decision/search.

In these two examples, the subjects compared information that was available ro

informæion that vas not available, and formulated a plannìng decision.

Cue /hypothesis/knowled ge.

In this combination, the subject attempted to validate an hypothesis by comparing

cues to knovledge base.

H: "she might have had a systemic infection ,.. to start with,

C: she'svarm,

C: she feels varm and clammy to the touch,

KN; but that could also be as a rezult of the pain.

C: and so could the flush..

KN: Ibe a result of the painl." [691
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Eou¡ element combina[ions.

Combination

CiHlPD/KN

C1HlKN15

C/PD1KN/S

Frequency by subject

Note. A dash indicates no occurrence of a combination. C = cue; H = hypothesis; pD 
=

planning decision; KN = knos¡ledge base; S = s€â.rch.

1

I

13

The following arangements of this combination occurred in this section:

1' A cue and hypothesis combined to stimu late aplanning decision, which was then

supported by knovledge.

2. Planning decisions were supported by a cue and hypothesis combination or by

knowledge base alooe.

3' A three element combination of cue/planning decision/knowledge stimulated

another planning decision vhich stimulated an hypothesis.

4. An hypothesis was made and planning decisions to validate it were formulated.

5. A single elenent followed by a four element combination occurred in o¡e

thought segment.

14
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Cue/plan nin g decisionlknowledge/search.

In this combination, cues combined with search and a knowledgelsearch

combination ùo s[imulate a planning decision.

Cue /hypot hesis/knowled ge /search.

Bo[h examples of [his combinalion represented thinking abou[ available and

unavailable information, hypocheses, and facts from the sub jects' knovledge base

Five elemenI combinations

fümbination

C/H1PD/HN/S

t7t

Note. A dash indicates no occurrence of the

planning decision; KN = knovledge base; S

Frequency by subject

Tvo 5-element conbinations occurred in the Thinking Atoud and Writíng section,

both of which were cu e /hypothesis/plannio g decision /knowled gelsearch

conbinations. One example was a four element combination followed by a three

element combination, dealing with two separate topics. In the other example, one

element or group of elements stímulated the next in a chain.

I3 T4 t5 l6

combination. C = cue; H = hypothesis; pD =

= search.
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In the Thinking Aloud and Writing secüion, [vo and three elemen[ combinations

were the most frequently occurring combinations of decision making elements. There

were more single decision elemen[s used than four elemen[ combinalions, and only gwo

5-element combinations occumed.

Two subiects used cues, hypotheses, and knowledge base in fairly equal numbers to

s[imulate or provide rationale for planning decisions. This represented a balanced use

of decision making elemenüs.

Tvo stlbjects used hypotheses to stimulate or support planning decisions, and

knovledge to support planning decisions in fairly equal numbers, but did not use

many cues.

The major approach of four of the subjects was to generate planning decisions and

support them with knovledge base. Fev cues and hypotheses vere used.

Tvo subjects generated planning decisions that vere unsupport ed by any other

decision making elements, or rarely supported by knowlctlge, cues, or hypotheses.

0f the I 19 combinations of decision making elements in this section, only I0 did not

include a planning decision.
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Sections (Exteroals)

The total number of cues mentioned by the subjects increased from the Reading

Aloud to Thinking Aloud sections, and then decreased from the Thinking Ätoud to the

21 27 42)



Planning decisions r¡¡ere the elements most frequently repeated, vilh the number

of repelitions increasing from sec[ion to secÈion. Cues vere Lhe next mos[ frequentl5r

repeated elemen[s, followed by hypotheses. The repeti[ions of cues and hypotheses,

however, were much fever in number than vere [he repetiÈions of planning decisions

The number of nev planning decisions and hypotheses ìncreased slightly from the

Reading Aloud o the Thinking Aloud to the Thinking Aloud and Writing section.

0f the five categories of planning decisions, assessmenI and physical care decisions

remained the mos[ frequenùly men[ioned decisions in all [hree sections, Although the

t,oLal number of planning decisions increased from sec[ion t¡ sec[ion, ne\¡ ¿]ssessment

decisions increased slightly from the Thinking Aloud to rhe Thinking Aloud and

Wriuing secùion. Teaching decisions were ühe lowest in frequency in the Reading A,loud

and Thinking Aloud sec[ions, bu[ increased in the Thinking Aloud and Writing section

to approxirnarely the same numbers as communication vilh the patient. The largesù

nu¡nber of decisions &0 communicate vith the patien[ occumed in the Thinking Aloud

seclion, and dropped slightly in the Thinking Aloud and writing section.

Communication ç'ith support systems decisions increased from the Thinking Aloud ¡o

the Thinking Aloud and Wrifing section.

Frequency of use of decision making combinations (Table 26).

The number of single decision elements mentioned by subjects increased from the

Reading Aloud [o the Thinking Aloud ùo the Thinking Aloud and Writing secrion.

The tvo and three elemenù combinations \pere Lhe mosL frequently used in all [hree

sections, The number of four elemenl combinations remained equal betveen the

Thinking Aloud and the Thinking Aloud and Wriring sections, and five element

combinalions \¡ere evidentonly in the Thinking Aloud and Writing section.

Euqction of individual decision makins elements

174

The functions served by each of the decision making elements in the Thinking

Aloud and Writing section remained similar fo fhose previously discussed.



Thinking Aloud and Writing seclion. However, in the Thinking A,loud seclion, suhjecf

14 menlioned )7 cues out of the group tolal of 107 cues. If this subiec[ is disregardecl for

fhese totals, [he number of cues menLioned by the group decreased from the Reading

Aloud ¿o Thinking Aloud section and increased slightly from the Thinking Ä,loud to the

Thinking A'loud and Wriring seclion. in addition, ùhe increase in cues in the Thinking

,{loud and Writing section was due primarily to subjec[ l3 who mentioned 23 of the

group t',otal of 60 cues. If this subject is disregarded for the ùot¿ls in the Thinking Aloud

and Writing section, fhe number of cues mentioned by the group decreased from the

Reading Aloud ùo the Thinking Aloud [o the Thinking Aloud and Writing section, urs r¡as

[rue for the internal subfects.

The total number of hypotheses and the number of new hypotheses mentioned

increased from the Reading .åloud to [he Thinking Aloud to the Thinking.A,loud and

Writing section.

The total number of facts or rationale mentíoned and planning decisions made,

increased from the Reading Áloud to the Thinking.A,loud to the Thinking ,{loud and

Writing section. Significant increases ì/ere especially evident in the number of

planning decisions made from the Reading Aloud to the Thinking Aloud to the

Thinking ^A,loud and Writing section.

The search for information noú provided was lowest in the Reading Aloud section,

highest ín the Thinking Aloud and Writing section.

Only one assumption was made, and this occurred in the Thinking Aloud and

Writing section.

In sumnary, the use of all the decision making elements except one increased from

section to section, as the subjects worked through the simulated sítuation. For seven of

the external subjects, this fact coincided with an increase in the amount of processing

done in each section, as measured by the iength of the typedtranscripts of each

section.
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The external subjects used qualifiers and organizers in the same r{¡ay as the internal

zubiects did, to assist in the formulation of planning decisions. Some examples of each

technique as used by the external subjects, are ûow presented.

0ualifiers.

Time sequencing.

e.g. "before I ran around doing all those things ... I would ... 
,,

"l would clean it [wound] because by this time, there s¡ould be an order."

"about an hour after giving her the Demerol',

Prioritl¿ Settinq.

e.g. "Maybe I should worry about this first and try to keep her more

comfortable, and then check the dressing, the wound, and then continue

on with my assessment."

"The first thing I would do, would be, I'd give her Demerol 100 mg.,,

"first thing, do TPR and BP and sç¡ab the vound, check the dressing, and

get all that charted and sent off to the lab, and after that, second thing

would be to..."

füntineenc.v.

e.g. "I think giving the bath would depend on how comfortable she was."

"once you get her pain under control, you can try again.,'

"after the doctor's taken care of it .,. whatever plan he tells me to do, I'd

follou¡ from there."

"give her tåe Demerol ... depending on u¡hen she last h,adit,"

"depending on her, how much she's ready to take in,'

17j



0rganizers.

e.g "her nasogastric tube has been removed, so I won't T¡orry about that

artymofe"

"I'm trying to think..,"

"0k, what am I doing here?"

"Mmm,let's see"

"0h, vait a minute"

"have to read over this a little bit again. Try to put everything together,"

"um, jusú trying to run through in my head too, the other thíngs that

could be causing this."

"I feel like I'm overlooking something that I should he considering

here."

The interaal and external zubjects'performance is nov compared, section by

section, in terms of the overall amount of verbahzation, the use of the individual

decision making elements and combinations of elements, the overall approach to the

planning task, and the use of the decision making processes identified in this study.

The Readine Aloud Section
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Comparison of Internal and External Subjects

In total, there was less verbalizaLion by the external subjects tha¡ the internal

subjects in this section. Four external subjects made no comments q¡hile reading aloud,

whereas only one internal subject failed to conment.



Individual Decision Makin g Elements

The internal subjects verbalieed all decision making elements in significan[ly

greater numbers than the external subjects. The order of frequency of each decision

making element however, was the same for both groups. The internal subjects

included a few teaching decisions among the planning decisions ma.de, as vell as

communication with supporù syst€ms, whereas tåe planniog decisions made by [he one

external subiecÈ iocluded assessmen[ and physical care only. Neither internal nor

ext€rnal subiects made any decisions ùo communicate vith the patient in [he Reading

Aloud section.

The external subiecùs ussd fever single, ùwo element and three element

combinations than the internal subjects. The external subjects did not use four element

combinations at all, vhereas tvo of the internal subf ects did. 0nly four combinations of

decision making elemenùs in the Reading Aloud sect^ion of t"he protocols of the external

subiec[s con[ained planning decisions, vhereas 2l combinations in the Reading Aloud

section of the protocols of the internal subjec&s included planning decisions.
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The internal and external subiects verbalÞed approximately the same amounÈ in

the Thinking Á,loud section, in terms of the length of the typed transcripts.

Individual Decision Mak i n p Ele me n Ls

The external subjects verbalized more cues and searched for more information

outside the available data in this section lhan the internal subf ects. The internal

subiects fornulaled more hypotheses, and made more assumptions, [han ùhe external

The ThinkinB Aloud Section



subiects. The number of planning decisions made, and the number of incidents of the

use of facts or ralionale, i.e. knowledge base, vere not significantly differenù between

lhe two groups. The order of frequency of each decision making elemen[ vas ùhe same

for both groups, r¡ith the exception of search and assumpùion, as mentioned above. Tbe

internal and external subiects made planning decisions in each of rhe five categories

of nursing maßagemen[ in the xrme proportion and order of frequency. The most

frequently mentioned planning decisions for both groups fell int,o the physical care

cat€gory, folloved by assessment decisions, Communication wirh the patient ancl

communication with supporL systems occumed with approxìmately lhe same frequency

wiuhin each grtup, and teaching decisions comprised the leasr frequenr.ly mentioned

category.

C.omhinations of Decision Makins Elemenls

The internal and external subjects used approxinately the same number of single.

three element, and five element combinations in this sec0ion. The external subjects

t¡sed a fev more two element combinations, and the internal subjects used more four

element combinations. The external subjects used a total of 72 combinatisns of decision

naking elements which included planning decisio¡s in this section, whereas the

internal subjecLs used a total of 60 combinations which included planning decisions,

lTS

The internal and external subjects verbalized approximately the same amount in

the Thinking Aloud and Writing section, in terms of the lengtå of typed transcripts.



Individual Decision Makine Elements

The ext,ernal subiects verbalÞed more knovledge base, and searched for more

information not available in the situation in this section ùhan [he internal sub jects.

The internal subiects formulated more hypotheses and made rnore íßsumpùions than the

external subiec[s. The number of planning decisions made and the number of cues

verbalieed were notsignificantly differentbetveen the two groups. In addition, the

order of frequency of each decision making element vas the same for bo[h groups. The

internal and external subiecüs nade planning decisions in each of the five categorìes

of nursing management, but the order of frequency differed in this section. Internal

subiects made more assessmen[ than physical care planning decisions, and more

decisions Ùo communicaþ v¿ith the patient than !o teach [he patient. External subjects

made more physical care than assessmenù decisions, and more Þaching clecisions than

communicating vith Èhe patient. Repeated mention of decision making elemen[s

between and among the three sections occumed frequentþ, but did not differ

significantly betveen internal and external subjects.

Combinations of Decision Makine Elemenrs

The internal and external subfects used approximately the same number of five

element combinalions in this section. The external subiects used more single, tvo

element and three element combinations and Èhe internal subiects used more four

element combinations. The ext,ernal subiects used a total of 109 combinations of

decision making elements crhich included planning decisions in this sec[ion, vhereas

[he internal subjects used a total of Ð combinæions which included planning

decisions.
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In the Reading Aloud seclion, fou¡'external subjects made no commenÈs whereas

only one internal subiect failed to verbaliee. The approach used by the majorit5, of the

internal subf ects and all of the external subjects in this section was to compare cues to

their knowledge base to evaluate the information. There was minimal use of

hypoÈheses or formulation of planning decisions, excep[ for subiect 6. Sub ject 6, an

internal subiect, used complex reasoning in this sec[ion, processing sent€nce b)¡

sentence. She was the only subject to do this. One internal subiecr used an information

seeking approach, and anotåer used rehearsal or repeLition of cues vith no furfher

comment.

The approaches used by the internal subjects in the Thinking Aloud section

differed considerably from those of the external subjects. The internal subjects

alternated an episode of hypothesieing with an episode of formulating planning

decisions, or vice versa, they formed hypotheses and made planning decisions designed

to either test the hypothesis, or treat the hypothesis vithout validation, and used a

balanced proportion of cues, hypotåeses and knovledge base to derive planning

decisions, The externals, on the other hand derived planning decisions directly from

cues or hypotheses, or used cues and hypotheses rather than knowledge base to support

the planning decisions made. The erternal subjects also used lists of planning decisions

unsupported by knovledge base in this section,

In the Thinking Åloud and Writing section, the maiority of both internal and

external subjects verbalized planníng decisions supported by knowledge base as their

general approach to the final phase of planning. The emphasis on these two elements

revealed in this approach may have been influenced by the instructions to the subjects

to contioue to verbalize their reasoûs for their planning decisions as they wrote them

down. Other approaches demonstraledby both internal and external subjects in this
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section incltlded a well balanced use of decision making elements, and the generation

^f li^+^ ^f -l^- - :- - -r- -:-:- - - --oI ilsis ûi plalifÌing decisions unsupport.,eci 'ny other decision makìng elements.

Eight identifiable decision making processes used by the subjects of this stucly

emerged from [he analysis of combinations of decision making elemenùs. These

processes are nof inclusive of all of t"he complex decision making thæwas evident in

the subiecls' verbal protocols, buù they do provide some interes[ing information abou[

how student nurses think rvhile they are making planning decisions on behalf of their

patienls. These processes and their definitions are now provided.

Stimulus-Response - the stimulation of planning decisions directly from cues,

hypo[heses, search, assumptions, or any combination of these elenenls wi[hout

verbalÞed support or rationale. One illustration of this process is found in example lZ.

Listing - a series of cues, hypotheses, or planning decisions lhat are generated for

the first time in the planning process. 0ther decision making elemen[s may be found

in associæion with the lis[, buL these elements, although present, do no[ add depth or

meaning to t'he process. One illustration of this process is found in example 21.

Review/SummarÞing - a æries of cues, hypotheses, or planning decisions that repea-t

previously verbalÞed information. At times, a new planning decision is appended to

the end of the series. 0ther decision making elements may be found in associæion with

the series, bu[ these elemenls, although present, do no[ add depth or neaning to the

process. One illusfration of [his process is found in example 67.

Decision hfakin g Processes Identified
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Non-Decision Structuring - any combination of [wo or more decision making elements

in which the subjeci. organÞes, relaies, or attempùs to synthesÞe data, c¿iLhouf

formulæing a planning decision. A similar strategy c¡as identified by Muzio (19S)),

vhich she called "non-decision-focused internal slructuring." Illustration of this

process is found in examples three to I I and example 15.

HypothesÞe and TesÈ - a series of planning decisions made on the basis of an

hypothesis, expliciüor implicit (i.e. previously menrioned), which atrempts uo validare

thæ hypothesis. One illustration of this process is found in example 4E.

I{ypothesize and Trea[ - a series of planning decisions ma-de on the basis of an

hypothesis, explicit or implicit (i.e. previously men[ioned), in which little or no

attempt is made t¡ validate the hypothesis before instituting nursing care measures.

One illustration of this prÐcess is found in example 47.

Cascading - aseries of two, three, four, or five element combinalions occurring in any

order vithin a thought segment, in which each combination stimulates the formulation

of the next combination, resembling a cascade effect. It is not essential that every

combination in the series conùains a planning decision. Illustrations of this process

are found in examples 5E and j9.

t&2

Sequential CÆmbination - a series of two, three, four, or five element combinations

occurring in any order within a thought s€gment, which are not overtly connected to,

or dependent upon, each other. It is essential that every combination in the series

contains a planning decision. One illustration of this process is found in example 16.



Table 36

Decision Making Processes used By Internal and External subjects

Comoarison ol' Decision Maf ins processes Used Bv SubíectÆ

Process

Stimul us-Response

Lisuing

Review/Summarizing

Non-decision Srrucruring

Hypothesize and Treat

Hypothesize and Test

Cascading

Seq uenrial Combinari on

Locus of Control

Internal

RA TA

9

60

)

Note. A dash indicates n0 occumence of the decision making process. RA - reading aloud section;

TA - thinking aloud section; TA&W - thinking aloud and wrlting section.

The internal subjects used more non-decision slructuring, hypoùhesÞe and tesü,

hypothesÞe and treal, and cascading processes [han did the external subfects. The

exþrnal subjects used more stimulus-response and lis[ing process€s than did ¿he

internai subjects. The use of reviev/summarÞing and sequen[ial combination

processÐs was approxìmately [he same for both groups. The internal subjects used more

decision making processes in the Reading Aloud section than did [he external subjects,

but the to[al number of decision making processes used in Che Thinking Aloud and [he

Thinking Aloud and wriring sections vere approximately equal.

TA&W

4

0

7

3

3

5

4

,>

I

I

183

Exærnal

5

4

32

6

6

)

9

s

RA TA

)

I

n

.¡0

I

TA&W

12 t3

ll I I

927
77
2t

2
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Trends in the Use of Decision Making Processes

Intærnals.

The use of stimulus-response, listing, and non-decision structuring processes

decreased as the inter¡al subjects progressed from the Reading ,{loud to the Thinking

Aloud t'o the Thinking Äloud and i{riting section, whereas the reviev/summarÞing

process increased in frequency as the subjects advanced through the planning phases.

The hypothesize and test process was used more in the Thinking Aloud section, and the

hypothesize and treat process was used more in the Thínking Á,loud and Writing

section. The c¿scading and sequential combination processes increased in number

from section to section.

Externals.

Like the internal subjects, the exþrnal subjects decreased the use of the non-

decision structuring process from the Reading ,4,loud to the Thinking A,Ioud and

Thinking Aloud and l{riting sections. It is important to remember, hovever, that the

external subjects used this process significantly fever times than the internal subjects.

AIso like the internal subjects, the reviev/sunmarizing process increased from the

first section to the last section, and the number of cascading and sequential

combination process€s used, increased from the Thinking .Aloud to the Thinking .A,loud

and Writing section. The external subjects differed from the intern¿l subjects in that

the use of stimulus-response and listing processes increased from the Reading Aloud to

the Thinking ,Aloud and Thinking Aloud and Writíng sectíons. The hypothesize and

test, and hypothesize and treat processes were used much less often by the external

subjects, and there was no evidence of a trend in their use.

In summary, the internal subiects used more of the non-decision structuring,

hypothesize and test, hypothesize and treat, and cascadíng processes than the external

subjects. The external subjects, on the other hand, used more stimulus-response and

listing processes,
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Each of the follos¡up questions a¡e discussed individually for the internal, and

suhsequently, for the external subjects. This is folloved by a comparison betveen the

tvo groups. Responses to questioÍrs I, z, 3,and) are found in Table 39.

Internal Suhject^s

l. Hou¡ maûy patients have you cared for vith a cholecystectomy?

Three subjects had cared for two or three patients with this surgery, and tvo

suhiects had cared for 4-J and6-7 patieots respectively.

2. Did the patient(s) have, or develop, awourìd infection?

One of tåese patients had an infection present at the time the subject cared for the

patient.

3. Fas the description of the situation realistic?

.4,11 of the internal subiects except one, stated that the description of the situation

given to them vas realistic. One subject questioned the probability of the development

of awound infection on the third post-operative day.

4. what ínformatíon would you like úo have had, that vas not given?

The internal subiectswould like to have had rnore specific informatio¡ in five

broad categories, í.e. psychosocial iaformation, medical history, physical status, the

status of equipment, and information about the other nufses' activitieswith the patient.

The maioríty of data desired was ín the category of physícat status, Common

requests were for current vital signs and detaíls of pain nanagenent, for example, tåe

time tåe last analgesic was given, and how the patientwas tolerating the drug. Details

regarding tåe amount and characteristics of the wound draínage were alm considered

necessary by the subjects. Respíratory status was requested by some students, as well as

information relating to the functioning of the gastrointestinal and urinary systems,

such as íntake and output, mea$¡f,es,Ilresence of bowel sounds, and toleration of fluids.

Responses to the Follovup Questions
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Also sought, vas information regarding the patient's usual palterns, for example, how

she slepl, what her activi[y level was, and a descrip[ion of her usuai emo[ionai slatus.

These subiects showed some concern abouf equipment attached to the pa[ienl, and

would like to have had a description of the drainage thæ vas coming from fhe T-tube,

fhe penrose drain, and the nasogastric tube.

One subject felt that it vould havo been helpful ùo know u¡hether or not fhe

previous nurses had cultured the vound drainage, and contacæd the physicians prior

to the morning for which [hey vere to plan care.

5. How would you rate this situæion in terms of difficully for making decisions about

wha[ nursing interventions to plan? Choose a number be[ween I (very easy) and 9

(very difficult).

The intent of the researcher vhen developing the simulated patient situation, was

to design a problem which would be perceived as of medium complexiûy. This intent,

for the most part, vas achieved, as seven of the subjecls estimated the difficulty of the

situation as equal to, or less than 5, on a scale from I to 9. Tvo subjects rated it as

greater than 5, indicating that they perceived the decision making situation as fai¡y
difficult.

6. Did you have a general approach to the task of developing a plan of care? if so, what

was it?

Two subjects verbalízed the intermediate step of identifying a nursing diagnosis

between symptoms, or first level assessment data, and the planning of nursing

interYention.

Three subjects stated that they made planning decisions based on the patient's

presenting symptoms. For example, orre subject said, "it's individualized, so like,

vhatever symptoms the patient vas shoving, that's what I would act on first.,'

The four remaining subjects perceived that their approach to plannin g carcwas to

carry or¡t a "focused head to toe assessment" and deal wíth priorities. For example, "Do a
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head bo t¡e and deal with the thing that's [he most threat t¡ life firsf," and "you do the

iirstthing you do first,like, prioriuy action .,. and then you justadd on every[hing that

goes along r¡ith it."

7. Didyou find some information more helpful than others for your decision making?

If so, what r/as more hetpful?

Although there was a wide variety of single pieces of information the individual

subiects found helpful, the night nurse's report and the description of the patient as

the nurse entered the roon was considered to be most helpfut by the majority of

subjects. The operative report was also mentioned as being helpful

8. How did you feel while doing this exercise?

[ven though the researcher assured the subjects repeatedly that there were no

right 0r r¡rong arswers, these subjects verbalized their concern that they vould say or

do the right thing. Five of the subjects st¿ted that they felt a little Âerr/ous or

uncomfortable alfirst, but as they began to work through the situation, these feelings

subsided. Some comments to this effect r¡ere:

a) "I guess I was a littte bit nefl/ous, trying to make sure I made the right

decisions, but I think just with the information I got ... I didn't feel'too badly about it.,'

b) "Well, it feels like a test .., I don't do well with tests, but once I felt I vas

starting to talk about it, it was getting better ... and I felt nore comfortable with it."

Four subjects did not verbalne any anxiety in the situation.

t87

I ' Hov many patients have you cared for with a cholecystectomy?

Two subjects had never cared for a patient with a cholerystectomy. Six of the

subjects had cared for only one patient with this surgery, and one subject had cared for

three of these patients.

2 Did the patient(s) have, or develop, a vound infection?

External Subiect-s



None of the patients these students cared for had, or developed, a wound infection

¡lrt.i^n atr^ rl-^ rL^., '--^-^ .i- ---¡--¡yu¡ ruÉ, Lr¡! ç¡¡¡lç Luçy ry9t ç Iu çrrllt¡tçL.

3. Was the descripüion of ¿he sifuation realistic?

All of the subf ecLs stated thar, io their estimalion, the description of the simulated

patient si[uation l¡as realistic.

4. what information would you like to have had, thævas not given?

The external subiects desired more information in tåe same categories as the

internal subiects, vith the exception of lhe st-atus of equipment, aboui which they did

noI seem concerned.

information about the physical status of the patient r¡as the most frequently

requested, once again, in the areÍLs of vital signs, pain management, wound

management, and the st¿tus of the gastrointestinal and urinary systems.

One subject felt it vould have been helpful to knov if the previous nurses had

reported anything to the physician,

5, Hov would you rate this situation in terms of difficulty for making decisions about

what nursing interventions to plan? Choose a number betveen I (very easy),and 9

(very difficult).

Six of the subjects estimated the difficulty of the situation as equal to, or less than 5.

Three subjects rated the difficulty quite high, tvo as i, andone as g-9.

6. Did you have a general approach to the task of developing a plan of care? If so, what

vas it?

The subjects did not articulate a clear awareness of a planning approach, The

maiority of them made planning decisions based on symptons and other available

information. For example, a common theme vas, "I was looking at the data and

thinking what I could do about each thing." One subject stated "just sort of what ve've

been taught. Sort of, if you're ever in doubt, takevitalsigns."
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Two subjects mentioned setting priorities and dealing vilh those firs[. Qne subject

seemed to be using a diagnostic approach, as she described her pianning as, "frying to

do interventions that are going to rule things ouf as vell as confirm things."

7. Did you find some information more helpful than others for your decision making?

If so, what \¡as mor€ helpful?

The external subjects found the night nurse's report, and the description of the

patient as the nurse entered the room as the most helpful information given. The

operative report vas also mentioned by one subject. It vas interesting to note that

three of the subjects specifically stated that the background information vas nor

parûicularly helpful. Some of these comments were:

a) "nice to know, but you don't have to,'

b) "The stuff before lthe operative reportl is good to knov, and important in

planning teaching and all that, but just deciding your actions, that vould have been

enough."

8. Hov did you feel vhile doing this exercise?

Tvo subjects stated that they were not nervous atall. One said, "No, I vas vorking, it

didn't make me feel a¡xious, Like, I find this is the type of problem that helps you

Iearn." Three subjects felt a bit nervous at the beginning. but ít subsided as they

u¡orked through the situation. Three subjects verbalized uncertainty and avkwardness

that míght or might not be indicative of anxiety.

One subject felt anxiety that u¡as sustâined throughout the exercise, related to a felt
pressure to "do the right thing." She felt that verbalizationdid interfere with her

thought process€s because she had to consciously remind herself to say everything out

Ioud. She also stated, "I feel a lot of decision making comes intuitively, just from being

right in the situation."

One subject found t-he ambiguity and lack of informatíon very frustrating, as she

stated, "it was frustratíng. I didn't have enough information to g0 0n,,,
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Table 39

Followuo 0uestions

Locus of Cont¡ol

Internal Subiects

1

3

4

6

I
l0

lt
t2

l7

External Subiects

J

5

7

I
r3

t4

t5

r6

t8

t9

Patients

cared for

Question

lnfect ion

present

4-5

')

b-?

3

2

3

f

I

J

I

I

I

n

3

Situation

realistic

1

lgt

Estimation

of difficulty

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

n0

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

I

4-5

n2&-J

2-3

4

2-3

7

6

4-J

3-4

8-9

)

6

5

5

?

3

7

3

Note. A dash indicates n0 occurrence of the item



Äs anticipa[ed, most sludents had cared for less than [hree patien[s vho ha-d a

cholecysteclomy in their Èwo year program, vith one quarùer of the sample having

never cared for such a palienL. Thus, the siùuation was relatively novel ùo most

subjects. The complication of wouncl infection with this surgery had been seen by only

one subject.

.A.lI of the subjects except one, felt that the description of the situation vas realistic.

More th¿n half of the subjects in each group rated the difficulty of the situation at,

or less than, the midpoint of the scale (4.6).

Information that was not provided, but which the subjects felt vould have been

helpful to know, \zris very similar between groups. The external suhjects did not

mention the need for information regarding bovel sounds and did not verbalize

concern about equipment, as did the internal subjects.

The internal subjects vere able to verbalize their perceptions of hov they

approached the care planning process more definitively than did the external subiects.

Most of the subjects, both internal and external, hovever, stated that they used a

symptomatic approach to planning care, along q¡ith an aq¡aretress of priorities. Ts,o

internal sub'iects and one external subject verbalized the usefulness of making a

diagncsis to guide the selection of planning decisions.

Both internal znd external subjects found the night nurse's report, the description

of the patient as the rurse entered the room, and the operative report, the most helpful

information given. Three external subjects specifically mentioned that the history or

background information given, had not been particularly helpful to their decision

making. Thís was notverballøedby the internal subjects,

0n the whole, both íntern a! and external subjects seemed to feel some apprehension

at the beginning of the planning exercise. This apprehension related more to a fear of
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sa)¡ing the vrong things, than t¡ nervousness precipitated by the presence of the

researcher or the process of tape recording. For ihe majoriry oi sub jecùs, this

nerYousness dissipated as they became engrossed in lhe Èhinking prgcess. Indeed,

some subiects denied nervousness al any point. 0nly one of the subiects felt that the

verbalÞation process ìnterfered with her thinking. The remainder of subjec1*s felt thar

verbalization did not change the planning decisions Lhey would have made under

normal circumslances.

In conclusion, the differences between internal and external subjects in their

responses to the followup questions were slight. The internal subjects mentioned a

Iarger number of specific pieces of information they would like to have knovn ín

relation to the patient situation, they articulated their ar¡areress of their approach to

planning more clearly, and they found the patient history information more helpful to

decision making, than did the external subjects.

A very wide range of factors \''ere perceived by the subjects to facilitate or inhibit

their decision making in the actual clinical setting. The subjects seemed to enjoy this

aspect of the research study. They were relaxed, and responded with voluminous

information to the broadly stated interviev questions. The influences verbatized by

the subjects were orÉianÞed into six broad categories, namely, personal qualities,

teachers, other health tean members, circumsüances/events, inanimate resources, and

the institutional environ.ment. Influences in each of these categories are now

presented, beginning with those factors perceived to faciliøte clinical decision

making, and followed by those factors perceived to inhibit clinical decision making.

The influences verbal:zed by the ínternal and external subjects are considered
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simultaneously, in order to elucidale similarities and differences as they appear in each

ñdlôÂ^ñrtç{¡&Éur Ì.

Facilitative Influen ces

PersonalOualiLies

in this category, the subject's knovledge s¡Írs a-r,ery important factor. prior to

caring for a patient, knovledge of the patient's disease process, medicat history,

problems other than medicai problems, and present physical status s¡ere perceived by

hoth internal and external subjects to be crucial to effectir.e decision making, The

ability to gather adequate assessmert data was also considered important by both

groups' The internal subjects mentioned learning to set priorities as helpful to

decision making, The external subjects felt that the abílity to gather pertinent data

from the chart assisted in decision making.

The ahility to establish good relationships and communicate effectively with

patient, teacher, and other staff vas perceived as a factor helpful to decision making.

Although this rras mentioned by both groups, alarger number of examples.î¡ere

r.erbalized by the internal subiects than the external subjects. These examples included

developing a trust relationship vith the patient, learning how to ask for help,

recognizing when assistance is needed, seeking advice and guidance from the teacher

vhen unsure, and discussing the patient with the teacher prior to the implementation

of care. it was mentioned by one of the external subjects that "knowing what the

teacher wants" was helpful, Another external subject st¿ted that "a clear idea of vhat

you can and cannot do" is important. .Assertiveness was verbahzed by one subject in

each group as an important factor in facilitating clinical decision making. The

external subject discussed assertiveness with reference to the teacher, while the

internal subject referred to assertiveness with the ward staff.

Experiential knovledge wris mentioned by both groups as faciliøtiye to ctinicat

decision making. Familiarity, or past experience vith the same, or similar situations
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was a frequenÈly occuming response from the external sub jects. The internal subiecls

menfioned rnore disùantly related experiences such as working in a nursing home, or

life experience in general, as a facilitating influence.

Both internal and external subiects mentioned inluitive knowledge or "gu[

instincls" t'hat assist in making the right "on the spot" decisions. When ølking about

nursing diagnoses, one subject said "you can almost pick it ouf wiÈhout actually doing it
in your conscious ar¡areness."

Self confideûce was a personal attribute considered important by both groups,

Being comfortable with your level of skill. being able to approach doctors and other

st¿ff r¡ith questions or concerns, feeling that you are partof the team, and believing in

yourself, vere all mentioned as helpful in making decisions on wards.

The Teacher

Teaching behaviors that vere perceived to facilitate clinical decision making vere

similar in both groups. Most important vas the ability to instil self confídence in the

student, and encourage independent functioning. In addition, the teacher who acts as a

resource, sounding board, or collaborator, who demonstrates respect for the student,

vho asks questions in a positive manner, and is supportive, is perceived as being

extremely helpful to students in making appropriate planning decisions for patient

care.

Other Health Team Menbers

Good communication within the health team, a willingness on the part of others to

use information provided by students, and positive reinforcement of students by other

health team members were seen as facititating influences by both groups.

The assistance of the staff nurse, through demonstrating and helping students to

perform nursing actívities. was Ì¡ery highly ratedby both internal and external

subjects. Staff nurses'were perceived to have "a lot of common sense", and if they were
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approachable, supportive of the s[uden[, and trusling of fhe student's decisions, [he1,

were valued as helpful adjuncts t,o the siudeni.'s abitity t,o make planning decisions.

Doc[ors were perceived t¡ be helpful by both groups vhen fhey demonsfrated

respecf for the student, and were willing to listen, and explain bo lhem at a level they

could underscand.

Patients were seen as excellent sources of information helpful to decision making if
they were interested in their os¡n care and villing to share pertinent data vith
students.

Families and/ or significant others could also be helpful sources of informatíon for

students, although the students did not have much contact vith families as a result of

their scheduled clinical hours.

Sharing experiences and problems with other students was also seen as a way of

improving the student's clinical decision making for both groups.

A variety of other health team members r¡ere mentioned as helpful resources for

students. Among these vas the head nurse vho encouraged and supported students in

making decisions. As one student commented, "the attitude of the head nurse dictates

the rzard attitude."

Events/Circumstances

The external subjects did not verbalize peripheral events or circumstances that

were helpful for decision making. The internal subjects felt that having only one

patient, and having sufficient time to carry out their planned interventiors, a¡as

helpful.

Inanimate Resources

The external subjects made extensive reference to inanimate resources for decision

making, including textbooks, modules. seminars, procedure and policy manuals,

lectures/discussions about decision making, clinical post confererìces, and standard

care plan manuals' Two of the external subiects vere the only ones to mention nursing
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diagnoses and fhe nursing process as helpful guides to clinical decision making

Examples of these comments included, "nursing diagnosis helps you focus vhat you're

going to do and c/hy", "you do, after a vhile, know vhat those priority interventions

are lhr each diagnosis, and each need area, and you quickiy put them together.,, The

internal subjects mentioned only books as helpful inanimate resources.

Institutional Environ men t

Neither internal nor external subject-s mentioned enviroflmental influences that

helped them make clinícal decísions.

Personal Oualities

Lack ofadequate thearetical preparation for ward experience (i.e. research from

the chart, Kardex. and patient interviev), Iack of experience vith new skílls, Iack of

knovledge of a vide variety of detaíls such as vard routines, vhat the patient normally

looks li-ke. resources available to help patients. and a general feeling of not knoving

s¡hat is happening, r¡ere cited by both intern al andexternal subjects as influences that

hinder clinical decision making. Both groups of students mentioned personal

prejudices as interfering with their ability to nake decisions in the hest interests of

the patient.

Stresses in their personal lives vere verbalized by both internal and external

subjects as factors that interfere s¡ith clinical decision makíng. Other stresses such as

lack of sleep the night before clinical practice and illness were cg¡¡mooly mentioned

also. Fear of teachers, especially their perceived power, vas mentioned by the external

subjects, and not by the internal subjects. A,s one subject so clea4y st¿ted, "they can

pretty well get me out of the program." The external subjects also discussed fear of

approaching doctors, and anxiety regarding clinical practice demand-s, such as having

inhibilory Infh¡ences
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to make "on Lhe spot" decisions, not knoving how to organtze a heavy vorkload, and not

having a good care plan, as detrimental üo decision making.

Lack of self confidence, neryousness, and fear of doing something \¡rong were

ciæd by both inÞrnal and external subiects as powerful inhibi¡ors of clinicai decision

making. More of [heæ commsnts, hovever, lrere made by [he external subjects than

fhe internal subiects. A fear of making decisions, in case [he1. are wrong, not being

sure enough of self ùo act independently, an inability to ask for help, and conLinual

checking and re-checking of information vere characteristic responses of the

ex[ernal subjects. A classic example of lack of self confidence leading fo poor self

esteem was evident in the transcript of one sub ject as she t¿lked abouù her difficulty in

approaching medical søff, "Ir's iust nore me, sort of feeling very overpovered with

them, and just, it's me, this litfle, stupid sludenù nurse.,,

The Teacher

Issues suffounding the teaching activity of asking questions of students in the

clinical setting, or " qvitzing" as the students terned it, were mentioned by both

internal and external subjects as prime inhibitors of, or interferen ces vith, clinical

decision making. 0f particular importance to the student was the inappropriate timing

of these " qu'tz" sessions. First thing in the morning, whíle students are trying ro

organize care, and prior to, or during, the performance of skills, r¡ere seen as difficult
times. The reason they felt these times vere inappropriate was because they are

concentrating on what they are doing, and being asked to change their thoughts to

some[hing else, was perceived as disruptive, and not indicative of their true knowledge

base' in addition to timing, f,he place in which questioning occurred was important. A

public place, such as the nursing station, vas considered inappropriate and potentially

emharra-ssing, as there are so many other people vatching and listening. Excessive or
"third degree' quizzing on the vard'was felt by students to be unnecessary and
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poÞntially de[rimen[al ùo decision making for lhat particular clinical da1,, depending

nn tho no¡noitto¡l n¡rönaa^ ^f iL^ -..^^¡'uu. +rrs pçt Lvryüu uu¡,ÇrJmt ûI Lû.e questioning.

Both groups of sub jecùs mentioned that lack of availability of [he teacher could

interfere with decision making, although this was not a maior concern for either

group.

Expectations for student behavior thatare perceived to díffer from teacher to

teacher, are unknovn to the student, 0r are perceived as t00 high by the student, r¡ere

another major concertr, especially for the external subjects. Although the internal

subjects mentioned that all teachers had a different method of doing a "time plan" or

vork schedule, and vanted students to do it their way, the external subjects felt that

teachers expected students to do everything the vay the teacher t¡anted it. One student

summed up the influence this had by saying, "You're thinking so much about hov the

teacher is going to react to what you do, that it gets in the vay of your actual thinking

process."

While the internal subjects admitted some nervousûess vith teachers, their anxiety
's¡fÌs more wíth respect to the content of the teacher's questions, than the manner of

questioning. The external subjects, however, placed major importance upon the

inhibitory influence of the teacher's personal attributes and specific teachíng

behaviors on the clinical decision naking ability of students. Personal qualities that

subjects found detrimental to decision making were disparaging non-verbal behavior

("the look"), an aggressive manner of questioning, i¡timidation, lack of positive

reinforcement, petty criticism, and a condescending manner. Supervísing students too

closely, documenting negative performance behaviors and not positive ones, and not

speaking to students about problems before documenting them, were all seen by the

external subjects as constraining behaviors on their decisíon making abiliry.
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0[her Health Team Members

Both iniernaf and external subjecis stated that, when faced with information or

direction from staff nurses that conflicted with what they had been taught, they vere

uncertain of what decision to make. For exampie, "You've been taught one vay in the

school, and they come out and do it a different way. Änd they say, 'we don,t do it this

way. This is the r/ay r¡e do it, so you do it this way.' And that makes it hard too, because

you vant to do it the vay you're told to do it, but yet you also don't vant them to think

that you're just some student nurse, you knov, vho. just fell off rhe truckl" Staff nurses

vho make such unhelpful comments as, "You have a teacher,that's what she's forl",

and who are unapproachable or indifferent. also make it difficult for students to

function freely and use their decision making abilities.

Doctors vho demonstrate lack of respect for students, fail to take their comments

seriously, vho are unapproachable, or do not listen to students, vere also cited by

internal and external subjects as inhibitory influences on their clinical decision

making.

The uncooperative or noncompliant patient vho does not vant to follov the nurse's

plan vere cited by both internal and external subjects as influencing the students'

clinical decision making in a negative r¡ay, The internal subjects also mentioned the

difficulty tc clinical decision making imposed by avery complex patient assignment

and the situation that occurs when a patient's perception of his/her problems differs

from the nurse's perception. The external subjects mentioned that when the patient

did not like the student, or the patient was unable to communicate clea¡y, the clinical

decision making of the student vas inhibited.

Fev comments were made about the inhibitory influence of families on the abiliry

of students to make clinical decisions. 0ne internal subject verbayzedthe frustration

that results when fanilies are unwilling "to be educated about changing the way they

dc things." One of the external subiects stated that the presence of a large number of
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family members in [he patient's roortr, as well as interference by significant others in

the care of the patient, inhibits clinical decision making,

Neither the internal nor the external subjects made any reference t¡ their peers as

being inhibitory influences on clinical decisioo making.

Evenùs/Circumstances

Both inærnal and external subjects mentioned awide variety of uncontrollable

events as having deleterious effects on their clinical decision making. Both groups

found unexpected happenings, time pressures, the characteristics of the patient

assignment, and discontinuities in clinical experiences, to interfere with clinical

decision making.

Unanticipated events included such examples as having to cope v¡ith unfamiliar

psychomotor skills that come up "on the spot", sudden changes in doctors,orders,

sudden and unexpected change in patient status, particulady a rapid increase in
patient acuity, and net¡ situatioos that the subject has rrot encountered before, such as

the death of a patient. .A,ny circumstances that interfere with the implenentation of a

subject's plan of care in terms of timing, were perceived as negat^ive influences on

decision naking. Examples of these circumstances that were mentioned are, when the

operating room attendant arrives on the vard eady for a patient, when tåe patient is

off the ward for two or three hoúrs or involved vith the doctors for a long period of

tíme, when the subject is not able to see the patient's chart, especially on "prep,' day,

when times of scheduled diagnostic tests are changed, aod u¡hen subjects feel that there

is not enough time to prepare for wards, or to complete the asìsigned care.

Characteristics of the patient assignment that were perceived to inhibit clinical

decision ¡akisg were the performance of nursing skills for the first time, the

assignment of an acutely ill, unstable patient, and the number of patients assigned.

Discontinuíties is clinical experience, such as absence from clinical practice over

Christmas and summer breaks, and short postings to clinical areas of only four or five
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\¡eeks, were perceived as factors that inhibited [he grovth of the students' clinical

decision making skiii. The subiects felt thar their decision making skills regressed

after these break periods, until furfher practice occured.

other negative events that ùhe internal subiects mentioned as interfering vith
clinical decision making included confusion at the nursing staùion, not only in terms of

nois¡ level, butalso ùhe large numbers of personnel that congregate in this area, poor

communication among health ùeam members, the difference that someùimes occurs

betveen the student's perception of the patienùas conveyed by the charl, and the

perception of the patienl when seen by the studont, and the frequenl inability of fhe

student t,o meet the patienù's significant others.

The external subiects mentioned such facùors as the first clinic aL d7¡y of the week,

the imminence of exans, and vhen "the day star[s off bad,,, as being negative

influences on clinical decision making.

Inanimale Resources

Instances in which the chart or Kardex vere not updated or contained non-specific

information were the only items mentioned by the internal and external subjecls as

negative influences of inanimate resources on clinical decision making.

In stitutional Environment

2tt

0nly one internal zubject made reference to the negative effect of having to

provide nursing care in the hallvay vhile the floors vere being vashed in the

patient's room. The external subjects mentioned that unfamiliarity vith the physical

layout of a unit, a busy, noisy ward, and expectations by the unit that baths and beds

will be done in the morning regardless of the workload or priorities of the student,

could have dísastrous effects on planned nursing care decisions.

Summary

In summary, the influerìces otr clinical decision making thaû were verbalned by

the internal and external subjects were more similar than they vere differenr.



External subiects differed from ùhe int¡ern¿l subjects in very sub[le wflys. The major

difference in faerlita.t-ive influences was that the external subjects mentioned

inanimate resources as helpful adjuncts to clinical decision making much more often

than did the internal subjecls.

The differences in inhibitory influences were more prooounced than for the

facilitative influences. The external subjects verbalieed more fear of authori[y figures

and a los¡er self esteem tha¡ did the internal subjects. The external subjects q¡ere also

more fearful of teacher expectations, and placed a much greater emphasis on the effect

of negative personality characteristics and teaching techniques of the teacher, than

did the internal subjecls. In addition, the external subjects referred more to fate or

chance influences such as "having abad day" than did the internal subjects.

Several findings emerged from the data. rcgarding the student ûurses' actvaluse of

the nursing process as it was taught to them. Although these findings s¡ere peripheral

to the main tåeme of the study, they provide some facts that are of ínterest to nurse

educators, since much of the time of the nurse educator is spent, in some form or other,

teaching and evaluatíng the nursing proce$s.

The students in this school of nursing were taught the nursing process according to

the Roy .å'daptation Model of Nursing and therefore, s/ere instructed in first level and

second level assessnent, the setting of behavioral outcomes, nursing diagnoses

(adapted from the North American Nursing Diagnosis Association classification and the

Roy Model), management of second level stimuli (the planning decisions of this study),

and evaluation. Within the first level assessment and second level assessment phases of
the nursíng process, this school of nursing provided these students T¡ith subcategories

t'o guide their assessment activities. Similarly, they were provided vith the five
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categories of planning decisions menÈioned throughout this study. Because the

nursing process ìn Èhis form is highly iniegrated inio every nursing lheory

presenca[ion and eYery care planning assignment done by sùudents throughout [he tvo

years, it would be anticipated that sfudenüs vould provide evidence of the use of this

approach vhen verbalizing their planning process. Such was no[ the case. In the

protocols of several subjecls there was reference made to "first levels" and "second

levels" and if appeared that mos[ studenüs used and undersùood these terms, even though

the subcategories of these entities were never menfioned. Very few established

nursing diagnoses were verbalÞed, and not one subject menLioned a behavioral

outcome in any sec[ion of the planning process. The categories of nursing

intervention, as can be seen in Tabtes 4 and22 vere all used by subjects, as inÞrpreted

by lhis researcher. One subject began ùo name the categories as she wrote her plan. No

olher subf ect verbalized ùhese terms. It may be inferred from this dara, thar subjec[s

were using these categories of planning decisions al a subconscious level. They did not,

hovever, group their planning decisions by category in their verbalizarion.

Since the purpose of this study did not include the evaluation of lhe accuracy or

quality of the decision making processes used by student nurses when planning care,

such iudgments were assiduously avoided in the analysis of dara. The vriter feels

compelled, hovever, in view of the findings and by virtue of her experience as a nurse

educalor, t0 comment upon the verbalization of knowledge base illustrated so clearly in

the data. Evidence of an undersùanding of nursing theory and supporting medical

science appeared not only in a much lover frequency than expected, but was also very

va8ue and non-specific in nature. As was notod previously, the lack of verbalizæion of

a clear, concise and descripùive knowledge base does not necessarily imply that the

s[udenüs did not have the knowledge. In point of fact, the writer sincerely believes that

Lhese sludents do possess alarge and accurate knowledge base. The concern that is

raised by poorly arliculated ralionale for acLion rela[es t,o the image of the nurse as a
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professi0nal colleague in an interdiscipliaary health care team. Nurses will not be

treated with respect by other professionals if thei, are unable to present their ciata,

concerns, and knol¡ledge base in a manner that conveys the legitimacy of their

contribution tn palienL care. Some approaches that may be taken b5, nurse educators to

address lhese concerns are outlined in the discussion chapter regarding implications

for nursing education.

Älthough intuitive practice is thought to occur only at the expert leyel of

proficiency (Benner, 1934), a few of the subjects in this study made reference to the

fact that intuitive experiences had occurred in their nursing practice. gne student

galre a specific example as follovs;

It vas.again, a gut instinct. I valked in and he just didn't
look right to me, you knov. And I thought, veli ... I could
just. you knov- slough ít off and think, velt, it,s just my
ímaginatioo. Byl I jy¡r. 

_c_atled my reacher and I ialled my
grad nurse, and I said, 'He doest't look right to me, and then
rve venü on that, and in fact, ít v¿ß a problen. He vas
bleeding internally, so he vas having a lot of problems,
but ít vas iust. it's hard [o put into voids, you just sort
of see it, you k¡ov, and ít'i, you don't look ríg6t to me.

Summary of Major Findíngs
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l. The mean. median and standard deviatioo for the locus of control scores of the

sample of female nursing students in ùhe díplona nursíng program of the Health

Sciences Centre School of Nursing are approxímately the same as Cellini and

Kantorowskí's sample of tE3 female college students, thus demonsrrating that the

presetrt sample was a normatíve one for present society.

2, fulore than half of the suhjecls víth an internal locus of control (5).ó% ) vere

over ?J years cf age, while 30% of the subjects with an exüernal locus of control vere

over 2) years old. The academic background of both groups was approx ímaLejy



equivaleot' Eight of the subjects \Mere presently employed in work related to nursing

outside of school hours.

3. Six decision makíng elements vere identified in the verbal protocol transcripts

of the subjects, These six elements vere defined as cue, hypothesis, planning decision,

knowledge base, search, and assumption. The order of frequency of use of each

decision making elementwas the same for the internal and external subjects in each of

the three sections of tåe planning t¿sk. In the Reading Aloud section, the internal

subjects verbalized all decision making elements in significantly greater numbers

than the external subjects.

In both the Thinking.A,loud and the Thinking Aloud and Wriring sections, the

internal subjects formulated more hypotheses and made more assumptions than the

external subjects, The external subjects, on the other hand, searched for more

information outside of tåe available data, than did the internal subjects. Since the

emphasis of this study was the planning of care, a more detailed investigation of the

categories of the planning decisions made, is nov summarízed. The number of

planning decisions made in the Thinking Aloud and the ThinÊing Aloud and Writing

sections did not differ significantþ between the internal and external subjects. In the

Thinking.{loud section, the mostfrequently mentioned categories of planning

decisions for both groups fell into the physical care category, follou¡ed by assessment

decisions. Communication with the patient and communication with support systems

occurred with approximately the same frequency within each group, and teaching

decisions comprised the least frequently mentioned catngary.

In the Thinking Aloud and Writing section, tåe order of frequency of use of the

five categories of planning decisions differed between the internal and ex.ternal

subjects. The internal subjects made more assessment than physical care planning

decisions, and more decisions to communicate with the patient than to teach the
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patient. The external subjects made more physical card than assessmenI decisions and

morç teaehing decisions than communicalion with the patien[.

Repeated menLion of decision making elemen[s between and among the three

sections occurred frequently, but did no[ differ significantly betveen internal and

external subjects.

4. Combinations of the six decision making elements into single, two element, three

element. four element and five element complexes according to identified thought

segments in the verbal protocols, were analyzed. In the Reading ,{loud section, the

internals verbalized much more than did the externals, but the most common

combination of decision naking elements used by both groups vas the comparison of

cues to knovledge base.

I¡ the Thinking Aloud section, the external subjects used more two element

combin¿tions than the internal subjects, and the internal subjects used more four

element combinations than the external subjects.

In the Thinking Aloud and Writing section, the external subjects used more single,

two element and three element combinations thao the internal subjects while the

internal subjects again used more four and five element combinations.

In the Thinking Aloud and the Thinking Aloud and Writing sections, the internal

subjects included slightly fewer planning decisíons withín these combinations of

decision makin g elements.

5. In their overall approach to the planning task, the majoríty of the internal and

external subjects evaluated selected cues against their knowledge base in the Reading

Aloud section. The internal and external subjects also used a similar approach in the

Thinking -Aloud and Writing section, u¡hich included theverbalization of planning

decisionswith rationale,a balanced use of decision making elements, and the listing of

planning decisions unsupported by other decision making element.s. In the Thinking

.Aloud section however, the internal subjects used the more complex rea-soning
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processes of combining cues, knovledge and hypoLheses to formulale planning

decisions, vhereas the external subiects used [he simpler processes of the direcf

sùimulation of planning decisions from cues or hypotheses, and the use of cues and

hypoùheses üo provide rationale for planning decisions.

6. From an analysis of combinations of decision making elements, eight decision

making process€s vere identified and defined. These processes were labelled as

stimulus-response, listing, review/sum marizing, non-decision s[ructuring,

hypothesÞe and tesL, hypothesize and treat, cascading, and sequential combination.

Internal subiects used more non-decision s[ructuring, hypothesÞe and tes[,

hypothesÞe and treal, and cascading processes, than did fhe external subjects. The

external subiects used more sùi¡nulus-response and listing process€s than dicl the

internal subjects.

7. Trends in the use of the identified decision making processes across the three

sections of the planning task revealed that for the internal subjects, the use of

stimulus-response, Iisting and non-decision structuring processes decreased from the

Reading ,A,loud to the Thinking .A,loud to the Thinking Aloud and Writing secticn. The

reviev/summarizing, cascading, and sequential combination processes increased as the

internal subjects advanced through the planning task. The hypothesize and treat

process was used more in the Thinking Âloud and Writing section than the Thinking

Aloud section, vhereas the reverse was true for the hypothesize and test prgcess.

For the external subjects, the use of stimulus-response and listing prgcesses

increased from the beginning to the end of the planning task. The cascading and

sequential combinatioû processes were not used by the external subjects in the Reading

Aloud section. but their use increased from the Thinkíng .AJoud to the Thinking Aloud

and Writíng section. The hypothesize and treat and hypothesize and test processes were

not prominent in the protocols of the external subjects.
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E, Both the inlernal and external subjec[s used fc¡o technique's identified in this

sludy as Qualifiers and OrganÞers. Qualifiers vere [echniques vhich a-ssisted fhe

sub jects [o determine what, when, or if, planning decisions mighr be implemenred. The

three types of Qualifiers \pere termed Time Sequencing, in which planning clecisions

vere made in "before" and "after" terms; prioriry Setting, in vhich the subject

verbalÞed the relative urgency or importance of planning decisions by prioritÞing

[hem, and Contingsncy. When using the Conringency technique, subjecls weighecl the

inpact of decisions made by others, or exLernal influences, upon their own planning

decisions. 0rganizers were defined as comments made by the subjecls to themselves,

vhich seemed to assist them in focusing Lheir thou ghts on the direclion fhe5r wished to

take in decision making.

9. Factors perceived to facilitate or inhibit clinical decision makíng were organized

into six categories, í.e. personal qualities, the teacher. other health team memlrers.

circumstances,/events, i¡animate resources, and the ínstítutional environmeût.

Perceptions of facilitative ínflueûces on clinical decision making did.not differ

significantly hetveen the internal and external groups, vith the exception thaf. the

external subjects mentioned the posítive influence of inanimate resources more

frequently than did the internal subjects,

Descriptio¡s of perceived inhibitory influences did demanstrate a difference

between the internal and exteraal groups of subjects, The external subjects verbalized

more fear of authority figures and teacher expectations than the internal subjects. The

external subjects also tended to dwell more upon undesirable personalíty

characteristics and teaching techníques of the teacher, and referred mare frequently

to fate or chance influences than did the internal suhjects.
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The findings of this study contribute to the body of knowledge of the cognitive

processss used by str¡denù nurses to make planning decisions in a specific simulared

patient situation. EighI decision making processes used by students qrheo formulating

planning decisions for palient care, were identified. A relationship vas found betveen

locus of control and the decision naking procsssÊs usod by subiects, as vell as their

percepùions of inhibiùory influences on decision making.

In order to discuss the decision making processes used by the student nurses in this

study in a manner ùhat is consistont with Lhe analysis of the data, iù is necessary üo

include the identified relationships between locus of control orientation and the

decision making processÊs. Fur[hermore, it is imporùant t,o tåe explanation of the

findings' that menüion be made of tåe contribution of the theoretical framework a!

crucial points' Therefore, Lhe research questions are grouped togeùher for discussion.

Similarities beb¡reen internal and external subjects are considered firs[, folloved by

their differences' Responses t,o lhe followup quostions are lhen considered in relation

t'o the face validity of the simulated patient situation as perceived by the subf ects. and

in view of the intenùions of the researcher. Evidence of locus of control orientation

reflected in the responses of the subjecls is summariz¡d. Further elucidation of t-he

findings through the perspective of the theoreüical framework completes lhe

discussion. The remainder of the chapter includes the limitations of ùhe study,

implications of the findings and recommenda¿ions for nursing educalion and nursing

practice, and recommendations for further research.

CHAPIER IV

DISCUSSION OFFINDINGS
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Whæ decision making processes do sludenù ûurs€s use in planning nursing care?

Is lhere a relationship betveen locus of control and clinical decision making processes

used by sùudent nurses in planning nursing care?

The decision making processes of the subf ects in this study wer€ examined vith
respecü ùo the subiects' use of each of the defined decision making elements, followed

by their use of combinations of decision making elements. From these data, eighÈ

decision making processes vere identified. Each of these three aspects of the analysis,

i'e. the use of individual decision making elements, combinations of decision naking

elements, and the use of decision making processes, is discussecl according to the

commonalities and the differences [hat existed betveen the internal and external

subjects.

Resêarch Questions I and 2

The fact that the order of frequency of use of each decision maki¡g element was the

same for all subjects in each sectíon, Ieads to the conclusion that a similar overall

approach to the planning task was taken.

In the Reading Aloud section, many cues s¡ere accessed aod compared to the

zubjects' knowledge base. A few hypotheses were made and some planning decisions

were formulated. This approach nade use of decision making elements which were

similar to those in the model of diagnostic reasoning as described by Elstein et al.

U97s)' witå one important difference. Whereas, in the model of diagnostic rea-soning,

hypotheses were made on the basis of cues, and knowledge was used to validate the

hypothesis prior to making a decision, these subjects used their knowledge base to

evaluate cues and then formulated hypotheses, which they sometimes did, and

sonetimes did not attempt to validate, prior to making a planning decisíon. ,{s Muzio
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(1985) and Benner (1984) have suggested, the high incidence of the use of facts as the

basis for decisions may be characteristic of s[udents, as opposed to the use of

hypotheses, vhich is more common in the experienced practitioner.

In the Thinking Aloud section, planning decisions were the most frequently

occurring decision making elemenù, followed by cues, hypotheses, and knovledge base.

This would tend to indicate that lhe general approach t,o planning in ihis section vas

tåe use of cues, hypotheses and knowledge in various ways ùo justify planning

decisions that vere being made.

In the Thinking Áloud and Writing section, planning decisions and knovledge base

vere the predominant decision making elements folloved by hypotheses and lastly,

cues. Subjects vere instructed to continue 16 ys¡þatire their rationale for planning

decisions as they'wrote them down, which may accouot for the high incidence of

knovledge base in relation to planning decisions in this section. It would also be

expected that the number of cues would decrease in this section, as final decisions were

being nade, and the cue information was no longer needed.

The fact that the subiects in this study increased the number of hypotheses,

instances of knowledge base, and planning decisions fron the beginning to the end of

the planning task may be reflective of tåe equal weighting of all pieces of information

that is characterístic of the novice level of practice (Benner, l9s4). ^As more

informatiotr s¡as considered and compared to the subjects' knowledge base, the more

planning decisions were gene ratnd. The activation of hypotheses early in the

planning task, which was found in studies of diagnost.ic reasoning ín nursing (Tanner

etal.,1987) was also evident in the findings of this study. AII subjects generated

hypotheses eitåer upon initial contact with the data, w at the beginning of the

Thinking Aloud section. This finding indicates that the zubjects began to interpret the

available information prior to thorough data collection. This is ín conflict ç¡ith the
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teaching of nursing process, in vhich a thorough colleclion of data is advocated, prior

t,o judgmentand decision making.

In the Thinking .Aloud section, physical care planning decisiorrs were the most

frequent, follor¡ed by assessmert, communication with the patient, and support

systems, and finally. teaching the patient. The order of frequency of the five

categories may have been influenced by the patient situation that constituted the

planniog task. The patient was in moderate distress, asd in an unknown state of

health, Therefore, it could be anticipated that assessment of the patient would be of

prime importance. The subjects felt a greatdeal of enpathy for the patient, vhich

might have transtated itsetf into the placing of the patient's discomfort slightly ahead

of assessment. Alleviating the patient's psychosocial distress and reporting findings to

other personnel were also important interventions. When a patient is in considerable

distress. patient teaching is not of inmediate concern. Nots¡ithst¿nding this

interpretation, and the fact that it unfortunately reflects the prioritization of these

categories of intervention in actual clinicaf practice, a higher frequency of planning

decisio¡s was expected in the categories of commu¡ication with the patient,

comnunication with support systems, and patient teaching, given the heavy emphasis

that is placed on these aspects of pat^ient maûagement by this school of nursing.

Some differences in the verbalizahion of individual decision making elements

occurred between the internal and external subjects. The internal subjects verbal¡;ed

more decision making elements in the Reading Aloud section than the external

subjects' This proactive involvenentwith the available information is characteristic

of persons with an internal locus of control.

In the Thinking ^Aloud and Thinking Aloud and Writing sections, the internal

wbjects formulated more hypotheses and na.de more assumptions (although still very

few), than the external subjects. The generation of hypotheses presupposes a well

developed knowledge base from u¡hich to access such hypothetical alúernatives, and a
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propensity to be inquisi[ive. The external subjects'sustained search forvalidating

information outside of the available .Jata might be interpreted as a reluctance to make a

decision in the face of ambiguity.

The order of frequency of ùhe five categories of planning decisions differed

between ths internal and extsroal subiects in the Thinking Ä,loud and Writing section.

The internal subiecùs chose mor€ assessment ùhan physical care planning decisions,

and more decisions to communicate vith the patient and support sysÞms, than t¡ teach

the palient. Persons with an internal locus of control have been observed t,o nake

more caulious, deliberately planned approaches in a chance situation (Liverant &

Scodel, l%0), and are more active informalion seekers than persons vith an external

locus of control (Davis & Phares, l%7r. Since the süate of the patient in this simula¡ed

situatioa was ambiguous to some extent, the gathering of assessmenü dat¿ and

consultation vith others in addition to providing a basic level of care and comfort,

indicates an awareness of possible complications other than the suggested wound

infecÙion. The external subjec&s' choice of physical care and teaching docisions may

represen[ an acceptance of the diagnosis of vound infection, vith little thought as to

wh¿ else might be wrong, if anything
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Examination of the frequency of combinations of decision making elemenls

revealed that the most conmon combination to occur upon initial conùact vith the

patient si&ualion, i'e' in lhe Reading Aloud soction, was the comparison of cues ùo

knowledge base wiihou[ furÈher attonpts ùo prucess informæion. This finding is

consistenc viÈh those of Gale and Marsden (1982), c¡ho discovered thæ pr-oblem solvers

made interpre[ive or evaluative responses to clinical data as soon as it was encountered.

Furt'hernore, two and three element combinatioos were [he most frequently used

combinations in all sections of the protocols, by all subjects. viewed from [he



perspectiYe of informaùion processing theory, [he use of short decision making

combinations may be interpreted as evidence thæ the subjects wore processing

information in small pieces, i.e, serially, rather than summatively. The external

subiects used more combinations of decision making elements thar cont:¿ined planning

decisions tåan did the internals. The internals' higher incidence of use of the non-

decision structuring ùechnique, in u¡hich planning docisions do notappe 3¿t, mey

account for this difference. It would seem Lhat the internals, therefore, did more

cognitive processing of information before making decisions than did ùhe externals, 0f
the eighÈ decision making processes identified in the pr-otocols of subjects, those

processes that consisted of one or [wo decision making elements, such as stimulus-

response, listing, and reviev/summarizing were the simpler, less cogniùively

demanding processes. Those prûcessss that consisted of cornbinations of ùhree, four, or

five decision making elenents, such as non-decision structuring, hypothesize and tesù,

hypothesÞe and treat, cascading, and sequenùial combination represented the more

cognitively complex process.

Although all decision making combinations were represented in the protocols of

both internal aod external subjects, the internal subjects used nore single, tu¡o, three

and four eleme¡t combinations than the externals in the Reading Á,Ioud section. The

i¡ternals also used more four element cômbinations in the Thinking Aloud section than

did external subjects, and in the Thinking.Aloud and Writing section, the inter¡als used

more four and five element conbinations than did the externals. In the Thinking

Aloud section, the external subjects used more two element conbinations than the

internal subjects, and in the Thinking Åloud and Writing sectíon, the externals used

more single, tv¡o and three element combinations tåan did the internals. Thus, the

internal subjects demonstrated a higher use of the more cognitively complex processes

than did the external subjects in all sections of t-he planning task.
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The stimulus-response and listing processes primarily involved the recall of

information from storage in memory. Non-decision s[ructuring represented the

refashioning of information provided, with facts from memory, hypotheses, questions,

and assumpÈions, prior to making any decisions, much like taking a piece of a jigsav

pva,le and trying ùo see vhere it fits. A distinctioû was made betveen the hypothesize

and tesÈ and hypothesÞe and [real processes. Hypothesis tesLing has long been

recognÞed as a common cofnponent of diagnos[ic reasoning, and indeed, of generic

pmblem srlving. Farrell and Tamblyn (19E7) found in their pilor study of the cognitive

processss of the prac[ising nurse in a surgical inùensive care uniù and a cardiovascular

thoracic unit, that their mmple of nurses used a hypothesis and testapproach. The

difference observed in the decision making process€s of student nursìes vhen making

planning decisions, was their generalion of a nursing intervention directly from an

unvalidaæd hypothesis. The subjects appeared ù0 accept. the hypothesis as a certainty

and made plans ùo deal with it. Perhaps [his is indicative of novice behavior (Benner,

1984)' or the "black and white" syndrome frequently observed by this ûurse educator.

C¿scading and sequential combinations included avariety of decision making

complexes either in contingency staÞs, or in some way, associated with each other.

Both of [hese processes were interpreted to represenù complex reasoning. Their

structure, however, supported the information processing theory contention that

human beings prûcess informa{.ion serially, even when a larger number of

information units are being considered. The review/summarÞing process was a very

simple recall of previously verbalized informæion.

All eight of che decision making processes identified in this sûudy vere present in
ùhe protocols of both internal and ex ernal subjects. Differences did exist, hovever,

Decision Making Processes
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between the internal and exte rnal subiects in the frequency of use of the various

processes, and ¿he pattern of usage across fhe three seclions of the planning task.

The internal subiects used hypo[hesizæ and test, hypothesÞe and Èreat, cascading

and non-decision slructuring processes more tåan did the external subjects. 
^{ll of

these processes involve the synthesis and/or linking of ioformation fmm short þrm
memory (the simulated palient situation) and long term memory (the subiect's

knowledge base), and thus represent a high level of cognitive processing. 0f
particular note, is the significanù increase in frequency of the non-decision

sfructuring process by the internal subjects over tåe external subiecrs. Non-decision

strucùuring is a powerful process that assists lhe sub ject ùo arange, shape, and

intemelat¡ informalion until, like a kaleidoscope, tåe piecos fall into place and have

meaning for the subiecù. The high incidence of ust of this prûcess suggests thar the

internal subjects are actively processing the informa¿ion, and not just responding to it
automatically.

The external subjects, on the other hand, used more stimulus-response and listing

processes than did the internal subjects. These tvo processes involve very little

application of knowledge or restructuring and reorganizing of information, thus

suggesting a more superficial interaction betç¡een subject and t¿sk. The planning

decisions that arise from these processes appeared more or less spontaneously from

memory.
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The internal and external subjects were alike in that the use of non-decision

structuring decreased in frequency as the planning task progressed, and the use of

review/summarizing, cascading and sequential combination processes increased.

Since non-decision structuring represents the reshaping and reorganizing of

information prior to ühe formulation of planning decisions, this trend is to be expected



as planning decisions are proliferated and consÐlidated. The increased usê of

review/summarizing in Èhe Thinking Aloud and Thinking ,A,loud and Writing sections

represents the reinforcement of previously ma.de planning decisions, which, as a

nalural consequence of the cognitive task, increased as final decisions \¡ere being

made, I¿ is the contention of ùhis researcher thar [he review/summarÞing process,

within vhich much of the repetition of individual decision making elements occurred,

served Ùo momentarily retain meaningful dat¿ in the short term memory (STM) of the

subiects in order to facilitate further information processing. At other times, i[ served

as a plateau in processing, during which, it is proposed, subjects subconsciously freed

spÍLce in short term memory for further processing.

Cascading and sequontial combination processes, being more cognitively complex

than review/summarÞing, vere interpret,ed as the subjecùs'allempts to cope with the

increasing bulk of data thar vas perceived by subjects to be vorthy of auention, as the

planning exercise advanced. The internal subiocts used these processss much more

than did the external subjects.

The internal and external subjects differed in the use of stimulus-resporse, listing,

hypothesize and test and hypothesize and treat processes. The internal subjects

decreased the use of stimulus-response and listing processes fron the Reading Äloud to

the Thinking Aloud to the Thinking Aloud and Writing sections, whereas the external

subjects increased the use of these processes from section to section. Since these two

processes involve the simple recall of knowledge from long term memory (LTM), it is
apparent' that the internal subjects quickty surveyed their knowledge and relinquished

these processes in favor of more complicated problem solving operations, while the

external subjects, in keeping çrith their mof,e superficial view of tåe data, continued to

respond semi-automaticatly to the task and relied on their general knowledge base of
surgical nursing care to formulate a plan of action. This perspective is further
supported by the paucity of compler decision making processes used by the external
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subjecls, i.e. the cascading, sequential combination, hypoùhesÞe and test, and

hypothesize and t^rea-[ processes.

The internal subjects used more hypothesize and test processes in the Thinking

Aloud section than in the Thinking Aloud and Writing section. Since the development

of planning decisions to validate an hypothesis indicates a degree of uncertainty about

the hypothesis, it is understandable that more of this reasoning would be done in the

Thinking Aloud section. Conversely, in the Thinkiag Aloud and Hriting section, the

internal subjects used more of the hypothesize and treat process tåan in the Thinking

Aloud section. If the Thinking Aloud and Writing section represents the portion of the

t¿sk in which final planning decisions are solidified, as vas intended, then treatment

decisions based on an accepted hypothesis vould be expected to occur more often in this

section than in the Thinking Âloud section. As mentioned, the external subjects used

very few of either of these processes.

Whatfactors do student nurses perceive to be facilitative to them in their clinical

decision making processes in planning nursing care?

Is tåere a relatíonship between locus of control and factors which student nurses

¡lerceive to be facilitative to them ín clinical decision makingZ

There were six categories of influences acknowledged by the subjects of this study

to facilitate clinical decision making as described in the findings. In terms of personal

qualities of the student, an adequate knowledge base and thorough preparation for
clinical practice wef,e perceived as important to successfut clinical decision making.

In addition, good interpersonal relationships with patients, teacher, and s¿aff nurs€s, a

recognition of their own limítations and the ability to seek help. experience in similar

situations, and self confidence all contributed to good decision makíng. Characteristics

ztg
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of teachers thatwere perceived as helpful, vere the ability to instil self confidence in
the student and to ac[ as a resource. These findings bear a striking resemblance to the

findings of a study by Windsor (l9E7) designed to elicit the perceprions of sLudent

nurses regarding rrhat fafilitates ùheir learning is the clinical se[ing. As predicted,

however, the influencss on ctinicat decision making perceived by the student nurses

in this study differed considerably from those perceived by medical surgical nurses in

the study by Prescott e[ al. ( tgET). The two major categories of personal and

organizalional influences that emergod from their study contained both positive and

negative influences, bul these influencss were tnore concerned virh relæionships

with other health team members and nursing care delivery systems lhan lhe more

educationally oriented facùors mentioned by the str.¡dents in this study. The only

difference of interesl between the internal and external subiecùs in the presenÈ study

was the positive influence of a variety of inanimate resources mentioned by the

external subiects. Persons with an erternal locus of control are not generally known to

seek information actively from the envirotrment, as such comments would seen [o

indicate. An alternative erplanation may be the reluctance of the ext,ernal subjects to

interactwiùh teachers or other authority figures, vhom they tend to fear. According to

social learning theory, individuals behave in a manner that maximiees positive

reinforcements in any sitlation. If external subiects have experienced negative

reinforcemenls from authority figures, specifically from their teachers or other

nursas when seeking assistance, it is understandable that they would find inanimare

references a more posilive source of information.

2t9

Research QuesLions 5 and 6

Whæ fact¡ors do student nurs€s perceive to be inhibitive to them in their clinical

decision making processes in planning nursing care?



Is there a relationship between locus of control and facüors vhich student ourses

perceive t,o be inhibitive oo them in clinical decision making?

Influences perceived by the subfects ùo inhibit clinic¿l decision making also fell
inÙo Èhe sir caÞgories identified for the fa¡ilitative influences. Lack of knovledge,

personal problems, lack of self confidence, nervousness and fear of doing srmething

r¡rong were mentioned as powerful inhibitors of clinical decision making. Certain

questioning prac[ices of teachers were perceived as inÞrfering with students' ability

to make decisisns, as well as differences in expectations from teacher to teacher.

Information from st¿ff that conflicted vith thar üaught by the school, and rejection by

st'aff nurses and doctors were also perceived as influencing Lhe sfudents' clinical

decision making in a negative way. Uncooperat^ive or noncompliant patieots, a wide

variety of unexpected events, and unanticipared changes in patient condition made

clinical decision making difficult, at best. Again, factors perceived by student ourses t0

be detrimental Ùo learning in the clinical setting, as described by Windsor 69g7)

closely resmble the fac¡ors perceived by the student nurses in this study to inhibiÈ

clinical decision making. Interestingly, many of the environment¿l fact,ors identified

by Farrell and Tamblyn (19s7) ùo affect graduate nurses' cognitive proce55ps, werle
:

mentioned by the subiects of this st¡dy as spocific factors that inærfere with clinical

decision making. Some of these environmental influences included the quality of
change of shift reports, disruptions from other health professionals, other nurses,

otganizaliøn, [he pnesence of unconnon disease conditions or prucedures, and the

degrce of mental alertness of patien[s,

l¡cus of control did seem to mediate studenLs' perceptions of these deleþrious

facÙors more strongly than the facilitalive factors. consistent vith the titerature, [he

external subjecûs demonstrated a clear tendency !o attribute unrealisùic expectations

and negative persnaliry characærisÈics of the tea-cher as reasons for s,ome of their
difficulties in clinical decision making. Als-o consistent witå the liæræure, was the
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reference by the erternal subjects to fate or chance influences as interfering vith
clinical decision making. These findings suppor[ tho belief of sociat learning theory

[ha[ the naturs of the anticipation of certain reinforcemen[s in life, developed over

time through various social learning oxperiences, contributes t¡o a person's behavior.

The similarity between the facilitalive and inhibitory influences found in this study

and thoæ of Windsr (J957l. suggests thæ either the studenls in this study did not

discrinina¡e betveen learning experiences and clinical decision na-king, br chat

students' perceptions of influences on learning and clinical decision making were

similar.

The questions asked of subjects following the planning task were aimed at

obtainíng selected perceptions of the tas&, in order to assess the effectiveness of the

planned structural aspects of the sinulatæd patient. situation. .A second purpose was to

determine whether or not anxiety was perceived by the subjects to interfere with their
thinking processes during the planning task.

Itwas evident fron the responses to tåree of the f,ollowup questions concerning

characteristícs of the sinulated patient situation, tbat the purpose of several

deliberafely structured aspects of tåe patient situation were acbieved. The situation

was inænded to be a novel and sonewhat ambiguous one for thís study sample, tn allow

maximum opportunity for tåe influence of locus of control to operate. .As anticipated,

t'he exposure of the zubiects to patíents who had had a cholecystectomy was relatively

infrequent, witå the exceptíon of two of the internal subjects.

In order to diminish t&e anxiety t^hat might be associated ç¡ith the planning task,

the situatioÍt wrisì designed ø delimit the knos¡ledge base required to deaf ç¡ith the task,

to be of a medium level of difficulty, and to be perceived as realistic. The mean

Followup Questions
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perceived difficulty of the task was 4.6, vhich is in the range of medium complexity, as

anticipared. All subjecls excepl one felt tha¿ the situation was realistic. The majority of

the subf ects, when asked how they felt about actually performing the task, volunÞered

that it \¡as not as difficult as they had anticipafed. Although almosf all of the subjects

admitted t',0 some apprehension about the task, only one subject felt thar Lhe process of

verbaliealion interfered vith her ability to think and plan.

The majorily of subf ec[s, both internal and external, when asked to verbalþe [heir

perceptions of hov [hey approached the care planning process, described a

symptomatic approach, coupled vith an awareness of priorities. The internal sub jects

articulated their avareness of their approach to planning more clearly than Lhe

external subfects' Benner (19S4) slaþs that advanced beginners learn t,o set priorities

based on individual patienù needs and situations, bu[ continue ùo treat all aspects and

attributes of situæions as equally importanù. These subjects demonstraled concern

abouÙ priority setting, but appeared to determine priorities from their store of

knowledge of context free rules thæ guide action, vhich is characteristic of lhe novice.

In addi¿ion, all subiects requesÞd a grcaLdeal of specific information they vould tike to

have known in order ùo facilitate their decision making in the parienù si[uæion, and

most of [his requesùBd data concernod objective all.I ibuÈes that could be recognÞed as

imporüant without situational experience. Thus it appears that thesÊ senior diploma

nursing studenüs were in a phase of transition betveen novice and advanced begioner

levels of proficiency. The internal subjects requested a larger number of pieces of

infor¡næion than lhe external subjec&s, and found the patien[ history information

rnore helpful Ùo decision making than did the externals. This finding is consistent vith
the ac[ive information seeking and pmcessing characteristics of internal subjects as

described in the literature.
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InÛerpretalion of Findings From the Perspec[ive of uhe Theoretical Framevork

The theore¿ical framework of this study provided a useful perspective from which

to view the findings. Two important concepùs from information processing theory

vere beneficial to an understanding of ùhe findings of this study. These [vo concepLs

are "chunking" and serial processing.

Information processing theory proposes thæ human information processing

capacity is limited by [he structr¡re of, and relationship be[veen, short term memory

(STM) and long term memory (LTM). Information in lhe form of symbols or "chunks,,

occupies space in STM vhile it is being actively processrd, i.e. attended t¡0, or verbalieed.

The space available in STM is limiæd, according eo Miller (1956) üo seven such symbols,

plus or minus two symbols. The size and complexity of lhese symbols, or "chunks,, vary

according to the human being's past experience and the ertent. of that person's

knowledge base. For novices, these "chunks" may consist of only one piece of data,

vhereas for exper[s, a siogle "chunk" may represent a large and complex body of

knovledge' Many such "chunks" are stored in LTM which is a potentially infiniæ
capacity network of knoqrledge 8ained from study and experience, and are accessible to

active prccessing when triggered, or brought forvard t0 STM. Since the capacity of

STM is limited and LTM is not, it follows that humans proc€ss information serially, or in
small amounts, consisten[with the complexity and depth of the individual's repert,oire

of symbolic knowledge.

Evidence of serial processing by the subjects of this study was manifested by the

high incidence of the use of two and three element combinations of decision making

elements, and the decision making processes of review/surnmari¿ing, non_decision

stru cturin g, cascadin g and se quential combin ation .

The students in this study were r'ery emphatic about the deleterious effects of

questioning by the teacher during the performance of a psychomotor skill,
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particularly the preparation of medications, vhich is a very common time for [eachers

t'o assess their s[udents' knovledge base. This concern can be readily underst,ood vhen

vieved through ùhe perspective of informæion processing theory. Short term memory

can only hold information that is being attended ù0, at the time. Novices, in particular,

use more STM resources than experienced nursesdo, in order t,o accomplish unfamiliar

tasks. Having ûo access LTM for information regarding drug action, side effects, etc.,

vhile simullaneously attending ùo the psychomoùor task, is a very difficult cognitive

maneuver (Ericsson & Simon, l9S4). Thus, the sfudent is unable to access information

from LTM, and the teacher assumes lack of knowledge. This type of assumption meri[s

closer examination.

The extent to which the students in this study have developed "chunks" could only

be properly determined by a content analysis of the transcripts. Älthough this type of

analysis vas not cornpleted, there is evidence in the protocols táat the subjects do

possess some "chunks" that have particular meaning for them in terms of planning

decisions for the patient, e.g., nursing interventions for pain, wound infection, and

routine post-operative care. These "chunks" vere not necessarily in the form of

diagnostic hypotheses, but rather, represented clusters of planning decisions that u¡ere

Iearned as context free nursing actions. It may be that the hypotheses in the

hypothesize and treat decision making process used by the subjects in this study, are

examples of this form of "chunkin g,"

Newell and Simon U9721stress that "chuoks" are developed through learning over

time, and are not innate. It is upon tåis point that social learning theory articulates

with, and extends, information processing theory as the basis of this study. Social

Iearning theory vievrs the individual as a composite of past life experiences and

Iearning opportunities, which shape and inf,luence tåe person's behavior potential in
future situations. From avaúeLy of experiences that would be impossible to trace, a

person develops and cultivates certain attitudes and coping behaviors that have proven
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to be comfortable ways of dealing with life. It is postulated by social learning theory

that these learned coping behaviors are aimed at maximÞing positive reinforcemenùs

in any siluæion, and lhat it is the an[icipation of certain reinforcemenls which

accounts for goal directed behavior. Persons vho anticipate thal reinforcements in
life are in ùhe conLrol of other people, or forces external to ùhemselves, have been

described in ùhe liæræure as making decisions based on "hunches" or past experiences

(Liverant & Scodel, l96Û), less likely to make independent decisions (Neaves, 19g9), and

indeed, aversive to decision making altogether (Harrison, Levis, & Straka, l9g4). The

construct of locus of control has been studied so extensively, thar a consistent profile of

characteristic attitudes and behaviors for persons with an internal or exùernal locus of
conlrol has been established in the liæræure. Some of the decision making behaviors

identified in this study, as well as the perceptions of subjects regarding influences

upon their decision making are consistent vith the characteristics of persons vith an

internal or €xt€rnal locus of control. For example, the internal subjects in this study

interacted earlier and more thoroughly vith the data in tåe patient situæion, used

more complex decision making processÊs, andanalyzed the situæion in morp depth,

than did lhe exÞrnal subiects. The external subjocts approached the planning task in a

more superficial, "cut and dried" manoer vhich was reflected in ùhe decision making

processes they used. Internal subjects demonstrated a mbre favorable attitude tovards

teachers and other au[hority figures, and less relucûance to inþract vith them, than

did the external subiects.
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The findings of this study indicated that senior diploma nursing students vith an

internal or external locus of control used similar decision making processes in the task

of planning care. Differences betveen internal and external subjects were

demonstrated, hovever, in the frequency and pattern within which these processes
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r¡ere used throughout the three sect^ions of the task. The internal subjects interacted

earlier and more thoroughly vi[h the data, engaged in mort cognitive processing prior

to making planning decisions, and demonsÈraþd a higher use of the more cognitively

complex decision making processss of non-decision strucluring, hypothesÞe and test,

hypothesÞe and trea¿, and cascading, than did the external subiects. The external

subiects increased lhe use of the less cognitively demanding stimulus-response and

listing processÊs from the beginning to t-he end of the planning task, vhereas the

internal subiects decreased the use of these processes vhile advancing rhrough the

planning task.

Coasistent with the concepts of information processing theory. 0he findings also

suggest that these student rrurses, both internal asd external, teoded to process

ínformation serially vhen na"king planning decisions for patient care, Evidence of

serial processing u¡as manifested by the high incidence of the use of tvo and three

element combinations of decision making elenents, and the serial nature of the

decision making processes of reviev/summarieing, non-decision structuring,

cascadin g and sequential combination.

The subjects of this study typified some of the characteristics of novice behavior as

described by Benner (lgs4). The tendency to weigh all pieces of data equally is

reflected in the increased numbers of hypotheses, knowledge statements and planning

decísions from the first to last sections of tåe planning task. 0ther examples of novice

behavior demonstrated by the zubjectswere the predisposition to select more of their

decisions on the basis of factual daÍ,a, raLher than hypotheses, to generate some of tåeir
planning decisions from unvalidated hypotheses, and to establish priorities based on

their store of knowledge of context free nursing actions, rather than on the individual

patient's needs and situation.

Some important findings srere nade regarding the students' use of the nursing

process as a decision making framework. Contrary to the systematic and stepwise
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approach of collectin 8daJø., interpretin gdula.ùo formulate nursing diagnoses, setting

erpected outcomes, and then making care planning decisions based on the diagnosis

and designed t,o achieve the set goals, the students in this study began ùo interpret

available dala nor only prior ùo a complete dar¿ collection, bu! in fact, almost upon

initial contact with tho information. Furthermors, lnany of them did not formulate

established nursing diagnoses, nor did ühey set expected outcomes prior ùo making

planning decisions. In terms of øtal numbers, the type of planning decisions made

most frequently wer€ assossmentand physical care decisions, while decisions t,o teach

Èhe patient vere mentioned the least. oft,en in the verbalization of all subjects, A final

observation of importance ùo nurse educalors, vas the generally vague and poorly

articulated rationale for planning decisions that was verbalized by most of the subjecùs,

both internal and external.

AII subjects perceived simitar categories of influences upon their clinical decision

making processes, but a differeace existed betveen the internal and external subjects'

perceptions of factors that inhibit the decision making of student nurses. The external

subjects placed a much greater enphasis on the detrimental effect upon their clinical

decision making of undesirable person ality characteristics and teaching techniques of

the teacher, than did the internal subjects. In a.ddition, the exterf al subjects referred

nore frequently to fate or chance influences on decision making than did the internal

subjects, who appeared to perceive more personal control over the progress of their

clinical decision making skills.
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2. The represenùaliveness of the patienÈ situæion in terms of all possibie decision

making tasks, and the non-clinical setling in which the decision making took place,

limit generalizability.

3. The simulated patient situation was developed by the investigator, and therefore

its validity and reliability is not established.

4' Infornation ¡lrocessing is contingent upon the demands of the task (payne,

1982). Some characteristics of the planning task in this study that may have

influenced the findings, are as follows:

a) The subjects vere highly sensitive to priority setting in the verbal protocols.

This concern may have been due, in part, to the verbal protocol example vhich the

students read, and listened to, prior to engaging in the planning task itsetf. Ät the end

of the verbal protocol exampfe, the script states, "So first, I guess I better, .., then, ... and

tåen '.' ." When discussing the followup questions vith the subjects hovever, this

corl'cerû vith prioritizing emerged again, unsolicited. Whether or not the example

given vas a significant influence, therefore, cannot be determined.

h) The zubiects generated more assessment and physic aI careplanning

decisions than the other categories of patient matragement decisions, Subjects vere

instructed that no further infornation outside of the simulated patient situation was

available to them. It is possible that this instruction may have limited the strategies

subiects were able to use to organize data and make decisions. Muzio ¡93)) discovered

to the coûtrary, however, tåat much of the relevant dat¿ elicited by her subjects was

not directly used in decisioo related reasoning.

5. Consistent with social learning theory and infor¡natíon processing theory, it is

recognized that the decision making processes identified and described in this study

represent a sampling of behavior within a specific time period, q¡ith a specific

situation, and as such, provide only partial information about the cognitive processes

of the subjects.
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6' kcause of the small sample sÞe and the qualitative nalure of uhe data statistical

significance of the findings could not be determined,

The findings of this study have implications for nursing education not only in the

realm of decision nating processes and locus of control, buù also in the manner in

which studenù nurses are taught the nursing process. These implications are no\¡

discussed.

Ilecision Makins aod the Nursins process

Implications and Recommendations for Nursing Education

Based upon the writer's experience and the observations made in this sturly, most

student ourses are novices in clinical decision making. Consistent with the literature

on novice behavior, it seems that they tend tn veigh all pieces of data equally. Given

this characteristic, and the fact that t"hey are equipped vith only a beginning

knowledge of medical sciences and nursing theory, they are then faced vith the

orerous expecûation in clinical practice that they will obtai¡ , analyze,synthesize, and

make patient care maragement decisions based on a thorough collection of data. This

vriter is in strong agreement with Muzio (lgS)) who states that ,,Educational

expectations of student performance ... that prescribe summative processing of

multiple variables and a thorough search of availabl e datashould be reasonably altered

to allow serial processing and judgment based on adequate rather than comp lete data"

(p' tl2)' ThieleandSloan (1987)reportedinarecent$¡rveyof nurseeducatorsthat

the ability of students to obtain and interp rct datawas considered more important by

educators than the actual writing of the nursing care plan. It s¡ould seern, then, that

nurse educators are already beginning to support cognitive processing as the basis of

clinical decision making. If we accept the assumption of information processing
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theory that [he human mind prucesses ioformation serially, and fhat evidence of lhis

type of cognitive functioning exis[s in the findings of this study, iü is cleady futile to

expect a student nursÊ, especially a novice, !o attempù tJo process a large and thorough

mass of dalaalone [ime, particulady in the summative rnanner prescribed by the usual

approach to nursing process. BasÊd upon t.he findings of ¿his study therefore, irwould

s€em rsasonable t,o speculate thæ the energy usually invested in Þaching the nursing

process as a decision making franework, might be better utilized in the teaching of

logic and reasoning for tåe ac[ual problem solving and planning of patienù care. Most

of the studenÙs enioyed the planning task used in this study, and found it realistic. One

of the nrays tro implenenû the recommendation ùo devo[e more tearhing time ùo logic and

reasoning ralher than the nursing process, is to create seminars for sùudents vhich

incorporate a minimal data set and various levels of ambiguity and complexity. Such

teaching stralegies vould help stldenùs learn to make planning decisions under

circumstances that rnore closely reflec[ actual clisical experience. In clinical practice

situations, ûurse educators should assist students t¡ focus Lheir assessment and data

gathering activities upon vhal is actually relevanI in a patient si[uation. Students,

especially novices, should nol be expected to collect all the dara, and to know vhat to do

nith it once il is collectod, until afær they have acquired sufficient knovledge and had

sufficientopportunity tro practice determining vhich dataare relevan[, vhich are less

r¡levant, and vhæ kiods of decisions ùhey oeed t,o make, based on the data.

Most of the subiects in this study did not appeur ùo find nursing diagnoses and

expected outcomes of care as helpful guideposts in their deliberarions about planning

decisions. Although this discrepancy between concepts taughr and studen! behavior

may be indicative of novices, it does raise a serious question: Is it really necessary to

document these aspects of care planning on charls and Kardexes?

It has been suggested in this study that asking students quesLions vhile they are

performing a task, may result in their inability to access the required information
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from LTM, even though it may be there. Although this poses a difficult problem for

teachers, it is recommended that alt€rnative approaches !o sampling a studen['s

knowledge in clinical practice situalions be developed. In many cases, it is the timing

of questions that creales ühe concern, rather than the quesùions [hemselves. The

writer is cognizant of the fact that involved in this recommendation is a re-

examination of slme closely held philosophical beliefs. For example, one such belief is

thæa teacher must knov vhæ the student knovs, prior to performing a complicated

psychomoùor skill, regardless of the fact that direcù teacher supervision is being

provided.

In the light of the difficulties the subjects of this study demonstrated in verbalizing

scientific rationale associated víth their thinking processes, it is recommended that

clinical learning experiences such as nursing rounds atthebedside be instituted in

nursing education progrrims. Experiences similar to nursing rounds vould provide

opportunities for students to verbalize to their peers, the rationale for their opinions

and decisions. One important expectation of such rounds should be the development

and practice of professional dialogue which is both accurate and concise. As

emphasieed in the serendipitous findings, practice in the skill of articulating nursing

knowledge will assist the student as a graduate professional nurse to increase the

credibility of the contribution of nursing to patient care in the interdisciplinary

arena.
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Studies have shown tåat college students in general (Cellini &Kantorowski, tggZ)

and nursing students in particular (Dufault, lgg)), are becoming more external. It is a

fundamental belief of social learning theory that, difficult as it may be, locus of control

beliefs can be changed or modified through experience and new learning situations.

Because effective decision making is critical to current nursing practice, and because
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this study suggests thæ locus of control affects decision making processes, i[ is

recommended thar strategies !o assist students bo become more internal be implemenùed

in basic nursing educalion programs. Behaviorally oriented sùrategies such as

asserÈiveness training for externals, may help them to see how changes in their

approach can change life evenls, and thus enhance a belief in internal locus of

con[rol. Iùis imporùant, however, ùo be sensitive to cuhural diversity in this

recommeodæion. Assertiveness lraining may, in sume inst,ances, be culturally

iocongruent. Further research int,o the effecl of this internalization strategy in

different culÈures, and possible alternalive slralegies, would be valuable. Teachers vho

are attuned t¡o the behaviors of external st¡dents can help by challenging these

st'udents' externally oriented verbalizations, assisting then t,o recognize [he

contingencies between their behaviors and outcomes. In addition, if nurse educators

become convinced that the use of teaching approaches which build a student's self

confidence and self esteem will also increase internality, tåey could onacù a major role

in assisting studen[s to learn t-o make effective clinical decisions. Exposing external

students ùo a clinical setling in which the decision making sùyle used provides an

eremplary role nodel, may alst increase inÞrnalily. Courses such as the one described

by Dufault (19s5) where neophytes in the profession become increasingly aware of the

role of nursing ùoday and the issues facing the pr-ofession, could serve to increase

internality.

12')aJt

The findings of this study revealed apaucity of planníng decisions that related to

teaching the patient. In viev of this finding, it might prove beneficial for nursing

service agencies to develop more teaching tools that form a partof the patient's chafi.

One such example is the teaching guidelines that exist for assisting patients to learo

hos¡ to cope wit'h a colostomy. Through the effectíve use of such tools, where the

Implications and Recommendations for Nursing practice



praftice of accountability for patient educaiion is stressed, not only for sludent nurses,

but for ali nurses who care for patients, the practice of patient educatioo could be

increased.

Another finding of this study which has implications for nursing practice is the

student's perception of the poverful roles that the head nurses and staff nurses caû

play, either positively or negatively, in the development of the ability of student

turses to make clinical decisions. Both head nurses aod staff rurses should examine

the clinical unit's philosophy regarding student learning, and together develop

strategies that vill be beneficial to student functioning in the realm of clinical

decision making, Included in these strategies might be vays of demonstrating support

for students in the clinical setting.

Recommendations For Further Research

Several directions for further research are suggested by this study.

1. The focus of this study was to describe the decision making llrocesses used by

student nurses when planning care. The coûtent and quality of the planning decisions

nade, parliculady teaching decisions, and the accuracy of interventions, vere not

assessed or evaluated. .å. secon dary analysis of the dat¿ could be conducted to determine

whether or not a d.ifference in the quality of plans existed betv¡eea the internal and

external subjects. The realization of differences, if any, in the quality of plans

geaerated by internal students conpared t¡ those generated by external students, would

further elucidate the role that locus of control orientation assumes in clinical decision

making. In addition, such an analysis might provide furtóer information regarding

tåe presence and nature of symbolic knowledge or "chunks" that have been acquired

by the students.

2. The research using informatíon processing theory proposes that the use of

different information processing strategies may produce functíonally equivalent
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behaviors Godgers & Housel, 1987; Simon, 19ZE). A secondary analysis of the data from

this sludy which revealed vhefher or no[ the final planning decisions ma.de by

internal and external subiects were similar, vould provide valuable dara ù0 suppor¿ or

refute Ùhe conten[ion that locus of control differentially ìnfluences the fypes of

planning decisions student nurs€s make.

3. Nineteen of the 20 subiects in this study u¡ere female, and Lhe internal subjects

vere a slightly older age group than t.he external subjects. A replicarion study

comparing tåe decision making pmcesses used by male and female subjects in various

age groups' might help determine if gender or age differences in decision naking
processes exis[.

4. The pattertr of decision making processes used by internal subjects in planning

care differed from the pattern used by external subjects. This sample of subjects were

in the ¡ovice category. A study of decision maki¡g processes used by experts, both

internal and external, qrould provide data to support or refute the hypothesis that the

construct of locus of control is as strong an influence on decision making processes as

is level of expertise.

5. Since decision making processes are belieyed to be contingent upon the demands

of the task, the use of the decision making processes that were identified in this study

should be examined in a variety of patient situations.

6. studies shoutd be designed to test the effectiveness sf ioþ¡¡af izatioa strategíes

instituted by nursing education programs upon locus of control.
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1. The unit of investigation for the study of personality is lhe interacfion of the
individual and his or her meaningful environment.

Corollary l. The study of personali[y is [he study of learned behavìor. Learned
behavior is behavior thar is nodifiable, tha¿ changes with experience.

Corollary Z. Inves[igation of personality requires fhe study of experience or
sequences of events. Its mefhod is hist,orical, for an analysis of any behavior involves
the investigation of the conditions preceding its appearance.

2. Personality constructs are not dependenù for explanatioo upon constructs in any
other field (including physiology, biology, or neurology). Scientific consùructs for one
mode of description should be consisten[ vith constructs in any olher field of science,
buü no hierarchy of dependency exists among [hem.

3' Behavior as described by personality constructs takes place in space and time.
Although all such evenùs may be described by psychological construc[s, iL is presumed
thar they may also be described by physical consüructs as they are in such fields as
physics, chemistry, and neurology. Any conception ühal regards ùhe evenLs
ùhemselves, ralher than the descrip[ion of the events, as different is rejected as
dualistic.

Corollary L Any conception of behavior wherein "physiological behavior" ís
conceived of as "causing" "personality behavior" or vice versa is rejected as
dualistic.(There is an inplication that there are two kinds of events rather than
different descriptions of the same event).

Corollary 2, Any conceptioa of behavior wherein explanation is made on the
basis of the interaction of body with mind is rejected as dualistic.

4' Not all behavior of an organism may be usefully described with personality
constructs. Behavior that may usefully be described by personalíty coastructs appears
in organisms of a part^icular level or stage of complexity and aparticular level or stage
of development.

Corollary l. Physiological or other constructs may be used in describing some
of the conditions present when personality characteristics are first acquired.

^A,ppendix A
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Corollary Z. Physiological or other constructs may be used by psychologists for
any pracfìcal purpose.

Corollary 3. The human organÍsm may ínteract with Ítself usíng learned
meanings (or symbols) which descrihe in physiological terms or terms characteristic
af other modes of description.

). A person's experiences (or [a person'sl interactíons wíth hís Ior her] meani¡gful
environment) influence each other, 0therwise stated, personality ha,s unity. Nev
experiences are a partial function of acquired meanings, and old acquired meanings or
learnings are changed by nev experience. Perfect prediction ofacquired behavior
would ideally require a complete knowledge of prevìous experience. (Unily is defìned
in terms of relatìve stability and interdependence. As the individual becomes more
experienced, personality becomes increasingly sùable. The process of mediatecl
stimulus generalization accounts in large par[ for this increasing stability and
generali[y of responses to a class of sìtuations. Iadividuals ænd uo selec[ new
experiences and ìnterpretatioos of reality on the basis of previous experiences and
c0ncepfualizations, Hovever, the presence of relalive stabili[y and generali[y does noI
mean that specificity of response and change c¡iuh neî¡ experience are not also
imporlanf principles of behavior. From Rotter, l9EZa, p. E).

Corollary l. One caoûoù lruly speak of the "cause" or "etiology" of behavìor as
described by personality cons[ructs but only of the conditions, present and antecedenL,
necess¿ry for Lhe occumence of the behavior. Such descriptions are nev'er "ulLimafe',

or final.

6. Behavior a-s descritred by perso nality construch ha-s a dírectional a-spect. It may
be said to he goal-directed. The directional aspect of behavior is inferred from the
effect of reinforcing conditions, (This directional nature of behavior. accounting for
selectíve response to cues and for choice behavior, is the motivational focus of SLT. The
individual seeks to maximize hís or her positive reinforcements in any situation.
Learned behavior is goal-directed, and new goals derive their importance for the
individual from theír associations with eadier goals. From Rotte r,l9gza,p.l0).

Corollary 1' The needs ofa person as described by personality consürucús are
learned or acquired. Earty goals or needs (and some later ones) may be spoken of'a-s
arising oving to the association of nev conditions with the reinforcemen[ of
physiological homeosta-tic movements, and most later goals or needs arise as means 'fsarisfying earlier learned goals.

')c. ILJL



corollary 2. Farly acquired goals in humans {which play a great role in
determining laær goals) appear as [he result of satisfactions and frustrations vhich,
for [he most part, are entirely conürolled by other people.

Corollary 3. In order for any behavior ùo occur regularly in a given si[uation or
situalions, if musü have been made available ùo ühe person using it. by leading t,o sone
reinforcemen t or reinforcemen [s du rin g previous learn in g experien ces.

Corollary 4' À person's behaviors, needs, and goals are no[ independeot but
belong in functionally relaæd systems. The natr¡re of [hese relationships is deùermined
by previous experience.

7 ' The occurrence of a behavior of a persori is determined not only by the nature gr
importance ol goals or reinlbrcements but also by the person's antícipation or
expectancy that these goals witl occur, Such expectations are determined by previous
experience and can be quantified, (This principle is an ¿ttempt to handle the question
of how the individual in a given situation behaves in terms of potential reinforcers.
The assumption is that a concepl dealing with aaticipation of reinforcement is
necessary in order to account for behavior directed at specific goals. In short, one
needs a cotrcept other than simple value of reinforcement to account for human
behavior. From Rotter,lgEàa, p. I0.)

of personality study . In Rotter, Julian B.

From: Rotter, Julian B. ( I9)4). General principles for a social learning framework

(Chapter a, pp. 82-104). New York: prentice-Hall, Inc.
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1. A fev' and only a few, gross characterisLics of Lhe human informauìun-
processlng syscem are invarìanI over task and problem solver. The inf orma[ion-
processing system is an adaptive systen, capable of molding its behavior, vithin wide
limits, to the requirements of the task and capable of modifying its behavior
subsùantially over time by learning. Therefore, the basic psychological ch¿racÞrislics
of the human informatìon-processing syst€m seü broad bounds on possible behavior
but do not determine the behavior in detail.

2' These invarianI characteristics of the information-processing system are
sufficient, hovever, to determìne that it vill represenü the task environmenI as a
problem space and that the problem solving will take place in a problem space.

3. The sLructure of the task environmenüdetermines the possible strucùures of [he
problem space.

4, The structure of the problem space determines the possibl, p.og"uri (strategies)
that can be used for problem solving.

Appendix B
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Dear Student,
You are invited to participate in a research study about the clinical decisionmaking processes of student nurses.
The.study has two purposes, to describe hov student nurses think vhen nakingdecisions about planning lurìing care, and to describe factors that student nursesperceive_ro help, or inrerfere with, the laking of clinical nuisi"! a";i.i.";

. This study is being conducted by Sharoã Tschikota, a student in the Masrer ofNursi_ng program 
?Lth.e únivelsity of i4anirobã, wiloiËg, Maniroba. Theinvestigator's thesis advisor is Professor Cynthia C"ã""'r", srnããi 

"fllurrios,University of Manítob a G7 a-s}aü.
You do not have to participate in.thisstudy. If you do not vish to participate,your s[atus in the school, and your relationahip {zitn the ínvestigutoi *it-tiot ¡,affected in any vay.

. Your participation in the study vill involve a miaimum of one and a half to amaximum of three hours of your time, divided into t*o o*.io"i. inãrt"iy *iU ¡,conducted at a tine that is mutually conveaient ror you án¿ tne invåsti g"Lr;,
In the first sessior, you r¡iit ¡e asked to recaíI rpã.iriC á""ãpi"r"r** you.cliaical exl¡erience.that eit"her helped, or inærfere¡;íd your clinical decisíonmaking. You viu also be Fk"9 quá*ions aboutyãu. àelLd"i"til;J#kãióun¿, an¿experience in nursing relared wõrk. This vitl a, apr"rlrorded. Fi";nt;t;u vi¡ beasked to complete a questionnaire.

In the second session, you viII be asked g ryúa patient situation and plan care forthis patient vhile thinking our loud. You vitt list¿" tr-";tli"ki";;67 i.î.r., oo u
?p2.Pri.9l.to your participation, ûo lamiliatneyou vitn tle methoã. yourithinking outIoud" vill be-tape recordei. You vill also be asÉed to vritã ¿ovn your pr"" oî.ure as itis finalized. You viII then be asked some questions atrout your reaction to the situation.This is not a test. The¡e are ûo r¡rong ansc/ers. The focuíof the;udy i, ;; tl"thinkin_q processes of student nurseJas care is ¡einJ plãnn"¿.

. . If yo¡¡ do agree to participate, your involvemË"iñ th; study vill remain
llrictlv confidential The infornatioá you providr *¡r ¡ã i¿""riii ío bt;;;; number.Your identity wifl be_knovn only to th;itrvestiguto". wÃLn m" Juay ís coÃprete, tnetape recordiags vill be erased. Teachers in the-school of aursiog viit ûorb-e'avare ofthe names of those students agreeing to particip"æ. Yo.t Ãay vitia"ro f"o. ihe studyatalY tine' I¿ is important tot-his reseaich thät partícipanæ vill feel comfortable inverbalizin g their thoughts, and that they havã á ãrptñ If you feel that you meerthese criteria and are r:'teresæd 

1o p.arti.igatingl ol-e'ase fili í; íÀ; ilrrl*ii'rrioo orthis forT. and place it in sharon tsönitoør -;i'ú;Fiãql úthe receptifrdesk in theschool of nursing,
. . I appreciate your consideration of this request, and look forward to yourpartícipationl

Yours truly,

Appendix C
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Yes, I ç¡ould
clinical decision

NAÏ¡lE:

be interested
making used

Sharon Tschikota
in participating in the research study of the processes of
by student nurses in planning ourriog .u"r.

PHONE NUMBER;



Part À: Dsmographic Information
1. Gender: Male- Female

2. Age (æ last birthday)

3. Ethnic/cultural background

{. languages spokeo o[her than English

). Marit¿l Starus

6. Dependents (specify

Appendix D

Interview 0uestionnaire

7. urhat was your educational preparacion before entering nursing?
a) Complete grade lZ (20 credi[s)
h) English 30ù, Math 3ûtì, ¿o¿ Science 3[10 only
c) No grade t2 zubjects

d) University credits (please specify)
e) Uníversity degree (please specify)
f) Cerlificafes or diplomas held (please specify)
g) Other (please specify)

8. If you have had any experieoce in nursing-related vork prior to entering this
program, please describe.

9. .Are you preseûtly employed in nursing-related s¡ork outside of school hours? please

specify.

10, In vhat clinical areaare you presently having your clinical experience?

211

I vould like you ùo recall some spocific decision making situæions thatyou were
involved in vhile in clinical practice, and lhink abouÈ these two ques[ions:
1. Whatspecific things (people, events, circumst¿nces) helped you ùo determine what
nas r¡rong vith your patient and what you should do about it?
2. What specific [hings (people, events, circumstances) made it difficult for you to
determine what was wrong with your patient and whar you should do about it?



The Rotter Internar External Locus of confror scale

scming - the higher the score the ruore externar the individual.

Social Reaction lnventory

This is a questíonnaire ro find ou[ the way in which certain inpor[ant events in gur society
a'rfect different people. Each iten¡ consists of a pair of alærnatives letæred a or b. please select the
one statÆment of each pair (and only one) which you more slrongty believe to be rhe case as far asyou're concerned- Be sure to setect the one you actually believe ûo be more true rather thaî the oneyou think you should choose or tÍe one you would like to be true. This is a rreasure of personal
belief; obviously tf¡ere are no right or wroog answers.

Please ansv/er these items carefully bur do not, spend too much tine on any one irem. Be
sure to find an answer for every choice. For each numbered question naÍe an X on the line beside
either the a or b. whichever you choose as the slatement, mosf. true.

In some insta¡ces you fnay discover thu you believe both st¿fements or neicher one. In such
cases, be sure t0 select the one you more strongly betieve to be the case as far as you're concerned.
Also try to respond to each item independently when making your choice; do not. be inftuence6 byyour previous choices.

Remember

select thar alærnative which you personalty believe to be ûore true.

I more strongly believe that;

Appendix E

l._a-
_b.

E 2.-a.
_b.

3.-a-

2J6

children get, into trouble because their parenrs punish tl¡em f¡o nuch.
The trouble with most children nowadays is rhat their parents are too easy with
them.

Many of the unhappy things in peopre's rives are pa¡rry due ro bad tuck.
People's misfortunes result, from the mista&es they ma&e.

One of the major reasons why we have wars is becar¡se people don,t ta^ke enough
inærest in pofitícs.
There will always be wars, no matær how hard people try to prevent them.

ln the long run people get the respect tÍey deserve in this world.
unfortunately, an individuat's wortfi often pÍßses unrecognized no mal[er lìosg
hard he tries.

The idea tl¡æ æachers are unfair to students is nonsense.
Most studef¡ts don't rcalize the extent m v/hich rheir grades are inf luenced by
accidental happenings.

Without tlre right brea-ks oûe car¡not be an effective leader.
capable people who fail t0 become teaders have not taken advanrage of their
opportunities.

4. 

-u--b.
5. 

-a.
_b.

6.-_a-
_b.

b.



?. 

- 

a. No matter how hard you try some people iust don't like you.
b. People who can't get others to like them don't understand how to ger along with

others.

8. 

- 

a. Heredity plays the najor role in determining one's personality.
b. Ir is one's experiences in Iife which derermine vhar rhey're like.

9. 

- 

a. I have ofæn found rhar whar is going ro happen vill happen.
b. Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for ne as mating a decision to tafe

a definiæ course of actíon.

I 0' 

- 

a. In the case of the well prepared studen¿ rhere is rarely if ever such a thiûg as. an unfair tes[.
b. þfany times exam questions ænd to be so unrelaled Lo course ryork thal

study¡ng is really useless.

ll.-a-

_b.

12. 

- 

a.
_b.

13. 

- 

a.
_b.

14. 

- 

a.

_b.

15. 

- 

a.
_b.

16.-a.

--b.

Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has l¡ttle or nothing to d0
with ir.
Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right place ar the right tíme.

The average citizen can have an influence in government decisions.
This worlcl is run by rhe few peopte Ín power. and rhere is not, much the Iittle
guy can do about it.

when I mate plans, I am almost cerlain that I can nake tÍe¡n work.
It is nor always wíse to plan too far aiead because many things turn out c0 be a
matLer of good or bad fortune anyhow.

There are certa-in people who a¡e just no good.
There is some good in everybody.

In my case gerting whar I wanr has l¡trre or norhing ro do with luck.
Many times we mighr jusr as wefl decide what ro do by f tipping a coin.

llrho gets to be the boss often depends on who was tucky enough co be in tfie
righr place firsr.
Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability; luck has little or
no[hing ro do wirh ir.

2J7

l7 ' 

- 

a. As Iar as world alfaírs aÍ'e concerned, most of us are rhe yictÍms of forces we
can neither understand, nor control.

b. By takíng an active part in political and social affairs the people can control
world events.

18.-a

_b.

19. 

- 

a.
_b.

'Ì4. _a.
_b_

Most people can't. realize the extent to which their tives are conûroiled by
accidenral happenings.
There really is no such thing as 'tuck".

One should always be willing 0o adm¡r. his mistakes.
It. ¡s usually best to cover up one's mistakes.

It is hard m know whether 0r nol a persort really likes you.
How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person you are.



21. 

- 

a
_b.

22. -- a.
_b.

In the tong run the bad things that happen to us afe balanced by the good ones.
Most mislortunes are the result of lack ol ability, ignorance, laeiness, or all
three.

With enough efforú we can wipe out potitical corruption.
It is difficulI fof people [0 have nuch control over rhe thíngs polit¡cians d0 if¡
office.

1,2
tJ. 

-
24. _a.

_b.
25. 

-a.
_b.

a- sornetimes I can't unders[and how teachers arrive at the grades they give.
b. There is a direct connect.ion between how hard I study *1 u,u grades I ger.

A good Ieader expects people to decide for themselves what. they should do.
A good leader ma"kes it clea¡ ¿o everybody what their iobs are.

Þlany times I feel that I have litrle influence over the things that happen r.o me.
lr is impossible for me to believe thal char¡ce or luck plays an important role
in my life.

People are lonely because they don't try to be friendly.
There's not much use in lrying [o0 hafd to ptease people. if they like you, they
Iike you,

26. _

28. _ a. lVhar happens to ne ¡s my own doing.E b' Sometimes I feel that I don't have enìugh control over the direction my life is
taking.

E 2L)' a. Most of the [ime I ca¡'û understand why politicians behave rhe way [hey d0.

- 
b. In the long run the people are responsibte for bad government. on a national as

well as on a local level.

From: Lefcourt, Herbert h4. (1976'). Locus of control; Curent f.rends in rheory and research.
Hillsdale. New Jersey, l¿wrence Erlbaum Associates, publishers. t¡orrÅ w¡iev a sonr],
p.177-1E0.

a-

b.

27 ' 

- 

a- There is too much emphasis on atfletics in hieh schoor.
b. Team sports are an excellen0 way to build cha¡acær.
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Instruc¿ions To Subiects

The folloving is atypical clinical situation that requires independent nursing
interventions. You are heing asked to do 3 things:

I ' Please read the situation out lor¡d, and include any thoughts you might have, as
you do this.

2. Conti¡ue to think out loud includíng the reasons l'or your thoughls. as ygr,¡

develop a plan of care for this patieat, I am ínterested in the thinking process that
leads up to the choice of nursing interventiorrs, so please rememher to include all your
thoughts ris you decide on a plan. If you are silent for a rvhíle. I will ask 

,,Whar 
are you

thinking nov?" You do not have to tbllov any specific lbrmat. The task is only to
develop a plan of nursing ittervention. You may vrite notes on the typed situation,
and on the blank paper provided.

3' Vhen you are satisfíed with your plan, vrite it on the form provided (a blank
page vith the word "Plan" at [he ùop, and room for the Subjec[Code j, vhile contìnuÌng
t'o think aloud. I will collecù the typed simulated patient situæions, and the paper
provided for notes.

Do notvríte dovn the ratíonale for your chosen interventions. The rerlsons behind
your choices q¡iII have heeo made clear as you were thinking out loud.
Do you have any questions?

Please begin.

Sinu lated Patient Situ ation

Mrs. Esther Hill ís a 4tyear old woman vho has had a cholecystectomy and
exploration of the common bile duct, and is a patient otr atr adult surgi calward.
Since her second child was born nine years ago, she has experienced six attacks of
severe right upper quadrant abdominal pain that radiates to both shoulders and is
accompanied by internittent jaundice. She u¡as diagnosed as having acute cholecystitis
and cholelithiasis. Her last attack occurred six weeks ago andwÍß more severe and
prolonged than previous ones. Her doctor admitted her for surgery.

Mrs. Hill is 160 cm. tall (5 feet, 4 inches) and weighs 5tt Kg. ü 10 lbs.). She is a tight
smoker (less than 20 cigarettes per veek). She does not participate in regular exercise,

Simulated Pæient Situæion

Appentlìx F
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prefeffing üo control her weighÈ through dieting. Upon admission she conversed
pleasant'ly vith the nurse, telling her all about her husband and Èvo sons, aged !6 and
9. Her vital signs on admission $rere Bp l32lg6, TpR 37_72_20.

Mrs' Hill's surgery vent vell. She had a minimal blood loss during surgery. The
surgeoo's reportstaÞd thar her gallbladder vas enlarged, slightly inflamed, and
contained Ùr¡o lar8e sÙones and a large amoun¿of "gravel". Tvo stones ryere removed
from the common bile duct and a T-tube was inserted. A penrose drain wa-s inserted
through a separate sra.b vound. she had a right subcostal incision.

Mrs' Hill amived on [he l¡ard with a nasogasÈric [ube in place, an inlravenous of 5%
dextrose and half salìne running a¿ l0û cc./hr., aT-tube to straigh[drainage, and a
large abdominal dressing. She had an order for Demerol 100 

^g, 
IM q3-+n prn for pain

and Phenergan 2) mg. IM q3-4h prn for nausea,

Mrs' Hill's firstand second posùoperalive day were unevenfful, ¿nd she progressed
normally Ùowards recovery. Her nasogastric fube has been removed, and she is
beginoing ùo take clear fluids. Her intravenous is s[ilt running at )û cc./hr.

In morning reporÈon her third posùoperalive day, you, her nurse, are informed by
the nightnursÊ thatMrs. Hill seemed to need alittle more encouragemenüduring [he
evening t'o get out of bed aad vas reluct¿nt to do her deep brearhing and coughing
exercises' There r¡as a moderate amoun[ of serosanguinous drainage through her
dressing lasl evening and so it vas changed. The incision wâs a little svollen and mois[
looking, and lhe skin edges vere slightly reddened. I'he nighr nurse sugges¡s that Mrs.
Hill nightbe developing avound infection.

When you go into Mrs' Hill's ruom after report, she is lying on her back in bed rrith
her knees dravn up. She tells you she is having a lot of pain in her abdomen, and she
looks flushed and uncomfortable. The skin on her neck feels warm and clammy ùo the
louch. she says she "feels funny ... not very well". she begins [0 cry.

Develop a plan of care that you vill implement this morning for Mrs. Hill,s
suspected early wound infection. The information provided, is the only information
available [o you right nov.

Please think out loud as you develop this plan, giving as thorough a report of your
thinking as you can. Reme¡nber, there are no right or wrong answers. It is the
thinking aboutyour plan that is important.
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Procedure

Subjects x¡ill be províded with this typed situation. The instructíons to subjects víll
be read aloud to them. The tape recorder vill then be turned on so that subjects may
hear the verbal protocol example.

Instructions to Subjects

Listen to the subject on the tape. She is going to follow the same procedure that will
be asked of you in the simulated patient situation, except that, in this example, the focus
is on planning in a non-nursing situation. First, she u¡ill read the situation oul loud,
She vill develop a plan, vhile thinking out loud, of what, to do in this sítuatíon. She vill
include the reasons behind her thinking, and any other thoughts she has v,,hile
developing the plan.

Example Situation

You are a nurse working an I hour day shift (0700-1j00 hours). you have had a
busy day and you suspect that you wiII not be able to leave right at 150û hours.
At lunch time, you get a message thatRhonda, an old friend and former classmate is in
tovn for a t'ev hours, and would like tn meet you for supper. She has to leave lbr the
aírport at200a hours. You are to call her back by 1500 hours. you were very close to
Rhonda, and x¡ould like to see her. However, you had plans to go to the football game
tonight with your friend, .AI. The football gane starts aL lgSthours, and you have to go
home after work to feed and walk your dog, haye a shower and get dressed.
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0K, let's see. The situation says, you are a nurse working an E hour day shift (0700-
1500 hours)' You have had a busy day and you suspect that you vill not be able to teave
right at I)00 hours. .., What else is new? I hate E hour shifts - you ûever have enough
time to getyour work done, and then you feel guilty putting in for overtime!

0K, at lunch time, you get a message thatRhonda, an old friend and former
classmate ís in town for a few hours ,.. a few hoursl Boy, that,s not much time .., and
would like t¡ mee[ you for supper. She has ùo leave for the airport a¿ 2000 hours ... let,s



see, thaf's I o'clock, anrJ I don,t get off ,[iI j _ if I,m lucky! ... you are to call her back by
1)00 hours - 0Il ... Tou vere very close [o Rhonda and would like to see her ... 0K, so
that's like if Mary came ùo t¡wn - I n¡ould sure like to see her againl r#e had so much
fun t'ogethe,r in nursing school! ... However, you had plans to go t,o the football game
t'onight vith your friend, Al, - Uh, Ohl The football game starts ar 1930 hours, and you
have bo go home after vork to feed and valk your dog, have a shower and ge[ dressed.
Wowl

0K' Let's see what I'm looking at here. I might not get off work at 3, rhave to go
home, feed and valk the dog, shover, meet Rhonda for supper and get to the football
game by 7:30 pm. well, for starters, AI was probably coining r0 get me about );30 so ve
vould have time tbr a quick bite to eat betbre the game. The situation doesn't say il AI
knows Rhonda, but maybe A,l and I could meet Rhonda at the pieea Hut at 6 and drive
her to the airport. But, on the other hand, I don't knov if ve'd be able to have supper,
drive her to the airport, and get back to the game beüveen 6 and 7:30 pm. so maybe l,cl
better a-sk her if she vould mind gettin g a cab to the airport. I don't knov how muclr
fun it vould be for .A,l to sit and listen to tvo nurses gab about nursing and stuff all
suFper either. Most men really don,t like ,,shop 

t;lllk .

Because I'm so busy at work, I better see hov I can be ready ,even for J:3t. rL,il take
me half an hour to get home, and atleast an hour and a half to Iook after the dog and
get shovered and dressed. So if I leave right at3 thatvould take ,til ) o,clock. If Á,1 can
come to pick me up at 5, ve cotlld meet Rhon da aL5:30, and that vould gi,fê üs a little
more [ime' Maybe my head ûurse can get sorneoûe else to cover my paüíenl.s for me íl
I'm not fínished by 3, so I could heave. ,{nd if not, maybe I could get another nurse
that's working today to help me so I can be finished on tine, Most.nurses are rcally
villing to help each other out for things like this. In fact, that's an even better idea.
0K. that's vhat I'lI dol - I'il ask another surse to help me, and I'Il calt Äl and see if he
can come earlier. And I'il try not to just talk about nursing all supper. ïl¡e'll probably
all get along just fine, anway. .{nd I'Il ask Rhonda if she doesn't mind takíng a cab to
the airport after supper, When she hears qrhat I'm up against, she'll understand. So
first, I guess I better find a nurse to herp me, then phone .AI to see if my plan is 0K with
him, and then phone Rhonda and work out the det¿ils with her.

3 ti3



l. How many parients have you cared for vith a cholecysùectomy?
2. Did the patíent(s) h¿ve, or develop, a vound infection Z

3. Was the description of the situatio¡ realistic?
4, what information would you like to have had, thatwas not given?
). Hov would you rate this situatíon in ¿erms of difficulty for making decisions about
vhæ nursing inùerveniions t,o plan? choose a number be[veen l (very easy) aod 9
(very difficult).
6' Did you have a general approach to the task of developing a plan of care? If so, what
was it?

7 ' Díd yotl find some information more helpful than others for your decísion making?
If so, what v¡rls more helpful?
8, Hov díd you feel nzhile doing this exercise?
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ThiscertifiesthatI,,agr9et,,oparticìpatein[hesLudy
59nd.ucþd by Sharon Tschikota, a Master's Student in Ñuising at [he University ofManitoba on the clinical decision making pro.roàrìiiu¿roi 

";;r.ïh;^iurposes ofthis research are to describe hov studenl nurses think when 
^ãt*g ¿r.iriãor abou[plannìng nu-rsing care for a patient, and ùo ¿escriuã rhe str¡denÈ;u;;rr,lerceptlons offactors thar facilitate or hindôr their clinical decision *"ti"e. l-h.""îrä gl""n ocopy of [he vritten explanalion of the study an¿ nave na¡ u"îppo.rurity ¡, Ltquestions.

I understand that my participation vill involve a mi¡imum of one and a half hoursto a maximum of three.hours o_f my time, divided intã lvo r"ssions. In the fGt session. Iunderstand that I vill be ¿sked quêstions about r¡hat I think helps oii"t"rit.es withmy clinical decision-making on vards, and thaf.I viliuGo be asked questions about myage, educational background and e.xperie¡ ce in 
"ui.ì"ã.rlatei wãrt.-irrlr purt of thesession will be tape recorded. I s¡ill then be *tr¿tïmåptrtr u qurJorrouiie. Thispart of the session will not be tape recorded.

In the second session, I vill -be 
asked to:

l. listen to a taped example of a "thinking aloud" process ûo t'.amiliarize
me vith the method

2. think aloud vhile planning nursing care for a written patient
situation.

3. think aloud white vrif"ing out the finar pran of care.I understand that I will be asked some questions about'my reaction to the situationafter compfefing the care plan, and that this enürì ær.ióo íru n" tap"reãoøeo. Iu.nderstand that my name will not be used o" tnr øp"r ã" u"v written materials used in[his study.
I understand tha! I qry witldrav from rhe slydï ?L?n,y rime wirhour affecring myfuture association vith Shâron Tschikot¿ or the Ueútn S.i"or", Centre Schoot of

Il*i".g h ?iy w.ay. I understand that my participation Çin n" of no direct benefit rome' I have been informed th-at thg tape recõrdingi vill be erased atthe conclusion ofthe.studr' I ulderstand that it wiII noì br pois¡¡tã m iJr"iiry rã]"-rlî";*; of rhisstudy or any fut're pubricarions rhar mierit 
"¡iã 

rror ini, iu¿y.
. If necessary, I am ?yygrhar I may cãnhct sharon Tschitoá at66t-4zJt or heradvisor. Professor cvnrhia cameron, ú qli-ai+l;!;;y timu ¿urins ná .i"áy. nrysígnature below indicates my willingness to participãte i" tl,,1",õ.
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Date:

r wourd like a summ.., .rlIT:.i;iiËti rhis strdyYes- No

(lnvesüigator)



Mr. Douglas W. l'.inley,
Director,
Health Sciences Centre School of Nursing,
7û0 McDermot Avenue,
Winnípeg. Manitoba.
R3E 01'.2

Dear h{r. Iiinley,
. As you k¡ow. I am a student in the Master of Nursing Program al LheSchool ofNursing. university of Manítoba. I am 

'"ady 
to .o**ão.l my research studyínvestigating the clinical decísion making [.o.rrær-o]ì-iploma "rüi"g .t.iáents vhileplanning_nursing care. My rhesis a¿visoiis Þ"o6ñ;c),nthia Cameiãã,lcnoor orNtrrsing, Unir-ersity of Manilob a, 474-824tJ. E"rioæã-pleäe rind uiopy-oi'Åv thesisproposal'.lvIy proposal tr5 !""1 approved by the EtÀi-cã Reyiev C"r'"íitt"",'School ofNursíng, University olManitoba, ãno the DírectoioJnuæorch. Health Sciences centre.My proposed study is an exploration of the ¿"risi"n úki"g;;ããsseîstu¿ent

nurses use vhen develoFins lursing interventíons for tÀe care oîä patielt. lnaddition, I am ínterested in lnat raciors they p"".ãi"ã Ñnhibiting or facilitatingtheir clínical decision making on vards. lt ísãnüciputãã h"t knovledge arising fromthis investigation víll contribute to a better undersànding of studentsrr"*ooiogabilitíes in the planning aspect of the nursing p.oiã*. rne resulting infbrmation maysuggest fruitful aveflues for research into e¿ñcätionai *tràtrgirr to aisiristu¿ents inthe care planning process.
I would like to o.þtaín the particippnq for this study from the second year classof the Health sciences centre schoot or iuursing. i *r"lãlite the opportunity ro meetwith small sroups of students to disrribure ,tnr È"ptuoutñilirh" íí.öiäipi"ui, c,proposal) and answer questions. íf the students-hãve 

"o¡. 
totr"este¿ itr¡¿Ëáts may thencontact me by depositins the bottop p_ortion of the Explãnation 

"f 
;i;ïtudy ;;t"ly- -

maílbox at the School of Nursing. I vilt phone tne stri¿ãnts and thus. maintain theirconfidentialíty.
Ethical considerations regarding ans¡ymity, consent, and the right to vithdraware addressed in the Explanationìf the Smoy án¿ oilr bã?urther expta-in"Jto thosestudents agreeing to participøte in the studi. nurúcipãúon will involve a minimum ofone and a half to a maximun of three hours of each siuaent,s t¡ne, --
Please contact me at home (66s-4251) or atwort if"t. ¡+:Ol should you wísh todíscuss this request further.
I am looking r'orward vith anticipation ta hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Sharon E, Tschikota,
R.N., 8.N,. M.N. Candídare.
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1' Students will reveal their true thoughùs vhile verbalÞing during fhe verbal
prottcol and intærview sessions.

2' YeúalizaLion is accepÞd as an indirect measure of cognitive processes.
3' When decision making is recalled from a specific situation, the decision maker

can consciously idenùify specific factors [hat influenced the decision.
{' Locus of control is a stable personalily ch¿racteristic representative of a

person's usual approach t¡ life situations.

5' Decision making is primarily a cognitive process. This study makes no
assumptions regarding the characteristícs of that process.

Assumptioos of the St¡dy

A nnendis If
^-I,¡,v4v¡ð ¡\
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Clinical decision making in nursing refers 0o [he cognitive process(es) leading up
o, and including, [he conceptualization of nursing problems (nursing dìagnoses) and

the formulation of plans for nursing intervention (patient managemenl).
Clinical decision making is a specialÞed process of problem mlving that applies, in

addition t''o general problem solving skills, a discipline-specific knovledge base ùo a
dynamic aod uncerüain nurso-palient situation, aimed at the achievement of implicit as
well as explicit goals. The obligæion of the decision maker t,o be accountable for taking
some action upon the conclusions re¿ched, is inherent in the concoptof clinical
decision making in nursing.

Three sets of variables influence the process of clinical decisíon making; the
personal characteristics of the nurse, such as nursing knowledge base, personality
characteristics, and experience in nursing; the personal characterístics of the patient,
including physiotogical, psychological, and sociological status, the personality
characteristics of the patient, and the patient's perceptions of his/her situation; and
external, environmental factors, such as the physical environnent, the presence of
indivíduals other than nurse and patient, the availability of technology and resources,
a¡d time factor:s.

Clinical decísíon making in nursing is characte úzedby the demand to make
decisions in the presence of an incomplete data base and varying degrees of
uncertainty regarding the probable outcone. The process of clinical decision making
is shaped by unique, situatíon-dependentvariables arising from the psychological
situation of the rurse, the psychological situation of the patient, and the external
environment.

Clinical decision making in nursing encompasses the terms "problea solving,,,
"clinical judgment", "clinical reasoniag process", "diagnostíc reasoning,,, and,,clinícal
iaference". as seeû in the literature.

Problem solving is a generíc, goal-directed cognitiye process that involves the
recognition of a problem state, and the generation of a series of successive
approximations towards the desíred goal until a satisfactory solution ts the perceived
prohlem is found' Problem solving is a general cognitive skilt that seeks resolutíon of a
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problem, bul does not inherenùly include an obligation [o act upon fhe solulion, once
found.

The Nursing Process is a series of interrelated steps or phases whích provide the
nurs€ with an organized approach to datacollection, nursing diagnosis, and the
planning, implementation, aod evaluation of patient care. The nursing pr3cess
functions as a frames'ork within which the results of clinical decision making are
organized. but it does not provide direction for the cognitive processes involved in
executing each step or phase.
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